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Letter from the President

Congratulations, graduates! The faculty, staff, and administration of George Mason University are excited to join your families and friends and other special guests today at our fifty-fourth annual Commencement.

You’re earning a degree from one of the nation’s top research universities and one of the most diverse universities in the country. Because of your hard work, you are prepared for success.

But that’s only part of the story. Your Mason journey has been unlike that of any graduating class in the university’s history. You’ve dealt with tremendous adversity over the past year and displayed a drive and resilience that will serve you in all aspects of life.

When we needed you to be flexible in your mode of education to stay on track to complete your degree, you adjusted. When we needed you to be leaders in executing our Safe Return to Campus plans for the fall and spring semesters, you led.

You’ve met every challenge thrown in your path. For these and so many reasons, this class—my first spring graduating class as Mason president—will always be special to me.

About one-third of Mason graduates in recent years have been in the first generation of their families to earn a four-year degree. For our first-generation graduates today, congratulations on making family history and inspiring others. You exemplify the inclusive excellence we strive for at Mason. We discover and develop talent and provide the opportunity for that talent to grow and flourish.

Today, all of our graduates join a distinguished group of more than 200,000 Mason alumni. They, too, take tremendous pride in your success and look forward to hiring you and working with you as valued members of the Mason Nation.

Stay connected to this place where you learned so much about yourself. Nurture the relationships you established here. Come back to campus for homecomings and other events. And, of course, keep us apprised of your accomplishments as professionals and as citizens. We’ll be watching.

And remember: Once a Patriot, always a Patriot!

Gregory Washington
President, George Mason University
Jill Biden, EdD, is the First Lady of the United States, a community college educator, and a bestselling author. Dr. Biden also served as Second Lady of the United States from 2009 to 2017.

**EARLY LIFE AND CAREER**

Jill Tracy Jacobs Biden was born on June 3, 1951, in Hammonton, New Jersey, to Bonny Jean Godfrey Jacobs and Donald Carl Jacobs. The oldest of five daughters, she grew up in Willow Grove, Pennsylvania, just outside of Philadelphia. She graduated from Upper Moreland High School in 1969, then graduated from the University of Delaware with a bachelor's degree in English in 1975.

In 1976, Dr. Biden began teaching English at St. Mark's High School in Wilmington, Delaware. She then became a reading specialist at Claymont High School. At that time, she was also pursuing a master of education with a specialty in reading from West Chester University. She completed her first master's degree in 1981.

In 1975, she met then-Senator Joe Biden. They married at the United Nations Chapel in New York City in 1977 and she became the mother...
of his two sons, Beau and Hunter. Their daughter, Ashley, was born in 1981.

Dr. Biden taught English at Rockford Center psychiatric hospital while also pursuing a master of arts in English from Villanova University. In 1993, she accepted a job at Delaware Technical Community College. In 2007, she received a doctor of education (EdD) in educational leadership from the University of Delaware.

When Joe Biden became vice president of the United States and the Bidens moved to Washington, D.C., Dr. Biden continued her career at Northern Virginia Community College, teaching throughout their eight years in office.

SECOND LADY
As Second Lady, Dr. Biden focused on advocating for community colleges, military families, and the education of women and girls around the world.

As the Obama-Biden Administration focused on recovering from the 2008 economic recession, Dr. Biden worked to underscore the critical role of community colleges in the nation’s economy. She hosted the first-ever White House Summit on Community Colleges with then-President Obama and led the Community College to Career Bus Tour to highlight industry partnerships between community colleges and employers. She also became the honorary chair of the College Promise National Advisory Board, leading the effort to make community colleges free for hardworking students.

The daughter of a U.S. Navy signalman and the mother of Major Beau Biden, a soldier in the Delaware Army National Guard, Dr. Biden has been a longtime advocate for military families. As Second Lady, she launched Joining Forces with then-First Lady Michelle Obama, an initiative to support servicemembers, veterans, their families, caregivers, and survivors. She also released a children’s book in 2012, Don’t Forget, God Bless Our Troops, the story of their family’s experience with deployment through the eyes of Dr. Biden’s granddaughter, Natalie, in the year her father, Beau, was deployed to Iraq.

During her first White House tenure, Dr. Biden traveled to nearly 40 countries, visiting military bases, hospitals, and refugee camps, and advocating for education and economic empowerment for women and girls.

Dr. Biden’s advocacy for more cancer education and prevention began in 1993, when four of her friends were diagnosed with breast cancer. Following that year, she launched the Biden Breast Health Initiative to educate Delaware high school girls about the importance of early detection. After Dr. Biden and then-Vice President Joe Biden lost their son Beau to brain cancer in 2015, they helped push for a national commitment to ending cancer as we know it through the White House Cancer Moonshot.

LIFE AFTER THE OBAMA-BIDEN ADMINISTRATION
Following the Obama-Biden Administration, then-former Vice President Biden and Dr. Biden launched the Biden Foundation and the Biden Cancer Initiative.

Her New York Times bestselling memoir, Where the Light Enters: Building a Family, Discovering Myself was published in 2019. That was followed by her second children’s book, JOEY: The Story of Joe Biden, which was published in 2020.

FIRST LADY
As First Lady, Dr. Biden continues her work for education, military families, and fighting cancer. She is a professor of writing at Northern Virginia Community College.
Tom Davis’s first foray into politics was at the age of 14, when he was selected to serve as a United States Senate page for four years. He graduated from the Capitol Page School in 1967 and matriculated to Amherst College, where he earned his degree in political science with honors.

After graduating from the University of Virginia Law School, Davis was first elected to office in 1979, representing the Mason District on the Fairfax County Board of Supervisors. In 1991, he was elected countywide to serve as chairman of the board. Despite a severe economic downturn and a county budget deep in the red, Davis was able to implement numerous reforms that resulted in Fairfax being named the best managed county in the country by Governing magazine.

In 1994, Davis won a seat in the U.S. House of Representatives to represent the 11th Congressional District of Virginia. Throughout his tenure in Congress, Davis was widely recognized as a skilled legislator, an honest broker, and a political mastermind. Through legislation such as the D.C. Control Board Act, he helped rescue the District of Columbia from its troubled fiscal situation and sponsored legislation that resulted in the closure of the Lorton prison complex, a longstanding but previously unachievable goal for the citizens of Fairfax County.

Davis earned national recognition as chairman of the National Republican Congressional Committee in 2000 and 2002, where he was instrumental in maintaining his party’s majority in the House of Representatives. In 2002, for only the third time in American history, the political party of the president picked up seats in the House in a midterm election.

After the 2002 election, he was named chairman of the House Committee on Oversight and Government Reform, gaining national prominence once again by chairing hearings on the use of steroids in baseball.

Davis is a partner at Holland & Knight and serves on several nonprofit and corporate boards, including the George Mason University Board of Visitors, where he served as rector for six years.

He teaches at George Mason University as a Distinguished Professor, is the author of a recently released book that he wrote with former Democratic congressman Martin Frost about the polarization of the U.S. Congress, and is often asked to appear on network television political shows to discuss the current political landscape.

Davis and his wife, Jeannemarie, live in Vienna, Virginia, with their Maltese pup, Duchess.
George Mason University

Since its beginnings in 1957, George Mason University has experienced a steady transformation from regional commuter school to national powerhouse. Mason’s rise is no coincidence, but instead reflects a purposeful path committed to embracing new ideas and adapting to the evolving needs of the community. More than a half-century later, Mason’s reach extends across the commonwealth and into the global arena, with a diverse student body comprising students from all 50 states and 130 countries, a campus in South Korea, and world-renowned faculty and researchers dedicated to both focusing on complex problems and nurturing the next generation of thinkers and leaders.

Even as Mason continues to make an impact regionally, nationally, and globally, we have never wavered in our commitment to inclusivity and our belief that higher education should be accessible to all.

Guided by our motto of Freedom and Learning, Mason strides into the future with a spirit of innovation, an acceptance of wide-ranging viewpoints and cultures, and a conviction to stand firm to our principles. In a rapidly changing world of increasing complexity, George Mason University is in a unique position to make change happen by producing the leaders and solutions that our world needs.
George Mason IV was the primary author of the Virginia Declaration of Rights and Virginia’s first constitution, written in May and June 1776, which served as examples for other states. He was highly regarded by contemporaries for his intellect and abilities. Thomas Jefferson described him as “a man of first order wisdom,” and James Madison described him as “the soundest and clearest reasoner I have ever listened to.” A reluctant public servant, he has been referred to as the “forgotten” or “unknown” founder.

In 1787, Mason attended the Constitutional Convention in Philadelphia. James Madison, although known as the Father of the Constitution, attributed much of the final document to Mason. Mason refused, however, to sign the Constitution, because it did not guarantee the rights of the people. By his principled opposition, Mason ultimately assured the adoption of the federal Bill of Rights based on his Virginia Declaration of Rights. As demonstrated in the language set forth in Mason’s own documents, he was acutely aware of the moral depravity of slavery—yet he owned slaves. He proposed an elimination of the slave trade as a first step toward eventual emancipation, yet he did not make provisions for the care or release of his own slaves upon his death.

On April 12, 1996, a seven-and-a-half-foot statue of George Mason presenting his handwritten draft of the Virginia Declaration of Rights was dedicated at the university. In 2021, the Enslaved People of George Mason memorial will be installed on Wilkins Plaza in proximity to the statue. The statue serves as a constant reminder of the ideals of freedom and learning most important to both Mason the man and the university that bears his name, while the memorial honors the memory of two of the hundreds of individuals enslaved by Mason. Together, these landmarks illustrate the complicated legacy of George Mason, the man.
Highlights of George Mason University’s History

The university’s formal history began in 1957 as University College, the Northern Virginia branch of the University of Virginia (UVA), offering courses in engineering and the liberal arts. It opened in a renovated elementary school in the Bailey’s Crossroads area of Fairfax County with an enrollment of 17 students.

In 1958, the Town (now City) of Fairfax purchased 150 acres and donated the land to the University of Virginia for a permanent branch campus, then known as George Mason College.

Just 14 years later, George Mason University became an independent member of Virginia’s system of colleges and universities when Virginia’s governor signed legislation in 1972.

Mason has achieved many milestones across the decades. Here are just a few highlights.

- **1968**—First class of 52 students graduates
- **1972**—The university separates from UVA
- **1974**—The Office of Admissions hires Mason’s first Black admissions officer, Andrew Evans
- **1976**—Mason’s baseball team reaches the National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics World Series
- **1980**—Fall enrollment is 13,293, including international students representing 58 countries
- **1981**—Mason begins offering graduate classes on the Arlington Campus, known then as the Metro Campus
- **1983**—The university awards its first doctoral degree, a doctor of arts in education
- **1985**—Women’s soccer wins the NCAA Division I National Championship
- **1986**—James Buchanan wins the Nobel Prize in Economic Sciences
- **1992**—Kraken, the first Komodo dragon born in captivity outside of Indonesia, is hatched at Mason and quickly becomes a media star
- **1996**—The Johnson Center opens and is the first multi-use building of its kind on a university campus
- **1996**—The George Mason Statue is dedicated. Created by Wendy M. Ross, the seven-and-a-half-foot statue shows George Mason presenting his first draft of the Virginia Declaration of Rights
- **2002**—Vernon Smith wins the Nobel Prize in Economic Sciences
- **2005**—In recognition of a $10 million gift from Ernst and Sara Volgenau, the School of Information Technology and Engineering is renamed the Volgenau School of Engineering
- **2006**—The Mason men’s basketball team becomes the original “Cinderella” team of March Madness as it makes its exciting run from an at-large bid to the NCAA Tournament’s Final Four
- **2009**—U.S. News & World Report names Mason the nation’s No. 1 University to Watch on its first list of up-and-coming schools. Since that time, Mason has remained on the list
- **2010**—The grand opening is held for the Hylton Performing Arts Center
- **2011**—After years of planning and fundraising, a new state-of-the-art Ritchey Chretien telescope is installed in the Research Hall Observatory
- **2013**—Mason joins the Atlantic 10 conference
- **2014**—Mason Korea is established as part of the Incheon Global Campus in Songdo, Korea
■ 2015—The Prince William Campus is renamed the Science and Technology Campus

■ 2016—Mason enters the R1 Highest Research Activity tier of the Carnegie Classification of Institutions of Higher Education, joining an elite group of 131 research universities and signaling Mason’s leading role in tackling some of society’s most pressing challenges, while reaffirming our status as an innovation engine for the state and region

■ 2016—A $30 million combined gift to the George Mason University Foundation renames Mason’s law school in honor of the late U.S. Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia

■ 2017—ADVANCE, a new partnership between Mason and Northern Virginia Community College, is established to provide a seamless path for transfer students to earn four-year degrees

■ 2017—In recognition of a $10 million gift from Dwight C. Schar, the School of Policy, Government, and International Affairs is renamed the Schar School of Policy and Government

■ 2018—The new Peterson Family Health Sciences Hall, named in honor of the Peterson Family, opens on the Fairfax Campus, allowing all of the College of Health and Human Services to be housed in one location for the first time

■ 2020—The School for Conflict Analysis and Resolution is renamed the Jimmy and Rosalynn Carter School for Peace and Conflict Resolution as a tribute to the Carters’ steadfast commitment to peacemaking through nonviolence

■ 2020—Gregory Washington is named Mason’s 8th president and first Black president

■ 2020—Mason-sponsored research surpasses $200 million

---

Our Vision Statement

We are an innovative and inclusive academic community committed to creating a more just, free, and prosperous world.
Spotlight on Extraordinary Students

This year, we invited our individual colleges and schools to highlight extraordinary students who demonstrated a commitment to excellence in a variety of ways.

College of Humanities and Social Sciences

Kevin Omans
Kevin is receiving a BA in foreign languages, with concentrations in Korean studies and Spanish, and a BA in global affairs. He speaks Spanish, Chinese, and Korean fluently. Kevin is a Korean adoptee who has related personal experiences and insight to bilingualism, multilingualism, and questions of social equity in education. He received the CHSS Dean’s Challenge Scholarship in 2020, studied in Korea to attain an advanced high proficiency in Korean, and will be advancing to a graduate program in East Asian studies.

Amy Dezember
Amy is receiving a PhD in criminology, law and society. Her dissertation research, which received a prestigious National Science Foundation dissertation fellowship, investigates Alford pleas and the role of evidence in these cases by examining court records and conducting interviews with court actors to learn more about the process for offering, negotiating, and accepting these unique pleas. She has been published in *Psychology, Public Policy, and Law; Courts and Justice Law Journal*; and has written numerous book chapters about guilty pleas and the use of risk assessments in the criminal justice system.

College of Science

June Kang
June is receiving a PhD in bioinformatics and computational biology. June contributed to our understanding of how viruses jump from animals to humans, and she demonstrated extraordinary dedication to mentoring undergraduate, graduate, and Mason INTO students.

Fahad Almsned
Fahad is receiving a PhD in bioinformatics and computational biology. Fahad applied a sophisticated bioinformatics algorithm to a broad spectrum of human issues ranging from cancer to viral and metabolic diseases. Fahad also published eight peer-reviewed publications and mentored many students.

College of Education and Human Development

Elizabeth Washington
Elizabeth is receiving an MS in exercise, fitness, and health promotion (EFHP) with a concentration in advanced practitioner. She is the proud recipient of the American Kinesiology Award and the award for Outstanding Graduate Student in EFHP. Her sports medicine experience and her tenacious passion for her discipline have led her to work with the Advancing Healthcare for Underserved Students (ACHIEVES) Project and to serve in teaching assistantships in the Athletic Training Program.

Andrea Guiden
Andrea is receiving her PhD in education with emphases in education policy and U.S. history. She was awarded the College of Education and Human Development Outstanding Dissertation Award for her study, “In Search of ‘the Right Type’: An Historical Examination of Black Teachers and Quality in the District of Columbia Public Schools, 1952–1964.” Andrea is a National Academy of Education Spencer Dissertation Fellowship semifinalist and is the author and coauthor of journal articles and book chapters on topics regarding race in education policy and the professionalization of teaching.
School of Business

Nicholas Carr
Nick is receiving a BS in marketing. He has become a student leader integral to the success of both the School of Business and Mason at large. He has used his marketing skills to help showcase the student experience to all incoming students, guests, and visitors to Mason through self-directed videos of campus and the community. Nick was also a highly motivated member of the School of Business Living Learning Community who helped to elevate the program to new heights, while creating a memorable, lasting impact among his peers.

Kaylin Trychon
Kaylin is receiving an MBA. Working at the intersection of technology and national security, Kaylin found Mason’s MBA Program to be a perfect fit for her career aspirations. During her time at Mason, Kaylin was recognized as a top communicator in cybersecurity, invited to become a member of the Forbes Communications Council, and accepted her dream job at Google.

College of Health and Human Services

Grace Buck
Grace is receiving a BS in health informatics. She was recognized for her achievements with a scholarship from the Health Information and Management Systems Society National Capital Area chapter and for her academic excellence in the area of health informatics. Grace is also a Student Pathways intern at the National Institute on Aging within the National Institutes of Health. That opportunity has allowed her to apply knowledge from her studies in the field, such as using data visualization software.

Caprecia Miller
Caprecia is receiving an MSW. As a student, Caprecia took action to fight systemic racism and registered hard-to-reach voters during the summer by serving as a voting squad captain for When We All Vote, where she held voter registration drives at the Black Lives Matter protests in Washington, D.C. Caprecia was recognized by prominent voting outreach leaders, including Gloria Steinem, Meghan Markle, and Michelle Obama.

Volgenau School of Engineering

Maya Chatterjee
Maya is receiving a BS in information technology. As president of the Society of Women Engineers (SWE), she started a mentorship program, initiated numerous corporate events, and grew membership by more than 100 members. Collaborating with the SWE board, she organized their first-ever Cloud Computing Conference. As a student, she interned at British Aerospace Systems and Amazon Web Services. In the fall, she will continue her studies as a Mason graduate student pursuing an MS in applied information technology with a concentration in project management.

College of Visual and Performing Arts

Erin Pugh
Erin is receiving a BFA in theater performance. An active student in the School of Theater, she led the Kilroy’s Club monthly play reading series, focusing on underrepresented voices. She is an advocate in initiatives to bring awareness and anti-racism practices to productions, rehearsals, and classrooms, and she has created video materials showcasing her talents as a performer. Erin has served the School of Theater and the College of Visual and Performing Arts in her roles as an Acting for Young People Teaching Artist, Mason Players staff co-historian, and Alpha Psi Omega—Alpha Zeta Upsilon cast member.

Anna Burkin
Anna, a Knoxville, Tennessee, native, is receiving an MA in arts management. She is the recipient of the Erin Gaffney Memorial Award in recognition for her service to Mason’s Arts Management Program as a graduate professional assistant, student representative in the Graduate and Professional Student Association (GAPSA), and her work in the field. Her professional experience includes working with the Sewanee Summer Music Festival, Mason’s Center for the Arts, and the marketing department for the College of Visual and Performing Arts. She holds a BA in music from the University of the South.
Jimmy and Rosalynn Carter School for Peace and Conflict Resolution

Oakley Hill
Oakley is receiving an MS in conflict analysis and resolution with a concentration in media, narrative, and public discourse. Oakley’s thesis, *Deconversion as Conflict: The Moral Grammar of Latter-Day Saints and Ex-Mormons*, focuses on deconversion, an intrapersonal phenomenon of religious psychology, as both a form of complex social conflict and a nonlinear social phenomenon. His thesis presents a theory of deconversion as conflict. Oakley was a recipient of the prestigious Brenda Rubenstein Memorial Scholarship Award in 2020.

Schar School of Policy and Government

Jenna Pan
Jenna is receiving a BA in government and international politics with a concentration in international political economy. She is also an accelerated master’s student in international commerce and policy. Jenna offered exemplary service to the Schar School as the lead peer academic advisor and by helping create a better team approach to serve Schar School students.
# College of Humanities and Social Sciences

## Candidates for Bachelor’s Degrees

### Major in Anthropology

**Bachelor of Arts**
- Kaydee Anderson
- Rachel Katharine Ash
- Aspen Bataille
- Serenity Chavez
- Aurora Nathalie deBoer
- Benjamin J. Fleming
- Solana M. Gibson
- Coltin Hahne
- Elise Rose Holliday
- Norhan O. Hussein
- Nickolyn M. Jackson
- Samuel M. Joslyn
- Jung Min Lee
- Lindsay Marie Lindenmuth
- Peter K. Njoroge
- Taylor Jacqueline Nolan
- Ashley Carolina Scrivner
- Jae-Lynn Deanna Tavarez
- Brown
- Koen van Nispen
- Erika T. Zurita

### Major in Communication

**Bachelor of Arts**
- Sabreen Khalil
- Devin Paul Adams
- Abigail K. Adcox
- Steven M. Agustin
- Elisa Alassaf
- Layth Ryad A Alwatban
- Oscar Avelar
- Edwin Ayala
- Sonia Noel Bahou
- Valentina R. Balatsenko
- Isabelle Claire Barrett
- Takira Bazemore
- Dominique S. Bernardino
- Anna F. Bertino
- Madison Taylor Blum
- Kaitlin Ashley Booth
- David Boyars
- Andrea Cardona
- Crystal Cardoza
- Neil Christy
- Matthew Cover
- Nicole Cummings
- Lauren M. Daneker
- Katherine Celene Dawson
- Jared Michael DiCesare
- Madison Dirlam
- Janae Dixon
- Patrick James Doherty
- Christian A. Donald
- Joseph Duffield
- Haley Elizabeth Early
- Kaitlin Jane Easterday
- Peter T. Figueroa
- Victoria Lynn Foley
- Ann Marie M. Frankfurt
- Jacob M. Frehn
- Edgar Garcia
- Hannah Salome Green
- Stefany Brenda Guevara
- Darlina N. Ha
- Sebastian Charles Hardy
- Delaney J. Harrison
- Emilinda Jane Haus
- Olivia Henderson
- Matthew Hoang
- Abigail Grace Howard
- Al-Batool Ibrahim Ibrahim
- Melanie M. Jalim
- Hannah F. Kanfer
- Aziz M. Karawa
- Salma M. Khaffagy
- Tutul Tazin Khan
- Megan Kisup Manapsal Kim
- Maia Kiner
- Adam Vincent Knopsnyder
- Kirk M. Knutsen
- Andrew JeongWook Koh
- Alissa Michelle Lebron
- Catherine Lee
- Hyoungjin Lee
- Zander Nicholas Leon
- Alexander Michael Lew
- Brooke N. Lewitas
- Marina Min Yao Li
- Jonathan L. Lindsay Sr.
- Lily Foster Mackenzie
- Nicolas G. Macotto
- Megan Maiers
- Luke Maxwell
- Esmeralda A. Medrano
- Kathleen Marie Milam
- Ahmed A. Mohamed
- Killian Leigh Moore
- Anjana Nair
- Hanna Napoleon
- Hoang Minh Chau Nguyen
- Olivia Elaine O’Brien
- *Christina O’Farrell
- *Sochima C. Onuorah
- *Andrea P. Ortega-Najarro
- Abigail Rose Pearl
- Tiffany N. Pham
- Jobelle G. Pombuena
- *Lauren D. Porter
- Valerie R. Prector
- Julianne Pyne
- Micah R. Reaves
- Lexi Reyes
- Brian Robitaille
- Milagros Micaela Rocha
- Asya Nicole Rojas
- Sean Rush
- Cruz Andrew Sanchez
- *Jaime A. Segui Asad
- Angel Min Seo
- Mansur A. Shaheen
- *Emma K. Shamar
- Farha Zahid Shiek
- Ross L. Shinberg
- Sydney Simon
- James Edward Small
- Maria E. Soto Cerros
- Joshua R. Sowinski
- *Wissal Starli
- Peyton R. Stevens
- Caroline Winter Taylor
- Manna W. Tsegaye
- Cole P. Tutwiler
- Emma L. Tyeryar
- *Ana-Gabriela Vargas
- Olivia A. Vermane
- Sarah B. Wagner
- Genna R. Walnut
- Christian Maverick White
- Priscilla Yun

*Indicates that the student has applied to graduate in August following the annual Commencement. Dates for the conferral of degrees in colleges and schools other than the Antonin Scalia Law School are December, May, and August. At the Scalia Law School, the dates are December, May, and July.

+ Indicates a University Scholar.
Major in Creative Writing

Bachelor of Fine Arts
Jonathan Alvarado
Victoria Jaddia Burton
Maev Elizabeth Costello
Sarah Freedman
Madison L. Gaines
Jane Catherine Grosskopf
Joshua N. Hall
Alaina Kim Johansson
Tyrell J. Jordan
Joseph Roger Massa
Joseph P. Mauceri
Kimberly R. McKenzie
Theresa Ann Stratton
Sarah Sylvan
Sarah L. Woodward

Bachelor in Criminology, Law and Society

Bachelor of Arts
Sarah Khaled Al-Akhras
Oiya Ali-Neely
Ahmed Ahly Baa
Nicholas Colton Baines
Roxana Bajuelo Oller
Jackson F. Barrett
Nicole Berger
Sydney Griffith Berry
*Kaitly Bobe
Joshua Brooks
Christine Cannon
Claudia Elizabeth Castellanos
Selena M. Chagolla-Segura
Emily Cobb
Gillan A. Contillo
Heath Crouch
Felix Dabudub
Brenna Mireya Davis
Lauren Elizabeth Davis
Erik Espinoza Jr.
Macy Foxwell
*Henry Gonzalez
Amber N. Gustavson
Janyce J. Harvey
Mohsen Hassan
Dorothy Henderson
*Shalita Kenney
*Erik M. Lacinski
Jocelyn Lizama
Victoria M. Melilhammer
August Madison Muir
Genei Rose Ongcol
Melissa Ortiz
Jenaye N. Parker

Jaime E. Paz
Jennifer Pena Cruz
Abe Power
Miguel Reyes Jr.
*Peter Roberto
Christopher Rogers
*Ashley Sandoval
*Brianna Sharpe
Anisha Shukla
*Hannah E. Sizemore
Edwin J. Sorto Garcia
Zachary Glasgow Taylor
Marjorie Alyse Thompson
Macarena Veliz Laura
Alyssa Josephine Vuilleumier
Danielle Montye Walker
*John Riza Yilmaz
Erika T. Zurita

Bachelor of Science
Zain Abbas
Shan Shahid Abbasi
Ahlam Abdarhaman
*Taqwa Samir Abou-Issa
Kevin P. Aguilar
Omar Abduljaleel
Abdulkareem Hasan Alblooshi
Kelsey T. Amison
*Rabia E. Ansari
Jefferson Antwi-Agyei
Ana Beatriz Argueta Torres
*Sara Arsenault
*larissa Avila
Joanna J. Baires
Justin T. Barnes
Megan J. Baughman
Garrett C. Beauchamp
Brighton F. Beauchamp
Nickolus H. Belk
*Noah R. Bilger
Mark R. Bliunas
David A. Blakeslee
*Jamie Boateng
Maxine Jordan Bradshaw
Allison L. Breiner
Jazmin Ann Brooks
Jordan Brown
Megan Brown
Nicholas J. Brown
*Stephanie Shandaoah Bruno
Hannah D. Butler
Adam Caraballo
Michael A. Carrick
Nicole Cassella
Jacob Paul Chamberlin
Kimberly Auxilador
Chamorro-Abea
Dina Chatilla
*Ishan Chatterjee
Diana Marcia Chaupis
Lauren G. Chewing
Jason Scott Christofferson
Camille G. Chupin

Saige Clisler
Bruce Clark II
Whitney Clavijo
Whitney Rea Clinton
Katherine Melissa Coeffron
Marina Jeanine Colombo
Murillo
Jahrek Alexander Colon
Marco Alessandro Colon
Alexander M. Coons
Jonathan Randall
Crawley-Fye
Joseph Felix Davoll III
Farzad Dehjan
Mikayla L. Delcoco
Michael A. Deleon Vazquez
Dioule Babou Diallo
Timothoes Athanassios
Diamantis
Katerine Lisseth Diaz
Josiah M. Donohue
*Eun K. Dooley
Christopher Relu Draghia
Sandy Duong
Madison Brooke Durner
Jazlyn H. Ebron
Kana Lee Elder
Evelyn Y. Elvira
Carly I. Epstein
Cameron Joseph Faint
Kirian Faroq
Laila Fawad
Madeline Feierstein
Anne C. Fentress
Dakota J. Ferris
*Justin J. Ferrufino
*Harlee Pattarozzi
Brianna Marie Ford
Danielle Rae Fussell
Calvin Galang
Haley J. Garrison
Savannah Glover
Destyne Y. Goodman
*Stephanie Youn Gray
Olive Eduardo Guzo
*Doris Guzman
Carrie Brianne Hagemeier
Carson Alexander Hale
Narges K. Hassanzadeh
Zahra Hassanzadeh
Madison Elaine Hellimeier
Jasmin Marie Henderson
Mirna X. Hernandez
*Valeria M. Herrera Maturana
*Duncan R. Hillyer
Jay Matthew Honig
Aaron W. Horn buckle
Edson Huapaya
*Jordan Avery Hudson
Nicole Huertas
Aliza Inam
Ashleigh A. Irby
*Myles Jackson

Caprice Jonah James
Silas Monroe James
Christian Taylor Johnson
Elisabeth A. Johnson
Kaitlyn Nicole Elizabeth Johnson
*Joshua Timothy Jones
Marketha Annatiasia Joseph
Lawrence Pierson Joyce
Allison Joyner
William Charles Kallio
Alimamy Issa Kamara
*Savannah Jordan Keeling
Michael Martin Keen
Michael Louis Kenneally
Justin Lee Kenney
Mahinoo Madeha Khan
Asim Khan Kharam
Allison S. Kinney
Madeline Knight
Joseph D. Kurland
Bryce Kushmerick-McCune
*Gavin Scott Kuzemchak
Athena I. Landers
*Andrew Omar Lara
*Erika S. Larkin
Caroline Ruth Larson
*Andrew Y. Lee
Daniel H. Leem
Brionna Nicole Lodsun
Emilio Kristian Lopez
Sydney A. Machen
Noel A. Maldonado
Jack Matthew Mannarino
Michelle Ivonne Marroquin
Banks Lee Mason
Josiah N. Mayberry
*Austin R. Mayhew
David McCabe
Mathias Vaughan-Stirling
McFarlane
Nicole J. McMahan
Makayla McVay
*Jennifer Kay Meara
Julio Alejandro Medina
Jonathan Eugene Milam
Sudi Abdulkadir
Moalim-Mohamed
Mia Ines Montanez
Aidan Robert Moore
Kayla Morrow
Omer Moustafa
Bridget Musleh
Peyton Elizabeth Newsome
Jaspreet Nijjar
Joseph F. Nobles
Juan D. Nunez Bonilla
Aidan F. Oakes
Amanda M. Ocasio Rivera
Madison O’Connor
Andrea Orellana
Alicia N. Orellana Melgar
Christopher E. Ortiz
Sarah J. Oulton
*Harlee Pattarozzi
Kole Avery Patten
Alexandra Chaffee Pelosi
Brasil Juan De Dios Perez
Kevin J. Perez-Castellon
Melanie Kristine Perla
Casey Pineda
Matthew Jerzy Porada
Shakya Pride
Anna N. Prokop
Jack A. Quinn
Maram Quttaineh
Michelle Denise Ramirez-Bonilla
*Samantha Ann Marie Reese
Oscar H. Reyes
Isabel V. Robinson
Elena I. Rodriguez
Oriana Rosso
Eric J. Russo
Farhat Saaf
Annalisa Salazar
*Jake M. Salewski
Natalia Santos
Samuel J. Scalsky
John Schwartz
*Ophelia A. Sedzro
Sheraz Ali Shah
Jacob A. Shain
Jasmin Patrice Shelton
Samuel Edgar Siles Suarez
*Sonam Singh
William J. Singleton
Arthur H. Smith
Jada R. Smith
Shannon Janette Somers
Stephen Wayne Souza
Anthony Parker Stacy
Armand Stan
Amanda M. Stoitz
Perry Stone
Willis Andrew Tabor
Jessica Lee Hayes Theriot
*Tyler W. Thompson
Analia Torres
Cameron Totten
Hung D. Tran
Jacob A. Turner
*Maria Andrea Vasquez
Emily Morgan Wade
Finnley Rose Ward
Ryan M. Wilbur
Austin G. Wilkerson
Alyssa Rose Williams
Darius Williams
*Benjamin R. Wilson
Millie Emery Wisenbaker
Aniya S. Woodley
*Juan Gabriel Zurita

**Major in Economics**

**Bachelor of Arts**
*Nour El Hoda Abdalla
Michael Asiedu
Jack Chen
Silja Chen
Michael C. Diehl
Nicholas G. Duong
*Ahilaa Ghanouchi
Edwin E. Guevara-Alvarez
Cristian R. Heredia
*Mohamed E. Hussein
Turscany Justice
Kevin R. Kapoor
Kamran Kheri
Brad William Lavelle
Borden Hugo Lopez Vasquez
Hammad Sultan Mahmood
George David Minning
Timothy Gary Mulvihill
Camron Franklin Perry
*Nurman Rahman
Mansur A. Shaheen
Cynthia J. Tabler
James L. Talocka
Talmage Wriston Tyler III
Denny Fernando Valdez Teo
Carolina Vanegas
Eric Anthony Young

Victor Valenzuelaa
Alberto Vergara IV
Jacob Wade
Timothy Michael Worsocki
*Samantha Pearce Weaver

**Major in English**

**Bachelor of Arts**
*Michelle Adams
Suado Ali
Arman Analouei
Monet Ballard
Nargis Behgoman
Christopher V. Bender
Lauren McKenzie Bennett
*Christian Bennick
Camille Austin Brewster
Holly Beth Calhoun
Emily Rose Cericola
*Hannah Abigail Dass
Kendal N. Denny
Richard S. Ferrell
Gandolph Darian Geiger
Joshua Elijah Goad
Sharde Graham
*Cierra N. Gray
Paige McKenzie Herndon
Samiran H. Ibrahim
Jieun Jang
*Symone Keolani Jenkins
Kaelynn Mae Kenny
Carolyn E. Klein
Bethany K. Kressin
*Thomas M. Lebarge
Virginia L. Ledwell
Sarah K. Luria
Emma M. Mankin
Grace M. McGillin
Claire Mulrooney McKiernan
Lara Kryzel S. Mercado
*Sean Edward Moss
*Dianna Monserrat Mozqueda-Hernandez
Jordan Orlow
Gabrielle Alexandra Panetti
Zachary Daniel Peach
Kate Marie Puckett
Sanjana Raghavan
Ethan Holbrook Reynolds
Arly Roman
Nicole Alexandra Ruf
Jessica Elizabeth Savage
Mattison Smith
Rickayla Sade’ Strong
*Kristen Alexandra Toney
*Nhu Ngoc Hai Tran
Liudmila Shashkevich
Margaret M. Vu
Aqsa Zia
Claire E. Zimmermann

**Major in Environmental and Sustainability Studies**

**Bachelor of Arts**
*Darryl Irving Acker-Carter
Emily Nicole Bohr
Seth K. Bosco
Jordan L. Boyle
*Antonia Bustamante
Angela Ann Champion
Glenden Jake Demory
Millica Djordjevic
Maxwell Earle
Matthew Jordan Frost
Diana Garcia Jimenez
Nancy E. Grandfield
*Kika Grimes-Boles
Joseph Douglas Guite III
Rilee K. Hupart
*Isaac Jasper
Chyna Breann Law
Hayley Nicole Magann
Daniel John O’Connell
*Christian Gabriel Ramirez
*Christina S. Turner

**Major in Foreign Languages**

**Bachelor of Arts**
*Tania E. Castro
*Pamela Ellis
Taylor E. Farrar
Michael Blake Galayda
Isabella Galindez Reyna
David M. Glass
Francesca Harris
Holly Ann Hughes
Elizabeth Jenkins
Alaina Kim Johansson
Damhu Kang
Kaelynn Mae Kenny
Rachel Sarah Knitzer
Sarah S. McKinley
Kevin David Omans
Jaime Amalia Scott
Andrea E. Sevilla-Mungia
Nile Ngzoi-Mayumi Song
Devin Shamir Stewart

**Major in Global Affairs**

**Bachelor of Arts**
*Amai J. Abdikarim
Ghaida Abdulhameed
Ahmad
Major in Individualized Study
Bachelor of Arts
Jihan Amin Al-Halali
Rafael Louis Anderson
Elizabeth Anne Andrews
William Armstrong
Jonathan Barone
Brian J. Bott
Michelle Buscema
Michael Joseph Willis Carr
Brian Carter
Kei Chan
Shawn Chick
Jeanette Coyleer
Wahida S. Coyleer
Misty Dawn Edwards
Jamila Essa
Virginia Fall
Saia Sami Fathah
Kieran D. Fawsett
Michelle Bortoli Fillipini
Jovilisi Fotofili
Harold John Frederick Jr.
Jackson R. Geer
Lisa Goodwin
Paula Verdon Gorman
Ashley R. Greer
Timothy Paul Groszkowski
Janet McClarey Haggerty
Rachel E. Harris
Craig Alan Haseler
Marcelyn Michelle Johnson
Diego Saul Juarez
Jadwiga Teresa Kupczak
Michel G. Lavean
Kristiana Leicht
Luis F. Marty
Brandon E. Matthews
Aaron McLaughlin
Sepehr Shariat Mohseni
Drew Montmarquet Jr.
Edmund Wilbur Moore IV
Jose David Morante Arcila
Milinda Marie Pettit
Robert Pion
Tonay Queen
Matthew James Ross
Erin Diane Rowson
Abraham Samson
Sheila Santiago
Rose I. Saunders
Jessica Brown Shindler
Nicholas Stares
Jennifer B. Storch
Kate A. Stuekerjuergen
Emmanuel Tetteh
Anguy Ximena Tobar
Astrid Nilsbo
Joyce Lynn West
Allison Layne Wilson

Major in Integrative Studies
Bachelor of Arts
Ama Adusei
Rangina Ahmad
Sabiya Ahmed
Charlotte Bethany Alexander
Imtias Ali
Elvy Stephanie Arias
Dominique Terrell Arnold
Marie Mastelio Arnold
Taylor Lauren Arrington
Suekayna Asgari
Adina Atambaeva
Vashti Nicole Aveils
Aekt Bandodker
Emily J. Bankson
Sharizze Nikita Banuelos
Misbah Bashir
Allison Bauer
Mary C. Bentz
Catherine Marie Smith Berry
Kaithlin Bey

Major in History
Bachelor of Arts
Juliet A. Abina
Areeba Ahmad
Nancy J. Argueta
Jacob Scott Barnhart
Inah Benlamkadem
Ryan Tyler Betts
Trevor Britton
Joel M. Conti
Keith W. Damian
Vanessa Deleon
Lorena Elizabeth Diaz
Alice Farinhas
Ian P. Gorman
Joshua T. Greene
Alyssa Hayes
Justin M. Hendry
Michael Hills
Skyler David Hodell
Carisa L. McLaney
Sarah D. Medley
Andrea Elizabeth Mejia
Rachael R. Mills
Jacqueline Mora
Rodrigo Nicolas Moreschi
Alessandra M. Munoz
Caceres
Rawan O. Nasir
Kevin David Omans
Nicholas Paul Orlando
Jin Hee Park
Andrew S. Pena
Yeni A. Posada
Bria Monae Prescott
Hailey Nichole Rastrelli
Summer N. Roberts
Joselyn E. Rodas
Natalia Rodriguez Caceres
Zaira Melanie Romero
Rayanna R. Roxas
Margaret R. Ryan
Kayla Saky
Gabriel Santos
Ulla M. Scheik
Andrea E. Sevilla-Munguia
Samuel Edgar Siles Suarez
Andrew Michael Smith
Nile Ngozi-Mayumi Song
Kollawole Soumanou
Milica Stjepanovic
Mallory Yvonne Sutton
Zachary Tenney
Sira Anissa I. Thiam
Elise B. Thompson
Daniel Alejandro Tortoza
Jose F. Uribe-Gaeta
Zachary Reagan Vickers
John Aga Villanueva III
Brandon Choong Un Yi
Cherin Yoon
Elise Rose Holliday
Keegan Hughes-Segroves
Santiago Jauregui
Brian Foster Kelleher
Hibba A. Khan
Malcolm Imanuel Law
Kennedy Ledbetter
Jacob T. Leonard
Daniel Marquez
Sarah K. Method
Patricia L. Minkel
Daniel M. Mjelde
Jillian Raquel Moore
Brant Paul Morin
Andrea Moye
Dario Munoz Bolanos
Samuel Keegan Newby
Maria Ortiz Pozo
Sarah Petroff
Brenna Marie Reilley
Devon Reynolds
Daniel J. Schwarz
Matthew Aris Senyitko
Jesse M. Skiba
Adam W. Stokes
Emma W. Sunseri
Mallory Yvonne Sutton
Scottie D. Tran
Elizabeth A. Tubb
Benjamin Glenn Warscocki
Matthew Williams
Nicholas John Williams
Charles A. Woltemath
Ahad R. Yonus

Major in Individualized Study
Bachelor of Arts
Jovilisi Fotofili
Jamila Essa
Zaira Melanie Romero
Sira Anissa I. Thiam
Elise B. Thompson
Daniel Alejandro Tortoza
Jose F. Uribe-Gaeta
Zachary Reagan Vickers
John Aga Villanueva III
Brandon Choong Un Yi
Cherin Yoon
Elise Rose Holliday
Keegan Hughes-Segroves
Santiago Jauregui
Brian Foster Kelleher
Hibba A. Khan
Malcolm Imanuel Law
Kennedy Ledbetter
Jacob T. Leonard
Daniel Marquez
Sarah K. Method
Patricia L. Minkel
Daniel M. Mjelde
Jillian Raquel Moore
Brant Paul Morin
Andrea Moye
Dario Munoz Bolanos
Samuel Keegan Newby
Maria Ortiz Pozo
Sarah Petroff
Brenna Marie Reilley
Devon Reynolds
Daniel J. Schwarz
Matthew Aris Senyitko
Jesse M. Skiba
Adam W. Stokes
Emma W. Sunseri
Mallory Yvonne Sutton
Scottie D. Tran
Elizabeth A. Tubb
Benjamin Glenn Warscocki
Matthew Williams
Nicholas John Williams
Charles A. Woltemath
Ahad R. Yonus

Major in Integrative Studies
Bachelor of Arts
Ama Adusei
Rangina Ahmad
Sabiya Ahmed
Charlotte Bethany Alexander
Imtias Ali
Elvy Stephanie Arias
Dominique Terrell Arnold
Marie Mastelio Arnold
Taylor Lauren Arrington
Suekayna Asgari
Adina Atambaeva
Vashti Nicole Aveils
Aekt Bandodker
Emily J. Bankson
Sharizze Nikita Banuelos
Misbah Bashir
Allison Bauer
Mary C. Bentz
Catherine Marie Smith Berry
Kaithlin Bey
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Nadine Elizabeth Krill
*Jeff Kessie
*Mona Kabra
*Gabriella Reade Hutchinson
*Lakrysta F. Ebarb
*Ta’Naisha Easter
Yvonne Kil
Yasmin Ihsan
Teresa Marie
Taylor Hampton
Natasha Hanania
Rabbiya Hasan
Ariana Havens
A'ndrea Grace Henry
Teresa Marie
Hernandez-Aviles
Kristan A. Hinders
Hannah K. Hosington
Delaney Marie Hooks
*Gabriella Reade Hutchinson
Yasmin Ihsan
Zohra Islamzada
Vanessa R. Johnson
Christina Abigail Jones
*Mona Kabra
Sarah Sophie Karas
*Jeff Kessie
Jessica Brittany Kidder
Yvonne Kil
*Nadine Elizabeth Krill
Gabriel Lajara
Helena Lassiter
Kelly Lazarte
Hunter Lteke
Angelica Y. Lovelace
Brenda Mercedes Lozano
Miakela Nichole Lutz
Maeva Rose Majcher
Hartnett
Maia M. Malley
Danielle R. Martinez
Norah Elizabeth McGregor
Brandi R. Meisl
Andrea Mercado
Broiana N. Michels
Joshua F. Miller
*Jensen G. Munoz
Nebal George Wahbeh
Nahas
Kaitlyn Marie Nauheimer
Esly Y. Nolasco Barahona
Leana D. Norman
Lauren Catherine Nyilas
Melissa Alejandra Oliva Ortiz
Anisa Ostad
Gabriella Pahle
Emily Elizabeth Pearson
Cedric L. Price
Morgan Evelina Price
Lucy E. Pritz
*Adriana Elizabeth Rivera
Pacheco
Molly Ann Romero
*Ronya Isam Sakatan
*Janiyah Saunders
Cassandra D. Serrano
Bennett Parker Shoop
Breanna Singh
*Caitlein Rose Slater
Jasmine E. Smith
Susan D. Snelling Mauldin
David A. Solorzano
Jane Song
*Kiana L. Stallworth
*Deja Ravonne Still
Mary Ann Ta
Kelly A. Tinney
Taylor N. Tolson
*Jade Trowers
Hannah Elizabeth Uleman
Alayna R. Umana
Allyson Van Balen
*Maria Noel Vargas
Alejandro Javier Vasquez Martinez
Roelligo Antonio
Vasquez-Martinez
Gabriela Velasquez
Meaghan Laura Walters
Zakiya N. Williams
Regan Wilson
Rachel Leah Wynder
Christiana C. Yapnayon
Sophia Tokhi Yousofy
Tays Hillary Zambrano

Bachelor of Science
Patrick Brooks
Danielle Bubb
*Utuba Inesne Gadissa
*Fatema T. Hossain
*Jasmine Christine Johnson
Samantha Julia Moore
Brooke Pincus
Sarah Mihwan Shin
Meghan M. Widmaier
*Sahar Yousafi

Major in Philosophy

Bachelor of Arts
Rhys Pauline Allison
William I. Ayass
Gerritt Casselman Hansen
Darvaja Kava
Jackson S. Mentzel
*Firdaus M. Mukadam
Sarah K. Ray
Joseph Rivetti
Wall A. Siddiq
Sophia G. Sneed
Oliver Southam-Gerow
Alexandra Rachel Sudak

Major in Psychology

Bachelor of Arts
*Dania Y. Abutaah
Bayan Mohammad A Alabaishi
Ruth Alemu
Diana Anilas
Gissela Aparicio-Lopez
*Alondra Arellano
Nicole Arteaga
Nicole Adriana Azero
Yasmin Ziad Badr
Kiara N. Balodcoda Pizarro
Prassana Basnet
Shelby Grace Bassili
Kya Nichole Battle
Youssef Beekun
Courtney Rose Beyer
Hale Branson
Isabella R. Brim
Trinity D. Brown
Matthew N. Carney
*Jessica Centeno
*Rebecca Brianne Chance
Hall Jamil Charki
Eva A. Chavez
Katherine Melissa Coffron
Audrey Blanche Corbet
Nicole Criqui
Danielle Davila
*Alexandra Davis
Guadalupe L. De La O
Yesenia Diaz
*Deonna I. Dobson

Bachelor of Arts
*Sophia Madelaine Dwyer
*Rhiannon C. Edwards
Valeria Sofia Escobar
Doaa Khaled Falah
Hazel R. Flores
*Sabrina Ford
Alison F. Franklin
Jazmín N. Freeman
Chad E. Friedman
Brittney Fulger
Eboni Fuller
Leilah Goings
Gabriella A. Guerrieri
John D. Hudson III
Jessica Jones
Mozelle H. Kang
Mark Scotty Keovongphet
Demetrius O’mar King
Sharron Chancellle Mirdjia
Koffi-Bella
Kate Krawczen
Olivia Grace Kurzeja
Michael Lamarche
*Cindy Lin
Noor S. Lodhi
Karen Lopez
*Sarah G. Lovell
Alison Victoria Marcel
Raul Mauricio
Marquezuentes
*Tylor Martinez
Colin Joseph McComas
Elena McVadon
*Julia Angel Miles
Shokofa Momen
Dannya Allesen Morales
Nathan Arturo Morgan
Willmarra Angelee Fedee
Moye
*Firdaus M. Mukadam
Jillian Hope Mulkey
Lisa Nguyen
Shannon Nicole Nolan
Min-Ji Park
Leah Kristina Marie Pinto
*Christina Janice Pitz
Emilee Marie Pulaski
Corey I. Purnell
Desiree Quist
Kelly Ramirez
Desiree Quist
Kelly Ramirez
Desiree Quist
Kelly Ramirez

Daniel A. Shelton
Emily K. Sheehan
Franchescka Brittney
Sandoval
Angel Min Seo
Emily K. Sheehan
Daniel A. Shelton
Vielka Isayannis Solis
Katrina Romi Sorek  
Isaiah Matthew Sutton  
Zachary Tenney  
Richard Torres  
Mikayla B. Turner  
Alejandra Vallejos  
*Imani Mone Vaughan  
Alyssa Josephine Vuilleumier  
Destiny D. Wallace  
Morgan A. Welck  
Leon F. Young  
Sophia Marie Zmorzenski  

**Bachelor of Science**  
*Mohammad Firas Abdel Aziz*  
*Wroud Firas AbdelAziz*  
Katya N. Abou Jahjah  
Alauna M. Ailstock  
*Zainab Al Saeed*  
Hannah Beatrice M. Alejandria  
Elena C. Alexander  
Chathurya Anuga  
Lesly Aparicio  
Nada Naguib Atwa  
Ruth Bahgi  
Charleigh Ann Barnes  
Kiara Bass  
Ora R. Benton  
Scott Reeder Berno  
Alexis Terese Bielak  
*Scott Boulineaux*  
 Buenvenido Jerico Sacdalan  
Buenaventura  
Bryana Alexis Chavis  
*Syrah Choudhary*  
Chelsae Cluck  
Claudia M. Collado Zabala  
Rachel Anne Coppe  
Holly Crowder  
Geraldine M. Cruz  
Maria G. D’Agostino  
Rohan Isaac Daniel  
Mikayla L. Delcoco  
Mahinur Demiroz  
*Savannah Delores Mae Downs*  
Radwa Amir Elsayed  
*Vanessa M. Escalante*  
Nadine W. Fahmy  
*Christina F. Fernandes*  
Romina Ferrufino-Beza  
Dylan Thomas Finlay  
Rachel E. Frietchen  
*Ning Fu*  
Ceyara M. Garcia  
Kaitlyn Delaney Garcia  
Nely Anahi Garcia  
Jacqueline A. Garr  
Haley J. Garrison  
*Katrina Ellen Gauger*  
Colleen E. Gerty  
Mehrdad Ghajargar  
*Maya Ghali*  
Lorna Graddy  
Nadia Hachmieh  
Nathan C. Hacker  
Virginia Blair Harvie  
*Nedah Hatami*  
Jeremy Moore Hayward  
Christian Alexander  
Hernandez  
Diego A. Hernandez  
Abigail Colleen Higgins  
Hailey AnnMarie Highlander  
Danielle M. Hoegner  
Nicole Hultt  
*Timothy Owein Humphreys*  
Egette Indelele  
Jayla L. Ingram  
Jessica Jantzen  
GJaudy Natashaia John  
Wallace  
Christopher Robert Kane  
Kendra L. Kerr  
*Brianna Khambounheuang*  
Zainab Khan  
Gordon Max Kinsey-Kerr  
Eric Kising  
*Lindsey D. Kohlbecker*  
Bradley Richard Kost  
MaGakaya M. Kowalski  
Kimberly N. Krumpos  
Christopher M. Kyriacou  
*Erika S. Larkin*  
*Brea C. Lent*  
Evetra Lewis  
Lynn N. Lieu  
Lara Elizabeth Caroline Lilly  
Brooke Loftis  
Claire P. Lydon  
Fiona Ruby MacDonald  
Raphael Lansang Manalo  
*Rayan A. Matin*  
Madelaina Matz  
*Abdulmalik I. McGill*  
Haleigh Brickell McGirt  
*Nayanathara Mohanam Nair*  
*O’Neil Devon Newman*  
Nation Jr.  
Shaghyayegh Nazemi  
Khanh M. Nguyen  
*Ashley N. Olson*  
Afua O. Owusuua  
Maria Theresa Pachtman  
Eunice E. Park  
Fiona Passino  
Anjali Pattanaik  
Safa A. Piracha  
Cole H. Price  
Salaman Baksh Rai  
Adeeba Rasoli  
Caitlin Alexandra Rayle  
Madyson F. Reilly  
Jasmine C. Rose  
Julia A. Ross  
Ingrid Saavedra  
*Madeeha Fatima Sattar*  
Jonathan Thore Schneider  
Emily Rose Sckalor  
Ru’gene X. Scriver  
Baheeh Sefat  
*Eyesha A. Shaikh*  
Gozde Sim  
Elise Singleton  
Eve Nicole Smith  
Danbi So  
Boshrad S. Sohn  
Evan R. Sowder  
Kathryn Alexis Steindler  
Samuel Stewart  
*Sierra M. Strickler*  
*Sarah E. Stuart*  
August Joseph Tenney  
June Thapa  
Grace Thornton  
Hunter Cole Tolley  
Jazlyn Xochitl Torres  
*Nahom Tsehaye*  
Shannon Lorraine Tucker  
Dominique Wallace  
Danna Faye Winslow  
Fielder Anna-Kate Wise  
Abigail G. Wiser  
Hannah M. Yang  
*Nelly Zabala*  
Sarah A. Zipprich  

**Major in Religious Studies**  
Keith W. Damian  
Brett Michael Jones  
Natalie Jane Shaver  

**Major in Russian and Eurasian Studies**  
Preston Scott Haas  
Riley Abigail Hester  
Christopher Aidan  
Kernan-Schmidt  
Shana N. Pedersen  

**Major in Sociology**  
Obaid Saeed Obaid Saeed  
Aljarwan  
Melissa E. Arevalo  
Bianca R. Castro Castaneda  
Autumn M. Dearing  
*Joy Elizabeth Ford*  
Alexandria Joy Huffman  
Onaissa Khushnood  
Dylan Joseph Knotts  
Jee Yeon Ko  
Margaret M. Larkin  
Michaela R. Pereira  
Karmen E. Perry  
Claudia J. Pletes Morales  
Kamron H. Shafian  
Massan Aude Signon  
Deanna R. Smith
Candidates for Master's Degrees

Program in Anthropology

**Master of Arts**
Gregory Wayne Craft
*DeShondra Moneé Dandridge
Lauren Renee Reinman
Kirstyn R. Thurman
Tanisha Chanel Washington
*Janis Nancy Maria Galamgam Woodward

Program in Communication

**Master of Arts**
Lauren H. Back
Jerome Boettcher
*Katelin Elaina Boyd
Erika Harrington
Benjamin Farris Hubbert
*Juan Carlos Mendoza Diaz
Erika Ortner
Laura M. Powers
Sarah M. Sarkar
Ethan T. Newland
Haley B. Olenski
Cheyenne Ashea Pago
Sara Rose Pringle
Savannah Anne Reid
Jasmine Rhiannon Swell
Sasha Marie Toopanish
Katelyn Elizabeth Wentz

Program in Applied Industrial and Organizational Psychology

**Master of Professional Studies**
Dina Abed Abughannam
Ayanna Olivia Baker
Susan Barbini
*Salma Nada Benyahya Sabrina Cushing
*Claudia Andrea Febres Mormontoy
Elizabeth Wheeler Guyton
Isaac Paul Hintz
*Carly Salas Keller
Hannah Jean Koonz
Kelsey Kurzwalski
Miriam E. Lake
Dacie Marshall
Joshua D. Nuhfer
Keith Michael Owen
Nancy L. Smith
*Emily S. Szabo
*Amy Teixeira
Seminne Tesfaye
Siobhan M. Tischler
Abigail Joy Wheeler
Munazza Zaheer

Program in Creative Writing

**Master of Fine Arts**
Zachary Ian Barnes
Stephanie Buckley
Rebecca R. Burke
Shane Michael Chergosky
Benjamin Edward Counts
Virginia Eggerton
Emily Jasmine Green
Linda Ruth Hall
Julianne Iannone
Kyra Nicole Kondis
Josiah Trever Lebowitz
James Chris McGlone
Martin Benjamin Mitchell
Anastassia Elaine Pugatch
Patricia Reese
Katherine Anne Richards+
Hannah Camille Tullis
Melissa Jo Wade
Danielle Paige Williams
Sarah Hope Wilson

Program in Criminal Justice

**Master of Science**
*Deena Wassim Affi
*Catherine Arevalo
Alicia G. Bernhardt
Ana G. Blanco-Argueta
Daniel Maximillian Brazier
Sarashaniece Saleh Coleman
Tamarah Jamil Daniels
Jeffrey W. Goodson
Kaleigh Elizabeth Haines
*Sahar Shahbaz Khan
Karen Faith Maline

Program in Criminology, Law and Society

**Master of Arts**
Ambrozin A. Ayers
*Lynnea R. Davis
Benjamin James Mackey
Arden A.
Richards-Karamarkovich
Taryn Zastrow

Program in Economics

**Master of Arts**
Abdulmohsin Ali M Aldalaa
Emma Jordan Blair
Joseph Emmet Bowling
Colin Daniel Cannon
Giorgio Laurenzo Castiglia
*Preston Cooper
Patrick J. Crawford
Amy Crockett+
Suria Dauod
Amberly Evon Dozier
Patrick Ruben Fitzsimmons
Nitish Gobin
*Jacob Conner Grant
Shan Gui
Elliott Jeiwnon Han
Joshua Andrew Hempel
Maram Aster Javed
Joseph Daniel Johns
Bora Bibianna Lee
Justin A. Leventhal
Yifei Li
Juan Martin Londono Rodriguez
David Losada
Jessica Mcbrinney
Nicholas Eric McIntyre
Sarah Marie Moore
Patrick Thomas O’Connor
Robert Thomas Orr
Brian Parker
Jason Peirce

Program in English

**Master of Arts**
Gaida Khaled M Alarmanash
Shaddan Ahmad Alfadhil
Ahmed Ali Alzahrani
Sara Amiri
Charles Alexander Paris Badley
Emily Loraine Buckley
Erin M. Della Puca
Abdullah Elamari
Kelly Ann Evans
Zakiya Juakali
Emily C. Merrick
Arlie Jade Pearlswig
Kimberlyn Gail Pepe
Snezana Scatamacchia
Sophie E. Smith
Alan John Strom

Program in Foreign Languages

**Master of Arts**
Elsie M. Campbell Hendricks
Luz Adriana Mueller
Anastasia D. Pestova
Fatima Seck

Program in Global Affairs

**Master of Arts**
Ryan H. Bartee
Juwairiyah Brown
Shreya Gurung
Daniel Owusu Gyamfi
Abigail Nicole Hummel
Bashir Ahmad Khadim
Ogenenomewi Ilhosen
Magbegor Yokabed Ephrem Mamo
Kiahna R. Marshall
Susan A. Masin
Gouzal Nazary
Lisa Carolin Petersen
Program in Higher Education and Student Development

Master of Arts
Rhina L. Alvarado
Alyssa Morgan Goff
*Carla Christine Goodwin
Mark Hall
*Felicia Medrea Haynes
Myra A. Khan
Kaiyuan Luo
Taylor Mallory
*Brielle V. Manovich
*Jill Marie Manuel
Julianna West Stanley
Napiecek
Kelly Christine Reid
Emma Elisabeth Schait
*Samara M. Singer
Rachel Melton Stockdale

Program in Interdisciplinary Studies

Master of Arts in Interdisciplinary Studies
Sarah Birns
Claire Marie Denny
Dianna Escobar
Garrett H. Fojtik
Lauren C. Jackman
Melody Anne Kujat
Jeongseok Lee
Colin James Nackerman
Timothy J. Rogers
Hannah Mei Sheref
John C. Silver III
Stephanie Ann Wilson

Program in History

Master of Arts
Christopher Thomas Babbitt
Bridget Margaret Bukovich
Gail Coleman
Courtney Hudson
Kristin Elizabeth Jacobsen
Patrick Fitzgerald McNair
John Robert McNair

Program in Philosophy

Master of Arts
Larry Waiston Creech
*Clayton Jones
Grace Okoye
Waleska D. Solorzano

Program in Psychology

Master of Arts
Aalenne N. Alegrado
Carol Boctor
Ayana D. Cameron
Alec Campbell
Tahani Chaudhry
Tiancheng Chen
Karlan D. Cruz
Quyen Van Hoang Dang
Morgan Marie DeHart
Jerome Philip Endicott
Nicholas C. Gazzia
Kurtis Ben Shane Goad
John C. Silver III
Stephanie Ann Wilson

Program in Middle East and Islamic Studies

Master of Arts
Musah Abubakar
Hiba Ahmad
*Micheal Edward Shammas

Program in Sociology

Master of Arts
Lilianna Kay Deveneau
*Nina Pastor
Aina Liantsoa
Ramairamanana
Miriam Alana Wagner
College of Science

Candidates for Bachelor’s Degrees

Major in Atmospheric Sciences

Bachelor of Science
Jacquelyn Naomi Crowell
Riley Renee Freeland
John R. Stiles

Major in Biology

Bachelor of Arts
*Bahar Agha
*Jewel Alendri
Lilian Stephanie Alvarenga Hernandez
Michaela Grace Atchison
*Christopher J. Bizon
Valeria Caceres Young
Marcus Dooley
Stephanie Diane Duchaine
Raghad B. Ghouseh
Rio L. Harrelson
Nickolyn M. Jackson
Farah Khan
Brenda Marina Landaeta
Hannah Lapham
*Minh-Yeong Lee
Priscilla K. Nguyen
Solitaire Dionne Parra
Hanna Baluch Parviz
An Yan Robinson
Lindsey I. Sikand
*Yottahie Zewdie

Bachelor of Science
Mohammed Abdulwasi
*Einas M. Abu-El Hawa
Pooja Agarwal
Aznagar Mohammad Akbari
Zohra Akbari
*Zena Al Mashhadani
Julie Al Mir
*Tariq Al Shawi
*Nadeen Aladham
*Sarah Alshoosh
*America Yasmin Albarran
Matthew Thor Albertson
Hudda M. Ali
Kamela Alikhail
Zaid Khalid Meetaab Al-Obeidi
*Hamzah Alwahab
*Jahan Sadaf Aman
*Linda Claire Amar
*Diwa Amarkhil
*Elise F. Amoako-Kissi
Sahana Anandakumar
Gabrielle Anderson
Jack Bruno Anderson
Bridget K. Anim
Lily Appiah
Alina Ashraf
*Bushra Ayyub
*Sara Anis Malak Azer
Sabiba S. Basit
Afafe B. Bazi Kabbaj
*Lisa M. Benavides Nochez
Ayanna Ciera Bonner
*Angela Borda Berrospi III
*Muhammed-Usea A. Bukanari
Enes Burkut
Rebecca Burrus
Allison N. Burton
*Allyson L. Carter
Keidra E. Carter
Hannah Lorelle Cavanagh
Hye In Cha
Charles Benjamin Chalkley
Pratyusha Chaluvadi
Florence Cheng
Jennifer J. Cho
*Anika Chowdhury Putul
Rinad Nadwah Chowdhury
Tawsif Sarwar Chowdhury
Ethan William Clark
Sela Bourvichit Hazel Cooper
Kiersten Crawford
Quinlan Jeanne Cuddy
Jake Hunter Cundiff
Anthony Isidro Cusi
Jacqueline Dahl
Hajar Darwish
Nabil Ahmad Dehar
Jialin Deng
Mark T. Derco
Kenia P. Diaz Cruz
Hoang-Anh H. Dinh
*Simran Dughe
Manym Duranni
Synah Elahi-Mohassel
*Andrea Isabel Espino Bautista
*Landon Scott Faint
Megan Nicole Fetterly
*Clare Sophie-Ying Fitzgerald
*Tamyia Yone Fletcher
Rebecca Alice Fowler
*Valeria Galembo
Andrew Michael Garcia
Kateland Acadia Gelin
Collin M. Graham
Danial Hafezi
*Jonathan Henry Ham
Marwa Hamdam
Megan Marie Harbison
*Erica Dawn Smith Hatcher
Rewa Ossama Hazim
Tamlia B. Henry
*Chan Heo
Ami H. Hoang
Anh Hoang
Lydia H. Holley
Kayley Holtom
Iman Fatimah Hussain
Hamza Ijaz
Samir Issa
Gitee Jabarkhil
Aleesha Raina Jacob
Jasmine L. James
*Areej B. Jawaid
Alison N. Johnston
*Isha Joshi
David Riley Joyner
Swetha Kadiyala
Rosheen Kamal
Arisa Kano
Kimia Keyvanshokouh
Sidra Khan
*Rahul Khanna
Harrison Kim
Mary Kim
Easton G. Knowles
*Ann-Marie Koroma
Ja Ding Pan Lahpai
Alexander J. Lelena
*Amanda Lam
Vivian Lam
*Wendy Koshie Lamptey
Khoa Thanh Le
Jaewon Lee
*Hadeer Leila
Alana Lewis
Insanullah Lodhi
Jacob M. Ludwick
*Qudsia Malik
*Gunay Malikova
Keila Saral Marmol
*Faith E. Matthews
Anastasiya Yuryivna Melnyk
Nada A. Mohammad
Samim Mohammadi
Shelby R. Morris
Shimelis Moshe
*Delan M. Mustafa
*Helia Naderi II
Ali Nadhafi
*Alejandra Marcela Nava Rivero
Amy M. Nguyen
Anthony Nguyen
Gwendolyn Q. Nguyen
Jennifer T. Nguyen
Kahnthuyen Nguyen
Linh N. Nguyen
*Phuong Thanh Thi Nguyen
Thuy Duyen Thi Nguyen
Viet Quoc Nguyen
Jaekyung Noh
*Ayryan Nooshin
Autumn LynnMarie Norton
Marie O’Connor
Dawon Oh
Connell Oshodi
Betsy R. Osinaga
Sharmila Pandiyaraju
Alexandra Pantojizo
Natalia Milena Patino
Rosales
Kailynn Olivia Perkins
*Nguyen Ho Hạnh Pham
*Sameer A. Popal
Rebecca S. Portillo
Bahr Pourtalebi
Ganit Pricer
Aisha Wajahat Qureshi
Khaled Ahmed Rababeh
Salaman Bakhsh Rai
Mary Rainey
Katelyn Jade Raney
Mishalle Rashid
*Hassina Rasuli
Jazmin Reyes Juarez
Honoraria Riley
*Ana G. Rodas Medina
Jessica C. Roderick
Yousif A. Romani
Jahnay Tytianna Rouson
Irving D. Ruiz
Shah Saeed
*Hamayel Razia Safi
Major in Mathematics

Bachelor of Arts
*Crystal Armenta
Wael H. Francis
Gregory Kryiacos Loutsios
Scott Robert Nussel
Natalie Hyeri Park
Christian Prigger
*Susan Tarabulsi

Bachelor of Science
*Alaa Hamid Al-Eryani
Andrew Hollins Arnold
Nathaniel Chapman
Akhiya P Dasari
Samuel Thomas Elliott
Taylor Marie Fountain
Catherine S. Haggerty
Kimberlyn M. Horstman
Dong Young Huh
*Cassandra Lauren Hulbert
Cheng Jin
Nicholas W. Lanuzo
Taylor Joseph Menetski
Justin Rosenberg
Gabriel San Juan
Ryan James Schofield
Alexandria Stein
Adriana Suarez Guzman
Basem E. Takawi
Samuel Ward Thomas
Maria Irina Velicu
Adam Ward
Shijin Zhang
Tianlang Zhu
Taleya Zinnea
Kristin M. Zuiker

Major in Medical Laboratory Science

Bachelor of Science
*Ashton Baldwin
*Amanda Lam
*Phuong Thanh Thi Nguyen
*Trung Q. Nguyen
*Tessa North
*Hai Hoang Pham
*Anthony Thornton
*Aminah Wali
Candidates for Master's Degrees

Program in Applied and Engineering Physics

**Master of Science**
Mark Anthony Barnaba Jr.
Jenna M. Cann
Robert J. Cooper
Amanda E. Hoebel
Nicholas Mattes
*Richard Edward Park III

Program in Bioinformatics and Computational Biology

**Master of Science**
Tamara Sameh Abulez
Bruno Zembruski Dos Santos
Alex R. Fitz
Luke Randall Grissom
Mingsi Liao
Xingyu Luo
Kristin Markle

Program in Biology

**Master of Science**
Amir Alkhafaji
*Mahmood Oday Almosuli
Kaona N. Ayres
Niloufar Azinghuly Boghdeh
*Alexis Cherry
*Fatemeh Dehbandi
Emna El Gazzah
Vanisai Laxmi B. Katta
Alyssa Marcel
*Bright Bavrouf Addo Mills
Tuong Vi V. Nguyen
Ashley A. Ntosi
Laryssa Marie Olson
Tresa Lynn Scroggs Proffitt
Chamodya Thejamani
Senevirathne Ruhunusiri
Muska Sekandiri
Miata V. Smith
Steve Romaric Toe
Yelyzaveta Voloshyna

Program in Chemistry

**Master of Science**
Olushola Shokunbi
Robert Spaine

Program in Climate Science

**Master of Science**
Zachary Manthos

Program in Computational Science

**Master of Science**
Jaijwalya Ramesh Karajigkar
Robert Powell
Alexander Walker

Program in Earth Systems Science

**Master of Science**
Lucas Booth Cherry

Program in Environmental Science and Policy

**Master of Science**
Asiya Al-Hadid
Nicole Beetle
Whitney Joy Brewster
*Samantha Marie Cook

Program in Forensic Science

**Master of Science**
Josephine Georgette Adgate
Hadeil Clara Al-Haddad
Julia H. Ali
Christina J. Bernardo
Stephanie Marie Betts
Marina Eliza Biberi
Bria Christina Blake
Eleanor Monona Blood
Cheney
Nicole Lynn Daniels
Shamiya Marie Estell
Carina Eloisa Garcia
Jamey Alan Gorsuch
Dorothy Gyampoh
Christopher Reid Hill
Dustin Duane Hinze
Dawn Holowka
Taityana Lusk
Andrew Mansell
Angelina Marie Mauriello
Joseph Oberle
Melanie Sherling Petty
Delonta L. Price
Morgan Michelle Romero
Fabrizio Ricardo Sandoval

Major in Neuroscience

Bachelor of Science
Tehreem Abbas
Aya Abdelhalim
Shanzeh Aftab
*Francesca Fiona Antolin
*Monique Ayres
Afaq Barakzai
Samuel C. Blouir
Grace B. Campbell
Kristina H. Chawla
Sobia Z. Choudhry
*Hussain Ahmed H Al Saif
Joseph C. Donoghue
Kevin Bert Eastridge
Aaron Antonio Escobar
Brandon Alexander Iversen
Jahae Kim
Natasha Lout
*Sobhaan S. Masood
Ian Morris
Daniel A. Rodriguez Castillo
Caitlin Rose Stibbards

Program in Applied and Engineering Physics

**Master of Science**
Saisruthi Kannan
Matthew J. Keith
Hufsa Khan
Asma Khurshid
Darian Whitney Layne
Victor Lopez Jr.
Dhamil Tiorno Metenou
*Zahra Mirzai
Gawri Nandana Mohanan
Nair
Samira Naeem
Thang Minh Nguyen

Program in Physics

**Master of Science**
Colton T. Nye
Esther Appiah Dankwah
Ohemeng
*Abdulmataeen Oyediran
David Park
Rafael Parker
Jamesha N. Pope
*Daveh Purohit
*Hamdiya Qaiser
Abbas Qizilbash
Sahar Rizwan
Rebecca Susan Roy
Malek A. Salhab
Jonathan Ontivero Sanchez
Neha Simon
*Sana Tahir
Shawal Tariq
Tiajah Marie Valerio

Program in Applied and Engineering Physics

**Master of Science**
Mark Anthony Barnaba Jr.
Jenna M. Cann
Robert J. Cooper
Amanda E. Hoebel
Nicholas Mattes
*Richard Edward Park III

Program in Bioinformatics and Computational Biology

**Master of Science**
Tamara Sameh Abulez
Bruno Zembruski Dos Santos
Alex R. Fitz
Luke Randall Grissom
Mingsi Liao
Xingyu Luo
Kristin Markle

Program in Biology

**Master of Science**
Amir Alkhafaji
*Mahmood Oday Almosuli
Kaona N. Ayres
Niloufar Azinghuly Boghdeh
*Alexis Cherry
*Fatemeh Dehbandi
Emna El Gazzah
Vanisai Laxmi B. Katta
Alyssa Marcel
*Bright Bavrouf Addo Mills
Tuong Vi V. Nguyen
Ashley A. Ntosi
Laryssa Marie Olson
Tresa Lynn Scroggs Proffitt
Chamodya Thejamani
Senevirathne Ruhunusiri
Muska Sekandiri
Miata V. Smith
Steve Romaric Toe
Yelyzaveta Voloshyna

Program in Chemistry

**Master of Science**
Olushola Shokunbi
Robert Spaine

Program in Climate Science

**Master of Science**
Zachary Manthos

Program in Computational Science

**Master of Science**
Jaijwalya Ramesh Karajigkar
Robert Powell
Alexander Walker

Program in Earth Systems Science

**Master of Science**
Lucas Booth Cherry

Program in Environmental Science and Policy

**Master of Science**
Asiya Al-Hadid
Nicole Beetle
Whitney Joy Brewster
*Samantha Marie Cook

Program in Forensic Science

**Master of Science**
Josephine Georgette Adgate
Hadeil Clara Al-Haddad
Julia H. Ali
Christina J. Bernardo
Stephanie Marie Betts
Marina Eliza Biberi
Bria Christina Blake
Eleanor Monona Blood
Cheney
Nicole Lynn Daniels
Shamiya Marie Estell
Carina Eloisa Garcia
Jamey Alan Gorsuch
Dorothy Gyampoh
Christopher Reid Hill
Dustin Duane Hinze
Dawn Holowka
Taityana Lusk
Andrew Mansell
Angelina Marie Mauriello
Joseph Oberle
Melanie Sherling Petty
Delonta L. Price
Morgan Michelle Romero
Fabrizio Ricardo Sandoval
Karla Pamela Sheen Vento
Matthew Joseph Siewers
Leana Sh’Niel O’Neece Simmons
Kornwut Srinapa
Ryen Lynn-Elizabeth Weaver
Sean David Whitmer
Ashley Lauren Willis
Johanna E. Young
Wen Zeng

Program in Geographic and Cartographic Sciences

Master of Science
Jennifer L. Pulliam
Sharon Spradling
Cora Stern

Program in Geoinformatics and Geospatial Intelligence

Master of Science
Zunera Ashraf
*Daniel K. Spiwak
James Valentine

Program in Mathematics

Master of Science
*Yemeen Maiwand Ayub
Phuong Trieu Dang
Andrew Alexander Draganov
Alex R. Gogola
Mathew Hasty
Lauren Taylor Joyave
Joseph A. Marr
*Mahendra H. Panagoda
David Charles Yablonski
### Candidates for Bachelor’s Degrees

#### Major in Applied Science

**Bachelor of Applied Science**

- Alanna Madigan
- Maryanne M. Nielsen

#### Major in Athletic Training

**Bachelor of Science**

- Timothy Allen Crum
- Dejae Camille Dickson
- Madeleine Irene Fontaine
- Denise Elizabeth Gormley
- Katherine Berali Hernandez Ruiz
- Rene David Humphreys
- Matthew A. Jordan
- Destini Darne’a Manuel
- Katie Eileen Otersen
- Brandon Trayvonn Scott

#### Major in Early Childhood Education for Diverse Learners

**Bachelor of Science in Education**

- Madison Renee Comer
- Kristina N. Csorba
- Courtney L. Krueger

#### Major in Health, Fitness, and Recreation Resources

**Bachelor of Science**

- Elizabeth Adamson
- Elizabeth Faith Aveni
- Proctor N. Beard Jr.
- Peter Lionel Berlinsky Bowen
- Chase Alexander Brown
- Marissa A. Butts
- Jazzmyn Lurae Carter
- Felecia Cedeno
- Mia R. De Luca
- Alessia Del Romano
- Ayasha Faryad
- Timothy Keyes Ferguson
- Hassan Walid Ghanem
- Sergio A. Gonzalez
- Daytona Gransback
- Brian M. Jackson
- Hunter Austin Kelly
- Desara Korressi
- Jin Hyung Lee
- Sheikh Asif Mahmood
- Shahbaz Amjad Malik
- Dominic J. Masullo
- Mehki Isaac McCray
- Nia A. McManama
- Paul McMeniman
- Mia R. McQueen
- Gavin M. Mease
- Kaylee Sabrina Menjivar
- Margaret E. Morgan
- Ian Matthew Murphy
- Corey M. Payne
- Sandra R. Ranic
- Johnny H. Sader
- Daniel Christopher Sayles
- Mariah Sciacca
- Hannah Serruya
- Tait G. Short
- InaLee Latimer Snider

#### Major in Human Development and Family Science

**Bachelor of Arts**

- Heather Melanie Alba
- Sura Alzamani
- Hilary Rose Anderson
- Anita Julia Apisdorf
- Savannah Grace Dennison
- Da Hae Diane In
- Nicholas A. Kays
- Sarah Jade Kelly
- Keila Maresa Martinez
- Faith M. Robison
- Kiya S. Snow
- Mayra J. Sorto
- Andrea Villatoro

#### Major in Kinesiology

**Bachelor of Science**

- Adrian A. Acuna
- Samer Salah Ahmed
- Miguel Ardon
- Berith Austin
- Kai M. Badua
- Erin M. Baughman
- Ochir Bayarsaikhan
- Sean D. Belle
- Christopher J. Braden
- Ashley Campbell
- Aleasha Ebony Checo
- Hailey Michaela Croft
- Regan Grace Dalberg
- Paul Oluseye D’Andrade II
- Ksenia Mikhailovna Eldred
- Roberto Ramiro Febo-Almeida
- Ismael Jose Ferman
- Sergio D. Ferrufino
- Oscar Daniel Funes-Pires
- Brianna M. Gibbs
- Brian Jacob Hall Jr.
- Joanna Hardy
- Jesse A. Havens
- Joshua Height
- Lauren Hwostow
- David Ming Jeremiah
- Hope Gwyneth Johnson
- Daniel N. Jordu
- Hwihu Kang
- Marika Matilda Korpinen
- Karen Regina Lara
- Adrien M. Maher
- Dasia Monique McDonald
- Neville Malcom Mendonca
- James Clayton Morgan
- Lynnesey Olson
- Deanna Orobio
- William Pietri
- Samantha Evelyn Praul
- Jessica Rice
- Anthony Carlos Rojo Chavez
- Christina Romano
- Justin S. Shelby
- Jaylen Maxwell Simmons
- John Franklin Simpson
- Krista Skelton
- Cameron Eric Stroud
- Jenna A. Taveel
- Michael Jamal Tucker
- Jacob Walter Vierling
- Piero A. Vilchez Zapata
- Ira Tremaine Walker Jr.
Major in Physical Education
Bachelor of Science in Education
Jessica Lynn Baker
Gregory J. Coogan
Alexis Keith
James Alexander King
Judith A. Ko
Maria Fabiola Lujan Gonzales
Olivia Lewis Shipman

Major in Tourism and Events Management
Bachelor of Science
*Jenna Adams
Holly E. Anderson
Samantha Alice Robin Baden
*Helen Bircher
Chloe Marie Boltz
*Sandra Casas
Yea J. Chung
*Kaitlyn N. Collier

Jessica Carolena Conigliaro
George K. Connors
*Sophia Daniela Del Aguil
Makenna Elizabeth Elliott
Hannah Marie Fry
Cassandra Fuentes
Christina Maria Heitzmann
*Madeline Howland
*Hyo Joo Jang
*Tatianna Jones
Anna Rose Kaczmarczyk
Ai Kang
*Afrin Khan
*Paola Michelle Lagos Pastor
Snigdha Om Madiraju

*Cynthia A. Malovic
*Emily Ann McClellan
Hannah Nicole Miles
Jazmine K. Mitchell
*Stephanie M. Neves
*Tala R. Nuri
Gabriela Angela Pantow
Derek Pitta
*Jasmine A. Roberts
Bassant Soliman
*Brooke Amanda Stanley
Xiangkang Zhang
*Mingyang Zhong
Megan Rae Zimmerman

Candidates for Master’s Degrees

Program in Athletic Training
Master of Science
*Edward Alfred Barham
Courtney Kristina Bullock
*Garrett B. Farmerie
*Emily Claire Fisher
Enyiah Mercedes Genesie
Brittany Elizabeth Jackson
Richard K. Johnson
*Zachariah J. Mihalovich
*Leandra Robinson
Elizabeth K. Snyder

Program in Counseling and Development
Master of Education
Rawan M. Bannourah
Fredd Berrum
Nadia A. Boateng
Autumn Brown
Anne Marie Carro
Parul Chaudhary
Maria Dacey
Karen Marie David
Jose Leonardo Flores
Yeslora Cecilia Gonzalez Benavidez
Margaret Erin Haley
Brianna Glenelle Hurley
Courtney Hurley
Allison J. Jackie
Yvonne R. Jackson
Colene Luczak
Meredith Sophia McGinn

Dorothy Mebane
Victor W. Miranda
Mersal Shaker
Joelle Haejuung Shin
Jason T. Smith
Therese M. Smith
Samuel G. Wasserman
Margaret L. Wright
Maritza Zurita

Program in Curriculum and Instruction
Master of Education
Ernesto D. Aguiluz
William V.
Alexander-Goldsmith
*Worood Aljammal
Wendy Joanna Alvares
Marina Laura Amor De Cobanera
Nina K. Anderson
Susan Elizabeth Anderson
Kunika Arora
*Jennifer N. Arriaza
Selvana Ayoub
Ilham Azim
Ashleigh P. Balsamo
Jack L. Bass III
Mary Elizabeth Bates
Colleen Callahan Baum
*Hannah Rebecca Bergquist
*Emily E. Bird
*Laura Michelle Boak
Claudia Bolanos
Jennifer L. Brazee
Bre’Ana A. Bryant
*Kayla Renee Bukovac

*Breanne Mokihana Burke
Lauren Breck Bykowski
Marques Andre Cameron
Caitlin Ann Campbell
Joanne Elizabeth Carey
Kathryn Cargill
Maria O. Carlo
Virginia Alexandra Carlson
Kyle Mackenzie Carmines
Monica Castro
*Adriana M. Cernucan
Chia Yun Chang
Ashley Brooke Cherry
Hannah Y. Chong
*Sabrina Christy
*asta-Dianne Clark
*Madeline Jean Love Coburn
Lashelle Coenen
Caleb Joseph Coffman
Zachary Davis Cogan
*Katherine Anne Connolly
Sierra Cook
Sara Cooper
Clint Austin Correll
Meriah Ember Cory
Quinn Costello-Mays
Lauren Denise Craddock
Jessica Ellen Curran
Kristin L. Dauber
Shamar Renae Davis
*Destiny Dawn DeMarino
Antonette Morgan Dent
Amy Dohery
Riana Jordan Dolenz
Amber Lynn Dominick
Gregory Joseph Donitz
*Katelyn M. Donnelly
Molly Donnelly
Lori Ann Dove
Stephanie Marie Dowd
Kelly Beth Dresen

*CARRIE ELLEN DRUMMOND
Elisa Brenc Dupree
*ERIN T. EDWARDS
David Benjamin Eifert
Rima Elhaj
*Eman Elmasry
Caroline N. England
Sydney Dayne Eskew
Justin Euell-Malcolm
Marisa Dane Facundus
Julianne Shivani Fanning
*Vernise June Ferrer
Patrick J. Fess
Elisabeth Fillinger
Cheryl J. Finley
Lauren Elizabeth Carpenter Fisher
Garreth Thomas Fitzsimons
Emma Foley
Erica Louise Fountain
Desmond R. Frost
*Thomas Christopher Gagnon
Jennifer M. Gartin
*Stephanie Marie Geier
Ledina Gianfrate
Anna Marie Gieffels
*Jenna M. Girbert
Alejandro Cuitlahuac Gomez
Luis Amamdo Gonzalez
*Jayne Danielle Grant
Charu Gupta
*Carla P. Hagan
Brennan K. Haggett
Lauren L. Hentz
Payal Patel Herendeen
Jessica Hernandez
Amber Nicole Hicks
Virginia M. Holm
Kirsty Fayt Corloncito Hope
Janet Dressler Hopkins
Program in Educational Leadership

Master of Education
Denise Adkins
*Jennifer L. Alpers
Jose R. Alvarez
Tara Ann Boone
*Jesse Howard Brand
Katherine Terney Breth
Kayla Rose Briggs
Dhanel Renea Brown
*Brooke B. Brolley
*Rebecca A. Buchanan
*Megan L. Buckles
Rhea S. Butler
Kristina C. Caliri
*Cristin Sandra Caparotta
Elizabeth Carino
Patrick Carmack
*Bryan Gabriel Case
Andrea Jeness Chambers
Helen Elizabeth Charrier
Heather Denise Christian
Rebecca D. Corrallo
*Maura K. Cotter
*Jody McLaurn Delaney
Kassandra Di Piaclido
Lisa Louise DiLorenzo
*Rachael Elizabeth Domer
Curtis Jay Donohue
Jessica Mills Duval
*Alesha Martina Edwards
Larkin Lacey Epstein
Craig Joseph Fontenot
Shirley Fortenbaugh
Michelle R. Frosina
Dakota Leigh Gagliardi
*Christie N. Goodman
Shirley Michelle Guzman
*Safa Haddam
Tracy Palmer Hamilton
Monique Harrell-Watford
Rodney M. Harris Sr.
Nicholas Anthony Hartman
Susan A. Hawn
Taylor Drew Heil
Tara Paige Hewan
Megan Ann Howland
Kelly Anne Hughes
Bobbi Jo Lynn Idzenga
Robert Johnson
*Shannon Johnson
Kaitlin Nicole Kaplewicz
Kristin L. Kapp
Kristin Lynn Kasselder
Angela Diamond King
*Sarah L. Kinzer
Francesca W. Knight
Megan Lee Koehler
Joanna Wiedel Kuta
Allison Dawn Lashley
Kris ten Lehner
Elyse Lerman
Kayla Marie Loback
*Benjamin Townley Marchetti
*Laura Mathurin
*Patrick Francis McAndrews
Meredith Miller
Jonetta Opal Moody
Christina Renee Morris
Kelsey Rae Narkevic
Anna Jeannette Nolan
Christina O’Donovan
*Mary Jane Domingo Pimentel
Andrew D. Pitts
Riana Ashley Wilhelm Polino
*Craig Primus
Kathryn Elizabeth Ream
Kayla M. Reist
Jenna Lee Richard
Dana Maxine Roth
Robert C. Salzberg
Nicole Regina Scher
Alexandria Jordan Schnappinger
*Jennifer Joan Schrader
*Zachary Schwartz
Timica R. Shivers
Maureen T. Sidor
*Mary E. Simpson
Samantha Debra Sklar
Michelle Nicole Skroupa
Meghan Jean Smeenk
*Mackenzie Murray Smith
*Efronsi Eleni Stavros
Tina Marie Stevenson
*Christine Stoermann
De’Andrea A. Stoudamire
Patricia Holland Stoufffer
Catherine Tawfik

Program in Exercise, Fitness, and Health Promotion

Master of Science
Stefanie Grace Brzezinski
Bishop Shawn Guempel
Pranjal Ravindra Joshi
Shannon Elizabeth Simpson
Elizabeth Washington

Program in Kinesiology

Master of Science
*Soha Ahmed
Isabelle Jen Wy Anonas
Jonathan A. Borth
Ian A. Brewer
Giulia Cammaratus
*Cindy Scarleth Castro
Kathryn Lyn Dewey
Marissa Eshelman

Program in Psychology

Master of Science
Maryam Ahmed Mohammed
Al Mesheikh
Vincent Camacho
Shih Yuan Chang
Sara R. Dragan
Ellen Paige Hanawalt
*Beth A. Hosek
Chalon N. Johnson
Jacqueline L. Mosley
Oluchi T. Ozuzu
Katie Mary Peters
Justin Shirley
Maggie D. Stoltz
Siyun Tan
Manjoong Yoon
Katherine Zaczur

Program in Special Education

Master of Education
*Karima Abida
Amy L. Adams
Kathleen B. Adams
*Diana Boateng Agyei
Samantha K. Alderfer
Mariam Aldoseri
*Michelle Saskia Alemar
Adam K. Ali
Aljawharah Ibrahim A
Aljunaydil
Rachel L. Alston
Jocelyn C. Ayala
Jennifer Lynn Ayoub
Colleen Denise Bagonyi
Sandra K. Bedard
Curtis P. Bessette
Kirsten Elizabeth Beverly
Sabeen Bilal
*Meena Bisht
Kathleen Ricca Blevins
Shameka E. Brantley
*Amanda Breed
*Rose M. Broberg
Allison J. Brooks
Amber Renee Brown
*Linette R. Bryant
Bridget Anne Buesing
Jane Rooney Burke
Tanesha Callaham
*Erika Carranza
Samantha Mechelle
Castellanos
Lara Kathleen Chamberlin
Wilson W. Chan
*Jillian Chappel
Katherine Marie Cheneler
Ashley Cobb
Emily Sara Colliflower
*Chasidy S. Collins
Sharon P. Crilly
Lindsay Elizabeth Crytzer
Tammy J. Darrah
Emily Elizabeth Davis
Soad ElMahdi Davis
Tracy Davis
Amanda H. Dillon
*Meaghan Dube
Suzanne R. Durr
Lilyanne Morgan Eaton
*Stacey Edington
*Zachary R. Erdman
Elise I. Felicio
Lydia Grace Ferguson
Tammy Sue Fick
Lilley Tomas Fitzgerald
Anastasia Franjie
Brianna Lee Fridy
Hiroko Fujiki
Maureen L. Gilligan
Janice Gray
Mallory Ann Grimes
*Eve Bonner Hall
*Katie M. Hand
*Amber Simone Harrison
Alyssa Hartzler
Hayley Jordan Heath
*Caitlin Donna Henry
Kimberly Hershberger
Ashleigh Monique Hill
Flor De Amelia Lizette
Hoffman
Matthew James Holcomb
Lauren Rebekah Holdredge
Effat D. Hosseini
Jacqueline M. Huchler
Euihyoung Joen
*Reema Junbran
James Thomas Kaden Jr.
Erin Keup
Jill M. King
Nuri Mausufah Kingsley
Hillary K. Klein
Alison Kliem
Khadija Kouiroukidis
*Janie T. Krueger
Hannah Laney
*Brendan William Lawler
*Elishedai Lemeneh
Jennifer Princess Lominy
Madeline Quigley Long
*Lynn Mai
Emil Noah Majetic Jr.
Sadia Marable
Kelli R. Matthews
Brittany Mays
Lindsey McCready
*Emily M. McGovern
Shannon Whitney McMahon
*Jisset Mejia
*Kaleigh Merritt
Daniela Moreno Hernandez
Delnaz Nizar Najim
*Mabintou N’Diaye
Tatiana Henani Hoa Okupu
Okalani Nguyen
Allison Ade Noland
Zara Patricia Nunziata
Charleen Elizabeth O’Brien
Christine Bernadette
Oliveros
Sean James O’Reilly
Jacqueline Paek
Ashton N. Parker Morton
Jessica L. Patterson
*Ya Peng
*Arianna H. Pieragostini
*Nicole Suzzette Rattigan
Mariyah Faisal Riaz
Holly Rinderle
Ashley Nicole Roberts
Ashantha Rodrigo
Courtney Romesberg
Katherine N. Ryan
Cecily Salvador
Henrietta Rema Sawyer
Mary Helen Scalici
Alexis Schmidt
Erica Rena Schuman
Nimo Abdirahman
Sheikh-Adam
Kristy Lauren Sheridan
Amanda Grace Shultz
Alexis M. Smith
Thomas Smith
*Virginia Gabriella Strobach
Jean-Pierre Tan
Mariela E. Tapia-Hernandez
Mitra Tarjan
Rachel Naomi Taton
*Yorwen Maya Teh
*Korbin Thompson
*Kelsey Lee Tilson
Ashley Caroline Turnbow
Barbara Rogahn Van Lear
Kiani Ward
Tammy L. Whelden
Lauren K. White
Keva Z. Willis-McPherson
Kaitlin Wills
*Je Moon Won
Latoya Young

Program in Sport and Recreation Studies

Master of Science
Alexander Bates
*Jamail Edward Bogany
Kaleb Cole
Casey Lynn Davis
William Jackson
DeLongchamps
Sean Gibson
Zachary Edward Hamilton
Jinsun Han
Natalie Lucie Heavren
Parker D. Lamarre
Kevin Jacob Lestz
Sarah R. Madden
Anthony Richard McLean
Alexandria Ricciuti
Angela Schroeder
Candidates for Bachelor’s Degrees

Major in Accounting

Bachelor of Science
*Marcy Abarca
Madina Abdul Ali
Vanessa Adu Ampomah
*Nabeeha Afzal
Itftikhar Ahmad
Sahar Ali
*Hadi Alshammmaa
Daniel Arguedas-Cornejo
Marem Atef
*Sarah Allison Austin
Maryoly Ayala
Sarah Azhar
Maad Khaled A Badraig
Salman Majdi A Badraig
Isabella Bah
Sama Baker
Pamela L. Barrett
Mohammad Akbar Beenish
Klaudio Bezhani
Alexa Grace Renee Bituin
Florian Blatti
Allison Grace Boykin
Amanda L. Burt
Jackson R. Canas
*Membreno
*Xiaoying Chang
*Jessica Chavarria
Ana G. Chavez Torres
Andrew R. Clifford
William George Cloutier
Brytton Coleman
Elizabeth Comtois
*Sajevonne Crudup
Clyde M. Delos Santos
Ryan Dietz
Junfei Dong
*Consl W. V. Edwards
Yasmine El Gaahs
Adele Sohail Elbakri
*Kareem Ashraf Elshiekh
*Omnymat Elytayeb
*Zoya Joash Fakhri
Amy Fan
Khushbakhath Fatima
Erick Fernandez
Elisabeth Michaela Brooks
Flick
Elaine Micah Gail Nocum
Fortuna
*Rochelle Patrice Grinberg
Pamela Guerrero
Mahrmd Hagl
Ayanna Gabriel Hairston
Anna Han
Caroline Grace Harley
Lamont Harris
Ravin Hassan
*Sebastian E. Henriquez
Jelani Omari Herard
Kelly Herrington
Alexandra C. Heusinger
Edward Andrew
Hintermeister
Amy Hoang
Xiaoqing Hu
Susan Margaret Hurdle
Lena Tran Huynh
*Saba K. Jaber
Dei Hyun Jeon
Roy Jia
Alex Jordan Kern
*Dipendra Khatiwa
Yebin Kim
Yun Kim
*Raena Marie C. Kreger
Kilmor Ronaldo Lazo-Gomez
Andrew Dong Eun Lee
*Sunyoung Lee
Selena Renae Lewis-Fuller
Jillian Rae Lim
Jacob T. Link
Aoji Liu
Chiauyu Liu
*Yuie Ma
Elissa Denise Mammolenti
Mackenzie Elizabeth Mann
*Israel Bruno Martinez
*Jack Quam Martin
Angel Alan Maturano Garcia
*Cyndy Mayorga
Angela R. Mazzola
John M. Mejia
Shelby Midgett
Neda Modernes
Gladyse F. Monroy
*Jarold Montano Quisper
Dayana Jasmine Montijo
Tserenbat Munkhbat
Tsega Netsanet
Ngoc C. Nguyen
Tuan Nguyen
*Zukhra Nugmanova
Ayomide Precious
Olagoke-Bello
Mariya Oleynik
Juliana Ortiz Alvarado
Juliana Osei
Ernest H. Page III
Kenneth Paredes
*Disha Jagdip Patel
Jacob Peck
*Bryant J. Pendleton
Melissa S. Perera
Connor M. Petzen
*Carol Pham
*Hoang Minh Thuy Phan
Princess Pioquinto
Jonathan Michael Ramos
*Angelique Reyes
Deisy Araceli Reyes
Quintano
Chloe Danielle Reynolds
Michael Marvin Rodriguez
Zaira Melanie Romero
*Hyun Moo Ryoo
*Rubi Saud
Nathaniel More Shirley
*Virginia A. Sinars
Sara Sleiman-Haidar
*Daniela F. Soto
Jessica Y. Stadtlter
Nicole E. Suarez
Stephen A. Sychon
Halelyuya Berhanu Tadesse
Jack M. Tempchin
Brandy Thompson
*Maya Elizabeth Thompson
Nhi Tieu
*Duy Truong
*My Truong
*Ngoc Truong
Michelle Tsao
Mark Anthony Vargas
Manuel Vasquez
*Jaime Stephano Vedia
Mimi Vu
John Marshall Williams Jr.
Yixuan Zhao
Qinghui Zheng

Major in Business

Bachelor of Science
*Abdirahman Abdirahman
Talal Albayih
*Miguel Angel Amezquita
*Muzhdah Atazai
Sangsu Bae
*Zanab Bahar
Karima Berradi
America Castro
Kuan Lin Chen
Mahad Nur Collins
Touka M. Farag
*Stephanie Leah Fincher
Ashlen Jasmin
Garcia-Rodriguez
*Amaury Guzman
Sandwo Han
Wendlassida D. Ilboudo
Patrickdag J. Jumah
*Jack J. Kemp
*Iskandar Khabbaz
*John Gia Luc
*Valerie C. Mayer Lopez
*Michelle K. Mullaly
Devon Broderick Nelson
Kimberly Nguyen
Kevin Huy Phan
Kevin G. Pousard
*Jacqueline Robinson
Thomas G. Robinson
Bassim Salih
Erick Sanchez
*Areej Sawan
Kathryn Lynn Stepp
Jovina Marie Svaranovic
*Annma Tahir
*Sandy Thongdyyarath
Linh Duy Trinh
*Ishan Tuli
*Lauren Taylor Vaughan
*Ms. Mahsan Zarrinkolah
Jie Zhou

Major in Finance

Bachelor of Science
Vanessa Adu Ampomah
*Nabeeha Afzal
Rashid Al Khayarin
Alexander Nhungiounoung
Joshua R. O’Neil
Brian Peirce
Kavita N. Priyadarshy
*Neil R. Puri
Ugne Radzveicute
*Numan Rahman
Carlos Rivera
Maya E. Saah
Sergio E. Salazar
Kashif Saleem
Michael A. Schaefer
Michael Scott
Vincent L. Seymour Jr.
*Yaokun Shen
Jenny Shi
Michael Tiger Shue
Willem Joseph Smagh
Jasmine Jennifer Soliz
Kamish A. Tajuddin
Matthew S. Tailey
Jack M. Tempchin
Nahom Ghiyarm Tesfazghi
Ryan Tong
Armando Toys Orellana
Linh Vu Hoai Tran
*Lindsey Thuy Vo
Patrick Miller Vroom
Jessica L. White
Jennifer Junxue Wu
Xiaohan Yang
Min Christopher Yoon
*Yupeng Yuan
Kevin Douglas Zambrana
Roman
*Noor Al Bayaa
*Shery Smelley Alay Torres
Mohamed Ali Al-Matari
*Manal Alnabouche
Ahmed Alsameen
Ibthal Alshammar
*Amar Abdullahi Alshehri
Hussein J. Al-Shwaili
Enrique G. Alvarez Zuluaga
Kofi Amankwah
Amitha S. Anumalsetty
*Carissa Marie Ashley
Ardzzone
Maria J. Arevalo Villatoro
Grace Wambui Arina
Khatib Aryan
Maysa Awadallah
Mohammad Awadallah
Ali Bahabib
*Jonathan N. Bartlett-Will
Wasam Bashir
Rediate Besfakadu
*Farzana Begum
Achraf Belatik
Ian James Berry
Robing Alberto Bocanegra
*Mohamed Mohamed
Boualam
Jonathan Michael Brown
Shenice Brunson
*Courtney Y. Burchett
*Yessica Callejas Cruz
Almendra J. Canales Corzo
*Javier A. Cantero
Daniel Kyung Carman
Ryan Chae
*Katherine Marie Chang
Dai G. Chau
*Justin Tuong Chau
Jack Chen
*Julia M. Chen
Michelle Cheng
Samuel A. Choe
Jacob Jinsuk Chung
*Carlo Claros
*Pete-Andrew Cohen Jr.
Jennifer Eileen Condezo
*Stephen J. Crichton
*Daniel Joseph Cross Jr.
Derwin Alton Davis II
Grayson T. De Groat
Angeline Dela Cruz
*Alexander Pierce DeYoung
*Frank Dialog
Ashley Veronica Diaz
Bettina Biama Donkor
Salma Douffakkar
Jonathan H. Duong
Sultan Durrani
Samuel M. Eaton
Yassine El Gaah
Adele Shajal Elbakri
Mohammed Majed Elbayya
*Mos fled Ibn Hassam
El-Ghili
Farah Farhat Elmohtaseb
*Evelyn Estrella
Sayed K. Fatima
Aniya S. Fazlani
Corvin G. Fontaine
*Ariana Camille Ford
*Le’Ann Marie Fredericks
*Brian A. Fredrikson
*Elzere M. Frey
Matthew Gabbay
*Rolando Garcia-Montalvo
Rida N. Gill
*Mamuka Gogiberidze
Mercedes F. Gonzalez
Atta Gyebi Snr
*Michil Hadad
Hannah Hafeez
Shadi M. Hamadeh-Rojas
*Sean R. Hanlon
Christopher J. Hannah
David Andrew Harvey Jr.
*Khalaf Hashi
*Sophia Hasnain
Michael M. Hayden
Alexandria C. Heusinger
Daniel A. Hill
Iridel A. Hirad
Andrew H. Hoang
Nhu Quynh N. Hoang
Alisa Holt
Brian JB Hong
Matthew D. Houser
Hajar Housni
*Aribah Hussain
*Salman Hussain
*Azamat Isralov
Ilham Yusuf Mohamed Issa
*Zain M. Jafri
Suryaraj N. Jain
Raeun Jang
Tala Osama Jaradeh
Daniel Johnston
*Atamjot K. Kalra
Sharina Kapoor
*Qais Karim
Vidit Karki
*Krishna Sai Kathera
Gurleen Kaurs
*Naveen Kaur
*Puneet Kaur
Neswanth Naga Keepudi
Ibrahim Salahadin Khalifa
Ahsan Khan
Lydia A. King
*Evan Klutz
*Pedro Kritselis
Tu Van Lam
Vasundhara Lanka
Zachary J. Larmour
*Maxim Lazarev
Andrew Dong Eun Lee
*Hojaee Lee
*Mikhallee Gee Lewis
*Hui Li
Zhongjia Liao

Major in
Information Systems and
Operations Management

Bachelor of Science
Vince Adrian Abanilla
Dunyah Abbasi
Ayah K. Abdel Ghany
Sondos Abdelrahim
Madina Abdul Ali
*Sandra Abud
*Amira G. Abusbitan
Collin M. Adams
Divyanj Shree Adhikari
Amna Ahmad
*Mohammad Ahmad
Abdulwahab Ahmed Sharif Ahmed
*Marwa Mohamed Abdel Aziz Ahmed
Zumarna Ahmed
Zakaria Ainte
Marwa Akkas
Ali K. Akoum

* Luisa Fernanda Alcala
* Saad Fahad A Alsarr
* Tamim Ibn Anwar
* Daniel Arguedas-Cornejo
* Maad Khaled A Badraig
* Salman Majdi A Badraig
* Brandon Baker
* Dave Ballenger
* Okan Caba
Kathleen Justiniano Callahan
* Joshua Michael Carter
* Dai G. Chau
* Edward C. Chen
* Zebin Chen
* Sai Jayanth Chintamaneni
* Megan S. Clem
* Sonia L.Cogdill
* Eric Nicholas Corbin
* Jai Devkaran
* Jiacheng Dong
* Aidan M. Eccles
* Sainaz Hamdy Elnahal
* Abdallahi El-Telly Moudy
* Homira Farzayee
* Danny Ferrufino Tapia
* Ana K. Garcia
* Rolando Garcia-Montalvo
* Aram Daniel Ghanbari
* Isabella Graham
* Adriana Guardado
* Anna Han
* Schubert S. Han
* Matthew Thomas Heath
* Fady Moshen Lottfi Ibrahim
* Kyle Matthew Jacobs
* Mahesa Madhubhashini
* Jayawardhane
* Roy Jia
* Ivan Kharitonsev
* Bao-An Le
* Patrick S. League
* Aojie Liu
* Yu Qi Liu
* Nathaniel Langley Lohr
* Jake Mitchell Lonsdale
* Ryan Spencer Lowe
* Victor Antonio Loza
* Thien Ly
* Andrew Owen Hathaway
* McMahon
* Osvaldo Alfonso Membreno
* Hodan Yusuf Mobarak
* Rodrigo Montano
* Penaranda
* Pascuala Morales
* Joshua Mortensen
* Brandon Patrick Murphy
* John Alexander Nahra
* Shivan Nayak
* Brandon A. Neine
* Phoebe G. Nelson
* Crystal Nguyen Ngo
* Hoai Tho Nguyen
* Nam Tran Nguyen
* Nancy Phuc Nguyen
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Major in Management

Bachelor of Science
Abraham Afzal
*Rima Abraham Alghussein
Alanoud H h Alotaibi
Audra Budiman Amezquita
*Jennifer Argueta
*Jocelyn G. Aroche
Carlos Brandon Arrieta
Edwin A. Balderrama
Arinia Begham
Michael T. Blackburn
*Andrew T. Kim
Do Hyun Kim
*Dong Kyun Kim
*Seahhee Kim
Emily A. Konchon
Patricia M. Lala
Yujin Lee
James Jintack Lim
Jillian Rae Lim
Steven M. Longino
*Nathaly Alicia Lopez
*Ryan Spencer Lowe
Catherine Ann Lynn
Sara Lyn Maldonado
Michael Manzer
Briana Mayfield
Michelle Angelica McCombs
*Jason Mehta
Anna Shalom Montero
Umar Morrad
Zeshan Mustafa
Gayvon Naghdi
Zabuillah Nasiri
Matthew C. Newell
Britney K. Nguyen
Erica Nguyen
Phillip Huy Huu Nguyen
*Jacqueline Nnaji Nnaji
Jeffery Nyamekye
Katherine Paige O’Donnell
Shawn E. Ortiz
*Moussokoua Ouattara
Xingyu Pan
Min Jung Park
*Drew T. Pearson
Jennifer Diane Preston
Charles Thomas Race Jr.
*Diane Paola Ramirez Ruiz
John Reese
Candidates for Master’s Degrees

Program in Accounting

Master of Science
*Megan Emily Adreance
*Shayne Marritt Medina Aguilar
*Aiman Ansari
*Tamera Renee’ Bolling
*Madison C. Brown
*Valentina A. Bulavitchi
*Andrea Castaneda Guzman
*Musfiah A. Chaudhry
*Karen S. Chipman
*Sorina M. Cret
*Xiaolei Chunruy Dean
*Anthony M. Dinh
*Jennifer R. Downey
*Allison Dressen
*Hanan Abdiqani Duale
*Elizabeth Farley
*Andrew Guillory
*Davidson Han
*Nicolás J. Haynor
*Zhaoxu He
*Ted Huertas
*Cindy Huynh
*Ikram Yusuf Isa
*Leehwan Ju
*Mpesa Kapinka
*Tahsina Khan
*Naseem Kolyani
*Daisey H. Kyaw
*Linh Hoang My Le
*Jessica Lee
*Meng Liu
*Koorosh Jonathan Malek
*Jacob L. Manbeck
*Daniel Milos
*Nooreen A. Mirza
*Jose Alejandro Ospina
*Geonryang Park
*Sindhu Perchani
*Vinay N. Prasad
*Wasana Rajapakse
*Shareen Nazim Rashid
*Thomas Schaffer
*Martin Schmidt
*Deborah Dongju Shin
*Fumilola Shittu

*Ashley O. Siisson
*Yunyoung Son
*Jiayi Song
*Samuel Elisha Summers
*Vinh Q. Tang
*Valerie Christian Tejada
*Freeman
*Sojia N. Tiwana
*Lucia M. Tozzi
*Aparna Venkitachalam
*Andres Villarroel
*Gavrielle Marie Wanzer
*Tenzin Yangchen
*Yewon Yoo
Program in Business Administration

Master of Business Administration

*Andrea Anderson  
Jenita Arshad  
Seth Camenga Bailey  
Caroline Cardenas Barbosa  
Jake Mecham Barnes  
Onur Alpaslan Baskaya  
Debra Curry Bass  
Marilyn Ann Bow  
Tyler Kent Brandenburg  
Jason Paul Brown  
Mahad Ali Chagla  
Chad Jeremy Chapman  
Evan Chate  
*Kevin Than Chau  
Hae Na Chung  
*Mary Cornelius  
Thomas Cremin  
Giuliana D’Adamio  
*Kosta Dalageorgas  
*Tracy Daniels  
Eric Davis  
Thomas A. DeHaven  
*Candace C. Depass  
*Michael N. Driggs  
*Chad Eckles  
*Rashal A. Edwards  
Stephen Benjamin Elson  
*Sergio Alejandro  
Fernandez-Mayes  
James David Fey  
Raymond Joseph Fields  
*Colleen Marie Garrott  
John Lawrence Goetchius  
Cory A. Gordon  
*Theresa Gothard  
Daniel Keith Guenther  
*Ambrea Harris  
Courtlin L. Holt  
David Hope  
Kyle Nicholas Humphries  
Benjamin Chukwuma Igwe  
Alanna Kahn  
Sawir Kakar  
Nathan Kaley  
Curtis Patrick Kincaid  
Zachary Myles LaBate  
Daniel Aliswell Laryea  
Victor L. C. Lee  
*Dorota Klaudia Lewis  
*Ioana Lewis  
Shaden Ayman Maraqa  
Hilary Uyen-Phuong Marschik  
Ashish Masih  
Mckenzie Allen Matthews  
*Gabriela Mercado Grageda  
Cristina Morgado  
Maria Theresa Moussa  
*Kito Mussa  
*Sharle Yansi Nataren  
Ann Elizabeth Newsome  
Vinh Huy Nguyen  
Angela Pauline Oliver  
Nicholas Ortiz  
Altaf Patel  
Jaime Patel  
Bishnu Pathak  
Dilyana Dimitrova  
Petleshkova-Williams  
*Cuong Hung Pham  
David Paul Potocnik  
Daler Pulatov  
*Joshua Baker Rachford  
Narishmna Rigaud  
*Angus B. Robertson  
David Francis Rodriguez  
Nathan Lee Rossow  
Mallory Rutkoske  
Daniel Hansen Saba  
*Nina Schwartz  
Kristi Lynn Severns  
Amy Anderson Siegel  
Edwina L. Smallwood  
*Cordelia Alice Smith  
Derek R. Smith  
Jonathan Peyton Smith  
Matthew Smothers  
Marlo Sneddon  
Christina Marie Snyder  
Bradley B. Son  
Jacob F. Summers  
*Craig Swaner  
Charles A. Sweet  
Frances Missy Tejada  
Pierre Thompson  
Tam Thao Trinh  
David Robert Wellington  
Won Mo Yang  
Erin Rose Young  
*Benjamin Troy Zemek  
Yuqing Zhang

Program in Management

Master of Science

*Emma Louise Anderson  
*John A. Atela  
*Hojun Augustine Boo  
*Stone Redd Brickhouse  
*Chen Chen  
*Ting Yu Chen  
*Wei Jia Du  
*Lawrence Hailes  
*Shelbi Harris-Mowatt  
*Thomas Charles Jennings  
Muhammad Haziq Khan  
*Cheng I. Ko  
Courtney Kramer  
*Joseph Elliott Leguzamon  
Day  
*Tie Li  
*Viet Quoc Luong  
*I'ingrid Rubio  
*Emmanuelle Servaa  
*Amber Smith  
*Clare Fiona Sullivan  
*Dongli Sun  
*Peter Dao Tran  
*Eileen Catherine Voss  
*Leterra E. Ward  
*Alexander K. Weiser  
*Sidney Joshua Yap

Program in Real Estate Development

Master of Science

Philip Harwell Brady  
Ahmad Darwish  
*Katherine Hollands Jacobs  
William Clyde Jenkins  
Samantha Marie Kuehne  
*Taylor William Malbon

Program in Technology Management

Master of Science

Ihsan Isam Alrisheh  
Stefano Bassi Mazzini  
Anna G. Chiu  
Aaron Geoffrey Davis  
Anthony Drizos  
Zachary Eaton  
Brandi Nichole Davis  
Fernando Magri  
Mohammad Shah Moradian  
Christopher Lee Murphy  
Mark T. Nakagawa  
Danh Duy Nguyen-Huy  
Ashley Karina Roberts  
Eric Smith
Candidates for Bachelor's Degrees

Major in Community Health
Bachelor of Science
Shoaib Ahmad
Mariam Kawther Alkateb
Bridget R. Amaniampong
Sophie Andriamanjato
Shabnum Anwar
Jeffrey Ian Armstrong
Zain Ali Baig
Norah P. Bartell
Sandra E. Bekhet
Aman T. Bivens
*Brian Thuong Bui
Gisele Carla Calustro
Natalia Camacho Cubillos
Jacqueline Elizabeth Carpio
Norheil Adriana Carrasco
*Torrrez
*Gellia Paulos Chanie
Freena Waseem Chaudhry
Larry Arturo Chicas
*Kaitlyn J. Chisarik
Aneesa N. Choudhry
Joan Margret Caroline
Clarke
Cristina De Leon
*Kateryna Denysiuk
Dayeleyonne L. Dizon
Christopher Manthphong Du
Ambar R. Elston
*Imen Houda Fares
Christian B. Fary
*Naz K. Fatah
Angelica Noel Felder
Kathy Fernandez
Sierra Ashlee Frederick
Lauryn C. Freeman
*Sarah Louise Friday
Madisyn Elizabeth Galang
*Perla V. Gallegos
Gabriella P. Garza
Alexis Simone Gayles
Sernhar Gelawdiwos
Reem Raid Ghoushéh
Brittani M. Glass
Valerie Grispo
Ellen Ackerman Gurung
*Shabnam Habib
Michelle Hardrath
Parvathy Haridas
Abigail Marie Harless
Erica Harp
Kaleigh Harris
*Nada A. Hassen
*Delainey Marie Hirsch
Rand Ahmed Hossain
*Melissa S. Hunt
*Jahnae V. Hutton
Lidy W. Jemere
Abigail Lauren Jones
Katie M. Jones
Mackenzie Jones
Naomi Jones
Lara N. Khaled
ZemZem Khair
Monica Kondrakunta
Thuyet H. Le
Cheryl S. Lee
Kourtney Deanna Lewis
Yue Liang
Minjie Liu
*Cindy Diana Lopez
Bessy Nicole Lovos Davila
Allyson Sophia Martinez
*Anisha Marya
*Arin J. McNeal
Ashley J. Medeiros
Jewel B. Minor
Ayan Ahmed Mohamed
Nefolof Mammad
Kimberly Lirag Montes
Rebekah Moon
*Loretta N. Morgan
Nhat Binh Motoki
Laiba K. Mughal
Judy I. Nanaw
Zara Nasir
Noreen H. Nasr
Maribel Nagales
Mariam Oppong Nuamah
*David Osafo
*Alexandra J. Palmisano
Pariah Parhami
Swaran Pasupuleti
*Jonovan Farrell Peavie
Abigail Pollard
Daniela Portillo
Sarah Helen Randall
*Allison G. Rice
Amir Rizk
Deekora Nyakhar Ruach
*Samira Safaei
*Ariana Sanchez
Gabriela Nicole Sanz
Eunice L. Sarrea-Ostos
Taranom M. Senfi
*Elizabeth Masi Shamloo
*Karolina Sharma
Aisha B. Sheikh
Iman Mohamed Sh-Hersi
Shaina Anwar Sindhu
*Manjot Kaur Singh
Amelia Jo Steadman
Marina D. Tamarit Couk
Danielle Tan
Delila Tareke
*Eryka L. Taylor
Karungu Thuku
Abigail Trinidad
Hannah Elizabeth Truman
Jordan W. Turner
'Di'jah Monaee' Tyler
Labiba T. Ullah
Andres A. Velasco
Lamees Sameh Wahdan
Leila Waid
*Jacob Westney
Nada A. Hassen
*Delainey Marie Hirsch
*Jonovan Farrell Peavie
*Manpreet Kaur
Nadia Kazim
*Haseena B. Khan
*Salima Khan
Sikandar Khan
*Claire J. Kim
*Loveneet Kaur Kooner
*Sukhneet Kaur Kooner
*Wannakulasuriya Fenolie Lowe
Sarah E. Luker
Ni Thao Ly
Deepa Maharjan
Bridget Ann Major
*Miriam Marquez
*Gabriela Angelica Mendez-Beltran
Jenna L. Miller
Samira Mirza
Nanzeen Mohmand
*Elana Marie Moore
Harsha Nayyar
Meryn Nisvan
Jada Noel

Major in Health Administration
Bachelor of Science
*Mariam Abdil
Seid S. Adem
Rakchyah Adhikari
Amna A. Ali
Omar Ali
Yasmin Amin
Lucero Avalos
*Sahar Farrah Bakhtary
Adriana Beatriz Barrientos
Samrawit Wondimeneh
Basazinew
Nana-Kafo Bervell
*Anmoljot Kaur Birdi
*Luciana S. Bourn
*Alanna L. Bradley
*Dayana G. Buitilos Luna
Vanessa Elizabeth Campos
Ashley Cha
*Elizabeth Cheang
Dahee Choi
Maryam Choudhary
*Grace H. Chung
*Stephanie Ann Dotson
Natasha Liliana Duarte
Moras Erikandari
Thana Fazelyar
*Maria Sol Fernandez
*Cassidy Firth
Neda Zeigham Ghaffar
Keerat Gill
Alexandra Greenlaw
*Mera Hajhassan
*Brea L. Hamilton
Ghalia Ahmed Hantush
*Jasmine A. Hayes
*Manpreet Kaur
Nadia Kazim
*Haseena B. Khan
*Salima Khan
Sikandar Khan
*Claire J. Kim
*Loveneet Kaur Kooner
*Sukhneet Kaur Kooner
*Wannakulasuriya Fenolie Lowe
Sarah E. Luker
Ni Thao Ly
Deepa Maharjan
Bridget Ann Major
*Miriam Marquez
*Gabriela Angelica Mendez-Beltran
Jenna L. Miller
Samira Mirza
Nanzeen Mohmand
*Elana Marie Moore
Harsha Nayyar
Meryn Nisvan
Jada Noel
Major in Nursing

Bachelor of Science in Nursing

*Cariel Abril
*Laura Valentina Acosta Corredor
*Emily Adams
Mark Ian Sayson Aguisanda
Ali Ahmad
Ilhan M. Ahmed
Elena C. Alexander
Stephanie Alvarado
*Noelle R. Anderson
*Renae C. Andrews
Corredor
*Teheenea Asif
*Jill Baker
Fatmata Bangura
Lindsay Leigh Bender
Vivien Anja Berft
Yonas Y. Berhane
Alyx Lynnn Bridis
*Caroline Elizabeth Bright
Emma C. Brown
Natalia Bujor
Claire B. Campbell
An V. Cao
*Corrine Carson
Richard Meister Chancellor
Kendal Chase
*Bee Won Cho
Nicolette I. Cunanan
Cierra N. Custer
*Cassidy L. Davis
Deborah R. Deperio
Ryan Donoghue
*Madeleine Doyle
Michelle Ann Duke
Mekdes T. Erklyhun
Adriana A. Escalaya
Jumana Yasmine Anna Fehel
*Brittany Fair
Diego Figuerroa
Stephanie Karla Flores
Michelle Amy Frank
*Taylor Alexya Frost
*Mya Renee Gates
Bailey Veronica Gibson
*Elisabeth Giesemann
Brenda J. Gonzalez
*Sheila Melissa Gonzalez
Teaghan Michelle Lattanne Gordon
Aree M. Grabow
*Edgard Gutierrez
Kaylin Riley Harrington
Rachel Anna Hawn
*Eileen Susan Heiny
Eunyoung Ho
Gloria Vanesa Hernandez
Rachel Jane Hickey
Chloe A. Hinz
Trini Hong
Kaitlyn C. Hull
*Aigner Jackson
*Jordan D. Jacorno
*Ayam A. Jasim
*Lydia H. Jones
Yusufu Kamara
*Megan Elaine Kania
Sarah E. Kelley
*Ashley Elizabeth Kallis Kern
Kristin Lauren Kidwell
Young Hwa Kim
Allen King
*Martin Joseph King
*Mary Therese Kline
Omar Julius Mocorro Labajo
Blanca Estela Lagunas
Michaela Hyun Jee Lee
*Su Ji Lee
Analisse M. L’Etoile
*Johvana Linares
Camila F. Lopez Valenzuela
*Jennifer Karniewicz Luebbe
Kimberly Anne Majerowski
Gila Regine Manansala
*Rania Marzouk
*Somayah Mateen
*Jayme M. Mathews
Elizabeth V. McCall
*Jenna McKeown
*Shannon Marie McLaughlin
Selamawit B. Melka
*Brianne Nicole Miller
Kelly J. Molina-Campos
Ophionia Erma Moore
Sarah K. Moys
Ruth D. Mususa
Ishmael Saidu Nabile
*Bethany Rena Nelson
Han Phan Ngoc Nguyen
Dominic A. Nichilo
*Broani Cecile Nielsen
*Chimezie Chinekwu
*Nnoruka
*Meriam Gura Nure
*Molly Ann O’Brien
Ikrarn Abdullahi Omar
Yasmin A. Omar
*Nkeiruka Enyiomma
Ononiwu-Jones
Kendall Buki Oshinowo
Amber Micah B. Padilla
Esther Pak
Sangeeta Panesar
Yasoda Paudel Kadel
Gabriela Paz Rodriguez
Yvonne Claire Pette
Nicole Pereira
*Kemberly Iraldi Pineda
Teena Pokhrel
*Aishah Sumyuyah Potts
*Natalie Purnell
*Patrick J. Putziger
Charisse Famin Quitoriano
Eman Rahama
Keyana Rajabi
Ali Rambo
*Graham Reid
Ebelin E. Reyes
Rodrigo Aristides Robles
Sandra Filipa Rodrigues
Sousa
Lauren Nicole Romano
Daimara Roque Arocha
Katherine Rupinen
Karina Melanie Sanabria
*Lara Santana Brito
Mariam T. Sarver
Eric Zachary Schmidtlein
*Sofya Schumann
Jenna Ariel Schwartzman
*Valentina Teresa Segovia
Sarah M. Sheehan
*Katie Wellu Shen
Hardev Singh
Danette A. Smith
Peighton R. Smith
*Rachael K. Sorenson
*Jenna Shaye Spedden
Emma G. Sperle
*Georgia Spencer Stephens
Kavita Subedi
Sumayya Saleh Sulaiman
Sarah Sarah Sunder
*Bianca Visan Surita
Amanda Noelle Tavaglione
*Christelle Maneuella
*Tiagni-Tchokouassi
Diego E. Tciccacuri Paucar
*Brian Tran
*Tram-Anh D. Tran
Zhane Umpierre Velazquez
Jonathan Connor Valliere
Angelika K. Vargas
Katherine C. Vorder Bruegge
Isabel G. West
*Heather Williams
*Michael Thomas Williams
Victoria Mary Williams
*Da Mi Yin
Sara Yun
*Monica Marlene Zeballos
*Cynthia Zelaya
*Lin Zhao
Peggy Zheng

Major in Rehabilitation Science

Bachelor of Science

Malvin Patrick Riguerra
*Aguilar
Thomas H. Amabile
*Gabriel Chavez
Cara Noelle Dillard
Lynn G. Do
Erin N. Donoghue
Justin Dschuhan
*Nicholas E. Echeverri
*Gehan Elattar
Davina Lane
Ana Virginia Noriega
Sierra Virginia Robertson
Kayla Ross
Gisele Sanchez
Edwin Gabriel Tello Salas
Crystal Alicia Boahemaa Young

Major in Social Work

Bachelor of Social Work

Rubaa Ahmad
Melissa E. Alvarado
Melanie L. Amador
Rania Amer
Comfort A. Awuah
Micaela Dayana Barrientos
Jarad Kevin Christopher
Barrow
*Amr Bashir
Arazhane’ Tierra Bennett
Colleen Rhea Bockman
Zenaida Bonilla-Segovia
Sara R. Burrell
Tristan Alec Corbett
Saira Isaac Flores
Kristina Elizabeth Franke
Elizabeth Adakemi Gansallo
Autumn D. Greene
Nana S. Gyebi
Sydney M. Hinegardner
Candidates for Master’s Degrees

Program in Global Health

Master of Science
Lijing Zhang

Program in Health and Medical Policy

Master of Science
Parvaneh Vaziri

Program in Health Informatics

Master of Science
Shuki Y. Abdullahi
Areem Ahmed
Ibrahim Awaad S Alahmari
Mubarak Salman A Almujari
Meron Berhanu Assefa
Wendy S. Ayers
Angie Chamberland
*Rabia Shabbir Choudary
Sri Surya Krishna Rama
Taraka Naren Durbha
*Sherita Kaye Edwards
Piyushika C. Ghimire
Habiba Hassan
Hajra Inam
Khadeejah Inam
Noorulain Iqbal
Rafal Khalid A Jambi
*Raphael Joseph
Citrakasih Hanna Kaigere
Pragyan Khandal
*Shannon E. McKernin
Ji Hyun Min
Victoria Nsiah
Srithala Reballa
Nabeel Saif
*Sara Scarnell
Eryn Lee Scott
*Steven Smith
Debora B. Vito Vittorio
Chelsea Eileen Zabowski

Program in Health Systems Management

Master of Health Administration
Mansur Mohammed
Abubakar
Saad Ahmad
*Kyler Akers
*Yasmin B. Artis
Briana Kimberly Austin
Rebeccaah Baer
Raven-Taylor P. Beaty
*Kareen Boparai
Jessica Busche
Sarah C. Carney
Eva Maria Collins
Kristy Ann Curtis
Julia Delaney
Monique A. Diggs
Crystal Dowell
Suzanne Duong
Amanda D. Dupree
Teresa A. Emmons
*Kaylyn A. Freeman
Cinthia Guadalupe Funes
*Aimee Granger
*Jordan Akers
Jordan C. Harrison
*Michelle DeAnne Henton
Nhan T. Ho
Arielle O. Jenkins
*Jessica Brooke Jewell
Maava G. Khan
Veronika R. Kouzmanova
*Dave Kuhns
*Heena Laroiya-Dave
*Riley Ann Lawson
Jyh-In Luc
Priya Prabhu Mallya
Cassandra Talley McBurney

Program in Nursing

Master of Science in Nursing
Sara M. Abdullahi
Michelle Marilyn Alvarado
Jennifer Megan Alvis
Esra Babar
Lorena Elizabeth Badaoui
Shannon Theresa Bailey
Rita Battey
Julia Engelique Blackwell
Alicia C. Brown
Lindsey Chapman
Lauren Cruz
Animatu N. Deen-Kargbo
Jennifer A. Djorup
Rebecca Maria Edmonds
Mary Kamara Erhunmwunse
Carmen J. Escaba
Walaa A. Fayek
Hannah Grace Ferguson
Stephanie Fitch

Program in Nutrition

Master of Science
Manisha Khatri Djohi
Meghan E. Graham
Princess M. Hall
Li Jiang
Heaven Jordan
Stephani R. Keen
Abby Elizabeth Keller
Rebecca Belle Lebedun
Bingqing Luo
Hani Morshid
Samantha Lynn Pappas
Nadia Peters
Rachelle JaNae Beery
Quintanilla
*Monica L. Vargas
Hexiang Yang
Program in Public Health

Master of Public Health
Aya Danielle Abdo
Nena Rose Abernathy
Claire A. Acquaye
Amy Rebecca Adams
Sanjoli Agarwal
Nour Ali H Al Howaidi
*Abbey J. Allen
*Regine Bumper
Joselyn Carballo
*Tiffany Colon
Hannah Marie De La Rosa
*Hala Nedal Deeb
Manmohan Kaur Dhawan
Ogechikamma C. Emechebe
Jordan Rae Everett
Kelly E. Garcia
Emily Glasgow
*Mallory Green
Rameen S. Hashmi
*Macey Ann Keifrider
Ashley Dinah Koranteng
Virina Matta
Tatum Lyn McKay
* Sandra Mendoza Guerrero
Victoria Anjanette Mudd
Katelyn Marie Mullins
Tandis Nejat
Allison Mary O’Rourke
Gregory L. Papillon
Nuria Ilyas Piracha
Bhruhspaty Prasad
Aya K. Radwan
Zill R. Raval
Alexandra Rae Rayner
*Sadia Salman
Neela Sampath
Monica Francesca Solis
*Sanshiro Sone
Pedro Villela
Jessica N. Vu
Rachel Noel Wofford
Evelyn Yamileth Zavala

Program in Social Work

Master of Social Work
Stephanie M. Alire
Jeanette Alvarez
Adenike Mutiat Amosu
Genesis Alexandra Andia
Mary Katherine Arnold
Binta Bah
Victoria L. Bailey
Kelly Geralyn Baker
Mary Rose Bayer
Michelle Marie Bean
Juliana Kristina Biggs
Rebecca Marie Bryant
Joshua Andrew Burke
Emily Noelle Burleson
Alexandra Kaitlin Butler
Charlotte M. Campbell
Natalie Joanne Campos
Tatiana Yamileth Campos
*Madelyn Carmichael
Mayra Yasmin Castro
Stephanie Beatriz Cornejo
Lori Zarcone D’Alessandro
Natalia M. Dominguez
Buelot
Lauren Doroski
*Maxine Eber
Emma C. Gonzalez
Sacha Judith Graham
Shannon Elizabeth Grivas
Sarah Luana Haskell
Madison R. Hoyt
Juthi Jahangir
Ambika Jammula
Alexandra Jones
Simran Khadka
Christine Simaitis Khawaja
Amanda A. Koba
Louise C. Lever
Lauren Theresa Lucas
Sarita M. Madrid
Brittany N. Maley
Roberto Ray Marshall
Patricia Janet Martinez
Jennifer Nicole McCue
Daniella Menas
Sonia-Lucia Mendoza
Melanieann Michaud
Caprecia Ania Miller
Mackenzie Elizabeth Miller
Pietro D. Moore

Mina Bahgat Amin Morkos
Luciana C. Oliveira
Kelsey Marie Painter
Lindsay Sarah Paul
Rachel Courtney Picon
Rachael B. Price
Alexis Shawn Quance
Saman Quraeshi
Kaitlyn Elizabeth Reed
Stephanie Azucena Reyes
Myra M. Richardson
Loretta Sakyiamah
Dana L. Sandler
Matthew David Scherbel
Morgan Brittany Scott
Margaret A. Seneca
Hyojin Kim Shin
Broonna Lynnette Simmons
Lily K. Spinelli
Samantha Steiner
Maria Antonella Tabarez
Nicholas Thayer
Samuel Augustus Thordike
Victoria Tillman
*McKenna Chase Toler
Alyssa Maire Vaccarello
Jennifer N. Vasquez
Alejandra Velasco Justiniano
Emily A. Wilson
Christopher Luke Winters
Kerry Nicole Woolford
Volgenau School of Engineering

Candidates for Bachelor’s Degrees

Major in Applied Computer Science

Bachelor of Science
Morgan Rafael Abreu
Megan Katie Chong
David Cooper
Joseph S. Grieser
Nicholas Leontiev
Jorge Luis Martinez-Padron
Sydney Noel Parker
Aaron Kurt Borres Salenga
*Antonio A. Stockel
Elizabeth Kapfer Tracy
Bridget Kathleen Trenchard
Matthew Thomas Trossman
Khanh Trong Hoang Sr.
Suhail Ali Khan
*Julio C. Martinez Ortez Jr.
Elisabet B. Melka
Francisco Agustin Montenegro Jr.
Ryan William O’Rourke
Jennifer Rorer
Mazen Salem
*Sakeef Delwar Salman
*Eiel Segarra
Cameron C. Sharpe
Alansmith Simanivanh
Ashleigh M. Storey
Harshdeep Singh Thapar
Cody Christopher Utter
Chadwick Paul Wilkinson
Robin Lamar Williams III
Kyle Martin Wong

Major in Applied Information Technology

Bachelor of Science
*Saif Mohsin Ali
Robert Randall Cook
Shem Kwabena Flewellyn
Edward Pagal Ignacio
Zeehan M. Ihsan
Loveona Jenee Jones
Majid Khan
Rex Le
Matthew Joseph Miceli
Jennifer Nguyen
Ahmed Hussein Omer
Naveeeya Rochanavibhata
Sahal Salad
Jesse A. TeBrake

Major in Bioengineering

Bachelor of Science
Phuong Hau Cai Sr.
Izat Charkati
Kenneth Phillip Christian III
De’andré Darby
Allison Quinn Dockum
*Salem Elmisrati
Payton Theresa Gardler
Pierre Botros Gerges
Jordan R. Givens
Alexander David Hughes
Antarjot Kaur
Zehra H. Khan
Erica L. King
Megan T. Lawson
Ashley Adanna Lewis
Aanchal Mathur
Fabian Montenegro-Andrade
Caren Netseem
*Rachel Eileen O’Connell
Donicia J. Quentin-Charles
Nada Mohamed Rabbat
Melany Y. Simms
Jacob Daniel Terrie
Joshua Andrew Terrie
Anna Ta Tran
James Wassell
Courtney Alisha White
Jaleel Williams

Major in Civil and Infrastructure Engineering

Bachelor of Science
Massyf Achour
Mohammed Ghanim M A Al-Hamadi
Aria Anderson
Matthew V. Atienza
Claudia M. Ayal Eduardo
Romelia Belteton
Juan C. Bermudez
Samah A. Beshir
Walter Milton Burke
James Henry Carsner II
Edson D. Cotrina
*Timothy L. Davis III
Samuel A. Dermeke
Luka Dejan Dragacevac
Andrea J. Etherington
Christopher David Ferrara
Nicholas Gilbert
Cody Goulla
Kyle J. Greene
Syed F. Haqquani
Brittany Delanie Harper
Victoria M. Holtzman
Ahmed Ibrahim
Anagil Affie Lobo Leon
Samuel F. Marye
Ghalib Mehmood
*Joel Agustin Merida
Kenneth Nguyen
Jonathan Clinton Parker
Karla Pineda Escalante
Nelson Bastos Rocha
Andrea Rodriguez Figueroa
Harrison D. Shotwell
Jack Stanke
Ryan J. Staudenmaier
Andrea Sveinsson
*Romany E. Towfek
Eliseo Valenzuela
Brendan Wilkins
Brian Moll Wilson
*Alamzeb Zazai

Major in Computer Engineering

Bachelor of Science
Manish Adhikari
Rajaram Adhikari
Utkarsh Agarwal
Ammar Ahmad
Zakariyah B. Ahmed
Nadine R. Akkad
Nouf Saad A Almubarak
Carlos Alvarez Ayon
Christopher David Alves
Ahmad Yama Amin
William Au
Joseph Francis Aversa Jr.
Connor L. Baker
Evan Matthew Baker
Abdul Basit
Thomas Benoit
Samuel C. Blouir

Major in Applied Science

Bachelor of Applied Science
Rabindra Nath Adhikari
*Abhiroop Kumar Awaasthi
Matthew Christopher Casicio
Jose G. Chang Rodriguez
Joshua Dang
Anthony Ismael Hernandez

Major in Computer Science

Bachelor of Science
Manish Adhikari
Rajaram Adhikari
Utkarsh Agarwal
Ammar Ahmad
Zakariyah B. Ahmed
Nadine R. Akkad
Nouf Saad A Almubarak
Carlos Alvarez Ayon
Christopher David Alves
Ahmad Yama Amin
William Au
Joseph Francis Aversa Jr.
Connor L. Baker
Evan Matthew Baker
Abdul Basit
Thomas Benoit
Samuel C. Blouir
Anne Elizabeth Bock
Jordan Christopher Brown
David Burdjanadze
Palung Aumori Chandra
Vincent Chen
Peter Cherniavsky
Sai Vivek Chode
Md. Rahbar H. Chowdhury
Jacob Allen Corbin
Jake R. Crawford
Samapiya Dandibhotla
Ryan Chiialiang Dang
Trung V. Do
Saba Elnour
Ernesto Escalante Costilla
Jeremy R. Fabelia
Yumna Fatima
Theorin J. Feder
David V. Fiumano
James Joseph Flattery II
K. Fleming
Ashmita Mohamed Hashi
Charles N. Gilbertson
Christopher J. Gill
Kelly E. Giebus
Joshua D. Goubeaux
Benjamin Patrick Grimes
Shruti Gupta
Carlos Haddock
Christopher J. Gill
Charles N. Gilbertson
Srivasthav Kundala
Matthew Duc-Huy Le
Trung V. Do
Ye Won Jang
Theorin J. Feder
Yumna Fatima
Trung V. Do
Saba Elnour
Ernesto Escalante Costilla
Jeremy R. Fabelia
Yumna Fatima
Theorin J. Feder
David V. Fiumano
James Joseph Flattery II
K. Fleming
Ashmita Mohamed Hashi
Charles N. Gilbertson
Christopher J. Gill
Kelly E. Giebus
Joshua D. Goubeaux
Benjamin Patrick Grimes
Shruti Gupta
Carlos Haddock
Christopher J. Gill
Charles N. Gilbertson
Srivasthav Kundala
Matthew Duc-Huy Le

Major in Cyber Security Engineering

Bachelor of Science
Maya G. Acharya
Sehaj Ahmed
Saud Abdulla Ali Saeed
Almazrouei
Nawaf Fahad T Aloraier
*Khameis Mohamed Khameis
Obaid Alsereidi
Sahel Ahmad S Alzahrani
Sanjeeet Kumar Bagga
Mirza Juned Baig
Milcah Barretto
Eduardo Bustamante
Alexander Paul CARMICHAEL
Chariel Chahine
Harsh Cheema
Wyatt Orion Child
Diana Chong
Colin W. Chung
*Chad M. Constantine
Victor Corja
Jonathon Lee Cornell
Marissa Adison Costa
Eric Daly
Michelle Thaomy Dao
Mira Eldabaa
Sara Eldabaa
Benjamin A. Falcons
*Thomas G. Feeley Jr.

Ryan Matthew Figler
Sean M. Good
Gunheee Han
Mizab Hassan
Garrett Robert Heckman
Darby S. Hopkins
Tiffany Huynh
Richard J. Jang
Logan M. Jansen
Ali David Latif
Cameron Robert KeAloha Lawrence
Tony V. Le
John M. Leach
Jonathan W.
Linares-Martinez
Lin Liu
Ryan T. Mahach
Mitchell Antonio Martinez
*Devon H. Miller
Andrew Quinn Milliken
Stephen James Morrison
Nathan Eric Mulder
Ali Nadhal
Shihab Nouh
Andrew Holden Oliveau
Victor Isaac Oppenheimer
Rodriguez
Daniel T. Pham
Alexander L. Pierson
*Omar Rahim
Rahil R. Ramzy
Athena Renata Richard
Vincent P. Riordan IV
Christeena Saji
*Nabeel Saleem
*Sharjeel Saleem
Rida Saref
Natalie Jean Sebastian
Kuleni Taye Shewakena
Aakif Ahmed Siddiqui
Kyle W. Simmons
*Attar Singh
Carl M. Sipes
Shneha Sivanathan
Andrew J. Smith
Ajith Suresh
Santiago Eduardo Taboada
Patino
Mackenzie Ryan Tottle
Stephen Underwood
Yvanna Skyllynn Varona
Elitania K. Ventura
Joseph R. Walter
Caleb I. Yu
Yun Zhao
Gregory Daniel Ziegler
Major in Electrical Engineering

Bachelor of Science
Saad Ahmad Abdullah
Albin Samuel Alex
*Aayush Aryal
Owen W. Bates
Taylor J. Blake
Getachew Alemu Chala Sr.
Chen Chen
James C. Day Jr.
Kevin Eckert
Robert Payne Edington
Andrew J. Gamblin
Ryan Gunawan
Matthew A. Haas
Alexander William Haschart
Andrew David Hicks
Eric Paul Holsworth
Brendan B. Jenkins
Prashanth Kallat Jr.
Kunal Kochhar
Huy Vinh Le
Jungwoo Lee
Michael R. Matthews II
Joshua David Merriman
Marko Micic
William Nalls
Prashanth Arun Panicker
Alex Pinto
Muhammad J. Rahman
Yumna Zehra Rizvi
Jazzmin Robinson
Daniel A. Rodriguez Castillo
Merjaan Rohani
Ismaaeel Abdullah Siddiquee
Daniel L. Slovich
Daniel Stephan Sovine
Beverly Thienhira Tran
Binh Duc Tran
Ryan T. Tucker
Ricardo Vega
Padmini Yerramasu
Muhammad Bilal Zafar
Biniam H. Alemayehu
Junaid Ali
Kashif Ali
Naira M. Ali
Jason Wayne Ambrose
Fatima Amir
Jenna Marie Andrew
Pranya Apparaju
Yeshua Arche
Aiman Asad
Eva Asad
Mahnoor Asad
Nazat Ashraf
Usama Asif
William I. Ayass
Apriy Baidi
Cameron James Baldwin
Jacques A. Barbeau
Eric R. Barna
Sumit Barua
Aaron Beard
Giggsa Bekele Bengessa
Tyler Javon Benson
Medha Bhati
Mohammad Bhatti
Christopher Binnie
Julian Bishop
Joshua Blair
Justin T. Blair
Alexander Christian Bourque
Allison Paige Brier
Maceo Bringham
Aaron L. Bryant
Connor Buckley
Jett Burdette
Brendan Patrick Burke
Bryce C. Burke
Tvshinbayar Buyandelger
Ngoc Cao
Bryan N. Castillo Martel
Collin T. Chapman
Ghazii Chatila
Maya B. Chatterjee
Bryan Chau
Salman Chaudhry
Kevin Eng Chin
Dwiay Krishna Chintakunta
Nathan D. Chong
Arman Mohammed Chowdhury
*Ryan Thomas Closs
Devon Cole
Ashley Nicole Collins
Darianne Collins
George Arnold Contreras III
Eric Wayne Cox
Drue Crall
Austin Ryan Crow
Shaden Dabiri
William Andrew Davis
Meron H. Demissie
Miral Devani
Prabjot Singh Dhanjal
*Aileen George Dickens III
Steven T. Do
Matthews G. Eframe
Tariek Eishaer
Asif Elahi
Matthew John Faltynski
Alessandra Rosa Fantasia
Barcôt T. Fanuil
Rakeb Fanuil
Elias Alexander Franco
David Preston Fuller
Adelyn M. Gaegler
Sonia Gajbe
*Lakshmi Ganesan
Eduardo Garcia Espitia
Joseph Michael Garrett
Tyler D. Gassan
Safeullah Ghafoori
*Farheen Ghan
David Brandischok Gobar
Simon Gomes
Anthony Grande
Sanjeev Goyal
Megan Claire Goyali
Tewodros N. Haile Desta
Jasmine Y. Hamid
Jinwoo Han
Kyla Harris
*Kaden Hisato Hartsell
Huy Hoang
Seheli Hoque
*Edgar Huerta
Nabil Ibrahim
Noah P. Ilic
Babar Imtiaz
Audrika Indu
Jasmine Chantel James
Khizram Javed
Trent Warren Jaworowski
Eui Seong Jeong
Pratyush Joshi
Ramzi M. Jouhar
David Kyle Judy
Patrick B. Kaim
Ramy Kandil
Emin Karic
Anuruddha Karunaratne
Garleen Kaur
Jasmeen Kaur
Shubhpreet Kaur
Alan C. Keagy
*Namita Kekre
Elliot Kesheh
Md. Amin Khan
Muhammad A. Khan
Muhammad Hamza Khan
Samira Khasanova
Cyrus O. Khounesavath
Heather Hyun Ko
Johnette MaMa Koiwood
Marios-Yannis Vasilios
Kountoursi
Matthew T. Krishnan
Shreyas Amar Kumbhar
Christopher M. Kyriacou
Kevin Lam
Brian Michael Lao
Matthew Lauer
Seung Yeon Lee
Angel Xiaotong Li
Brandon R. Li
Jacques Liataud
Jiahao Lin
Kevin Matthew Logan
Antonio Tomas Lopez
*Kylie May Loudermill
Aaron J. Lugo
Brendon Isaiah Lugo
Anthony Luu
Peter G. MacDonald
Adam N. Maggard
Sajana Maharjan
Thien V. Mai
Zaur Mammadov
Sean Mapes
Craig McCarthy
Nichole McClure
*Tray U. McManney
Jordan B. McPeek
Amaryllis E. Medero-Vargas
Fernando Medina
Jose A. Meija-Arevalo
Yohanes Mesafint
Ali Mohamadi
Nargis Momen
Joel L. Mondal
Nicholas Nagy
Sameem Naimi
Freddy Elias Natour
Lizeth G. Navia
Nahom Ocubay Negusse
Elton Jon Ngo
Daniel Nguyen
Jannie Ngoc Nguyen
Julie Nguyen
Kris Nguyen
Phoebe Pham Nguyen
Thedo N. Nguyen
Thong Hoang Nguyen
Tony Nguyen
Alexander B. Nicholas
Jaekyung Noh
Mohammad
Noor-Ul-Mustafa
Sung Hyuk Oh
Patrick J. Oman
Kimberly Omandam
Andrew Huy Ong
Miles Timothy C. Padilla
Alexander Joon-Ki Pak
Bishnu Prasad Pandey
Yousef Panjshiri
*Franco D. Pari-Sejas
Junghoon Park
Jung-hoon Park
Alex Marcelo Parrado
Shiv Jagdish Patel
*Rodrigo C. Peralta
Guido G. Perez Miranda
Kushal Pokharel
Jennifer Ponce-Corral
Arielle M. Potter

Major in Information Technology

Bachelor of Science
Najeeb Mohamed Abdi
Mohammed O. Abu Ali
Nahom Afewerki
Danish Zane Afzal
Osama Afzal
Nabeel Ahmed
Nushrate J. Ahmed
Umar Ali Akhtar
Sanzida Akter
Biniam H. Alemayehu
Junaid Ali
Kashif Ali
Naira M. Ali
Jason Wayne Ambrose
Fatima Amir
Jenna Marie Andrew
Pranya Apparaju
Yeshua Arche
Aiman Asad
Eva Asad
Mahnoor Asad
Nazat Ashraf
Usama Asif
William I. Ayass
Apriy Baidi
Cameron James Baldwin
Jacques A. Barbeau
Eric R. Barna
Sumit Barua
Aaron Beard
Giggsa Bekele Bengessa
Tyler Javon Benson
Medha Bhati
Mohammad Bhatti
Christopher Binnie
Julian Bishop
Joshua Blair
Justin T. Blair
Alexander Christian Bourque
Allison Paige Brier
Maceo Bringham
Aaron L. Bryant
Connor Buckley
Jett Burdette
Brendan Patrick Burke
Bryce C. Burke
Tvshinbayar Buyandelger
Ngoc Cao
Bryan N. Castillo Martel
Collin T. Chapman
Ghazii Chatila
Maya B. Chatterjee
Bryan Chau
Salman Chaudhry
Kevin Eng Chin
Dwiay Krishna Chintakunta
Nathan D. Chong
Arman Mohammed Chowdhury
*Ryan Thomas Closs
Devon Cole
Ashley Nicole Collins
Darianne Collins
George Arnold Contreras III
Eric Wayne Cox
Drue Crall
Austin Ryan Crow
Shaden Dabiri
William Andrew Davis
Meron H. Demissie
Miral Devani
Prabjot Singh Dhanjal
*Aileen George Dickens III
Steven T. Do
Matthews G. Eframe
Tariek Eishaer
Asif Elahi
Matthew John Faltynski
Alessandra Rosa Fantasia
Barcôt T. Fanuil
Rakeb Fanuil
Elias Alexander Franco
David Preston Fuller
Adelyn M. Gaegler
Sonia Gajbe
*Lakshmi Ganesan
Eduardo Garcia Espitia
Joseph Michael Garrett
Tyler D. Gassan
Safeullah Ghafoori
*Farheen Ghan
David Brandischok Gobar
Simon Gomes
Anthony Grande
Sanjeev Goyal
Megan Claire Goyali
Tewodros N. Haile Desta
Jasmine Y. Hamid
Jinwoo Han
Kyla Harris
*Kaden Hisato Hartsell
Huy Hoang
Seheli Hoque
*Edgar Huerta
Nabil Ibrahim
Noah P. Ilic
Babar Imtiaz
Audrika Indu
Jasmine Chantel James
Khizram Javed
Trent Warren Jaworowski
Eui Seong Jeong
Pratyush Joshi
Ramzi M. Jouhar
David Kyle Judy
Patrick B. Kaim
Ramy Kandil
Emin Karic
Anuruddha Karunaratne
Garleen Kaur
Jasmeen Kaur
Shubhpreet Kaur
Alan C. Keagy
*Namita Kekre
Elliot Kesheh
Md. Amin Khan
Muhammad A. Khan
Muhammad Hamza Khan
Samira Khasanova
Cyrus O. Khounesavath
Heather Hyun Ko
Johnette MaMa Koiwood
Marios-Yannis Vasilios
Kountoursi
Matthew T. Krishnan
Shreyas Amar Kumbhar
Christopher M. Kyriacou
Kevin Lam
Brian Michael Lao
Matthew Lauer
Seung Yeon Lee
Angel Xiaotong Li
Brandon R. Li
Jacques Liataud
Jiahao Lin
Kevin Matthew Logan
Antonio Tomas Lopez
*Kylie May Loudermill
Aaron J. Lugo
Brendon Isaiah Lugo
Anthony Luu
Peter G. MacDonald
Adam N. Maggard
Sajana Maharjan
Thien V. Mai
Zaur Mammadov
Sean Mapes
Craig McCarthy
Nichole McClure
*Tray U. McManney
Jordan B. McPeek
Amaryllis E. Medero-Vargas
Fernando Medina
Jose A. Meija-Arevalo
Yohanes Mesafint
Ali Mohamadi
Nargis Momen
Joel L. Mondal
Nicholas Nagy
Sameem Naimi
Freddy Elias Natour
Lizeth G. Navia
Nahom Ocubay Negusse
Elton Jon Ngo
Daniel Nguyen
Jannie Ngoc Nguyen
Julie Nguyen
Kris Nguyen
Phoebe Pham Nguyen
Thedo N. Nguyen
Thong Hoang Nguyen
Tony Nguyen
Alexander B. Nicholas
Jaekyung Noh
Mohammad
Noor-Ul-Mustafa
Sung Hyuk Oh
Patrick J. Oman
Kimberly Omandam
Andrew Huy Ong
Miles Timothy C. Padilla
Alexander Joon-Ki Pak
Bishnu Prasad Pandey
Yousef Panjshiri
*Franco D. Pari-Sejas
Junghoon Park
Jung-hoon Park
Alex Marcelo Parrado
Shiv Jagdish Patel
*Rodrigo C. Peralta
Guido G. Perez Miranda
Kushal Pokharel
Jennifer Ponce-Corral
Arielle M. Potter

GEORGE MASON UNIVERSITY
Major in Mechanical Engineering

Bachelor of Science

Danial Alborzi
Erwin Alicic
Khaled Alsamiri
Christopher Michael Andrews
Keller H. Baker
Vanessa M. Barth
Andrew W. Baskin
Dhawal G. Bhandari
Nauman Bhangoo
Cheryl Blanchard
Sidney Kofi Boakye
Brian Michael Bova
Stephen James Buchanan
Joshua Roland Campbell
Marco S. Carrillo Soria
Ryan M. Charles
Mason Oliver Lam Chee
Paul A. Cipparone
Raizel Monique Clemente
Morgan L. Collins
Nicolas Alexander Corley
Joshua Dan
Edgar A. De La Rosa
Cuevas
Kyle S. DeGuzman
Jose Del Carpio Arispe
Joseph Andrew Dell’Omo
Isaiah E. Dizon
Anthony William Dolph
Richard Librado Dominguez
Danyal Farooq
Jaime Brayn Ferrufino
Veizaga

*Nicholas T. Givens
*John Grasmeder
Kyle Hall
Ryan Edward Hardy
Elliott Hartman
Renzo Paolo Huaytalla
Tanner Hughlett
Noah Samuel Ilachinski
Taha Imtiaz
Karl Steven Jacobs
Christopher T. Jefferson
Vasilios Christos Kazakos
Abigail E. Kennedy
Garrett J. Kennedy
Kamil Rizwan Khan
Muhammad Aimal Khan
*Tony Atef Fayez Khella
Khemrin Khem
Nicholas W. Lanuzo
Paulo Roberto Leite
Jonathan D. Licata
Oliver J. Lopez
Michael Lung
Chudi David Mbonu
Liam N. McDevitt
Brittany Nicole McFarland
Kalie C. Dakota McMichael
Alexander Mieses
*Clark Alexander Minor
Daniel Scott Mitchell
Natalya D. Moody
Logan Jacob Morin
Kentarou Nojima-Schmunk
Aaron M. O’Connell
Joshua Kenneth Ogden
Kevin K. Parker
Lisa Pham
Timothy J. Quann
Krishna M. Rai
Matthew Evan Reichley
Christian Rene Rodriguez
Henry Rubio
Mathew Robert Schleifer
Alma Dongfeng Schuster
Syed Muhammad Usama
Soheil Shadian
Sydney A. Slayton
Teresa Steenman
Qamar Zaman Syed
Mohamed Taha
Hannah C. Thompson
Erin W. Van Dell
Tyler Whetzel

Major in Systems Engineering

Bachelor of Science

Furat Allawi
Evan A. Anderson
*Anderson Barreal
Parul S. Chhabra
Khiem O. Duong
Mohamed N. Elgendy
Bryan Kurt Bolante Fabela
Aaron W. Gearhart
Zerak B. Haider
Nour Alabbas Hameedalden
Ramy Hassan
Tarek Jaroujie
Demosthenes Kaloudelis
Betelhem Assefa Kebede
Dongwan Lim
Rebecca Quintero
Toavina Joel Ratolojanahary
Andrew Travis Richardson
Nadine Ali Shihadeh
Michael A. Strain
Zaid Mohammad Yasin
Asadullah Yousuf
Candidates for Master’s Degrees

Program in Applied Information Technology

Master of Science
Samuel Joseph Abbate
Amjad Musaad S Alkhaldi
Munira Mohammed M Alqahtani
Joseph Arevalo
Patrick Francis Callahan
Ankit Chatly
Sohaib Chaudhry
Blake Anthony Glover
Victoria Golden
Navdeep S. Hundal
Abdul Jabbar
Asad Khokhar
Nikhil Babu Kuppala
Faysal Al Mowdud
*Asad Zaheer

Program in Bioengineering

Master of Science
Zara Asif
Julia A. Leonard

Program in Biostatistics

Master of Science
Zhiruo Zhang

Program in Civil and Infrastructure Engineering

Master of Science
Mohamed Khaled Al Ghoryair
Muaaz Anus
Murilo Bizon
Andres Javier Cruz
Jenny J. Eid
Yuhan Ge
Beza Gebregziabher
Sebastian Graciano Vargas
Syed Arafath Hussain
Christopher Derek Mata
Alan J. Quiroga
Michael M. Quiroga
Abhijeet Tata

Program in Computer Engineering

Master of Science
Shenghui Deng
Dagem W. Desta
Atharv Nitin Dixit
Swathi Govindasamy
Richard Emerson Haeussler
Lineesh Kizhakkeveetil
Akhila Pagadala
Akhila Pasunoori
Amrita Varshini Senthil Kumar
Vishal Sreepada
Bhavya Yalavarthi

Program in Computer Forensics

Master of Science
Adeel A. Abdullah
Malak Khalid A Almutairi
Will Detert
Desiree Rose Kelly
Robert Michael Ludwig
Varun Hemant Malavia
*Michael Lamar Medlock
Rishitha Reddy Munugala
Michael T. Richardson
Tariq Karimie Shafi
Faisal Khalid Shaikh
Nichie Pramod Shetty

Program in Computer Science

Master of Science
Alka Ajit
Mohanad Almiski
Jacob T. Amtmann
William Robert Austin III
Srivali Avadhanula
Venkat Sai Charan Bandi
Hari Narayana Batta
Sakshat Bhattarai
Hasmitha Bhutham
Allison M. Bright
Christopher Camenares
Ege Carkoglu
Benjamin Richard Carver
Miracle Onyedikachi Chike-Udeagha
Roshan Dhakal
Prakash Dhimal
Xiaohan Ding
Ajit Deepchand Yadav
Nicholas P. Zempolich
Cheng Zhong

Program in Data Analytics Engineering

Master of Science
Nizar Bin Ajhar
Courtney Shanae Akers
Preethi Simha Akula
Reem Saleh S Alhammad
Rayan F. Al-Hothali
Dilpreet Singh Jagjit Singh Bedi
Timur Beytovich
Berdiyev
Wisuwat Bhundhoombhod
Landon Marcus Blackford
Belle Dean Bredehoft
Charlene Janette Burrage
Vineel Vishwanth Busi
Clara M. Buss
Nichole Cheeseman
Erika Chen
Hsin-Yi Chen
Shaozun Chen
Chao Hsuan Cheng
Vinaya Mahesh Chinti
Anusha Chirukuri
Prateek Chitpur
James Colchao

Ashwath Ravichandran
Rashi
Christopher Michael Roberts
Indrika Roy
Matthew Jon-David Runstrom
Aditya Raghunath Sawant
Xiaoli Sun
Saifuddin Huzefa Telia
Sai Ruchieatha Maanvi
Thibirisetti
Sreemanth Krishna Tirumala
Girish Krishna Tokachichu
Grant T. Turner III
Rashi Varshney
Srihasa Vejendia
Aditya Varma Vetukuri
Devika Chandrakant
Walavalkar
Sneha Ramakant
Wattamwar
Binhui Xu
Zijun Xu
Sreemanth Krishna Tirumala
Girish Krishna Tokachichu
Grant T. Turner III
Rashi Varshney
Srihasa Vejendia
Aditya Varma Vetukuri
Devika Chandrakant
Walavalkar
Sneha Ramakant
Wattamwar
Binhui Xu
Zijun Xu
Ajit Deepchand Yadav
Nicholas P. Zempolich
Cheng Zhong

Program in Data Analytics Engineering

Master of Science
Nizar Bin Ajhar
Courtney Shanae Akers
Preethi Simha Akula
Reem Saleh S Alhammad
Rayan F. Al-Hothali
Dilpreet Singh Jagjit Singh Bedi
Timur Beytovich
Berdiyev
Wisuwat Bhundhoombhod
Landon Marcus Blackford
Belle Dean Bredehoft
Charlene Janette Burrage
Vineel Vishwanth Busi
Clara M. Buss
Nichole Cheeseman
Erika Chen
Hsin-Yi Chen
Shaozun Chen
Chao Hsuan Cheng
Vinaya Mahesh Chinti
Anusha Chirukuri
Prateek Chitpur
James Colchao
Program in Digital Forensics

Master of Science
Akshith R. Bandam
Baljinder S. Kandola
Justin Luu
Malay N. Patel
Harsimran Kaur Ruprai

Program in Electrical Engineering

Master of Science
David Patrick Dwyer
David Paul Hatch
Neil W. Jacob
William Kirkendall
Andres Leyton
Li Heng Li
Akash Malhotra
Sittipong Ruangsang
David J. White
Hao Xu

Program in Information Security and Assurance

Master of Science
Shahad Almutairi
Sarah Shabbir Hussain
Hoa K. Luu
Anthony Patrick Pancerella
Nabeel Mahdi Abid Mehdile
Sayed
Andranik Tanuwijaya
Sergio Yerbes Martinez

Program in Information Systems

Master of Science
Sashank Chalasani
Rohan Komirishetty
Sivaram Prasad Muthe
Pranathi Krishna Sangani
Ambily Sureshbabu Rama

Program in Operations Research

Master of Science
Maura Julia Kamnow
Evan Lynch
Giridhar Kaushik
Ramachandran
Mary Elizabeth Taylor
David Todd

Program in Software Engineering

Master of Science
Jarrod Reuben Alford
Sara Borghesi
Jeremiah Matthew Bowers
Ryan N. Hoang
Yuxi Mao
Srutti Moothat
Farbod Saghaji
Daniel C. Streicher
Huy Thieu Vuong
Courtenay Alexa Davis Wakil

Program in Statistical Science

Master of Science
Joshua Jericho Born
Harout Boujekjian
Scott Michael Hoyland
Shahla Jahangard
Haoran Li
Dinesh Kumar Pabbareddy
Ekaterina Rudenko
Nathan Blue Sigler
Taehoon Song
Raymond P. Tighe
David Arnold Weaver
Solomon H. Yeon
Yi Zelibor
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Program in Systems Engineering

Master of Science
Mark Sebastian Foss
Ruggieri Guillaume
Alexis M. Levedahl
Akash Malhotra
Benjamin Daniel Munoz

Elizabeth Ann Olcese
James Paul Richardson
William Raczkak Smith
Megan Danielle Taylor
Michael Tzimourakas
Alexander Zepka
Rhett Alexander Zimmer

Program in Telecommunications

Master of Science
Khalid N. Al-Hassan
Bharani Reddy Mallugari
Kevin Parks
Jennie Le Tran
Jonathon Willey
College of Visual and Performing Arts

Candidates for Bachelor's Degrees

**Major in Art and Visual Technology**

Bachelor of Arts
Husam Abushullaih
Alejandro Aguilar Torres
Annabelle C. Anderson
Brandon N. Arjona
Luis David Baya
Nargis Behgoman
Anthony M. Blackstone
Virginia Cline
Emma Christine Dardis
Stefanie Gazzelli
Benjamin S. Gibson
Milana Hendricks
Jacob S. Hunter
Tiffany Sunghee Kim
Jaimee Elizabeth King
Michelle Justine Leguia Cruz
Lauren McDonald
Katia Pembayun
Gina Pham
Anna Katherine Pittman
Kattleya Reategui Ochoa
*Victoria Leslie Rock
Adrian Nicolas Scalzo
Michelle A. Smith
Hannah J. Stokes
Theresa Sweeting
Joseph Francis Thompson
Mack D. Werner
Matthew Kyle Matyi
Cooper Matthiesen Morse
*Lincoln D. Nguyen
Ekwuchi Njeze
Thomas Clark Olson
*Amber N. Perkins
Kaitlyn R. Perkins
Madison E. Pippert
John Forster Riedlin
Mark F. Rittman Jr.
Sean A. Romiti-Schulze
Alvie Rayhan Sarker
Tiffany L. Siffert
Samuel J. Skowronek
Daniel Antonio
Soberanis-Chacon
Spencer Steeves
Quinn Alex Szymanski
An Xuan Tran
Andre P. Tran
Cameron C. Treon
Lauren Elizabeth Tringale
Andy Truong
Ying Wang
Jacob C. West
Faith A. Wilkinson
Greg C. Wilson
*Tianyi Zhao

**Major in Computer Game Design**

Bachelor of Fine Arts
*Merlin Ahrenadel
Nico Michel Aportadera Allado
Laith Khalid Al-Saif
Trent Lee Borchevsky
Jacob D. Boris
*Noah Brennan
*Anna Marie Burgay
Nicholas R. Butler
Michaella Louise Caparas Olaciregui
Warren Chen
Joseph Eunseong Chung
Anthony B. Clavel
Jake T. Clawson
Tori L. Collins
Connor M. Cook
Joseph Alexander Costa
Andrew Jefferson Doyon
*Cole G. Eldridge
*Stephen P. Falco
Henry C. Flippen
Hunter Hill
Kaelan Lee Hill
Nicholas C. Hunter
Devan M. Hutzell
Truong Q. Huynh
Charles McConnell Jennings
Justin Stephen Larkin
Leila Maria Le
Grace Lee
Christopher S. Luu Jr.
Zachary Thomas Mangen
Rhoderic Rook Marshall
Hannah Martinez

**Major in Dance**

Bachelor of Fine Arts
Erin M. Cervelli
Thomas M. Downey
Sarah E. Gowdy
Holly Harkins
Ana Maria Icaza
Natalie Ann-Marie Katz
Olivia Wynter McCall
Julia Norman
Caroline M. Nymberg
Rebekah N. Routzahn
Hope Ann Le Spears
Amelia S. Stork
Isla Aleia Thomas
Anna Rose Ticknor
*Dalton G. Wemple

**Major in Film and Video Studies**

Bachelor of Arts
Ashley M. Adams
Aneeq Akram
Michael Amodeo
Nkenge BaNikong
*Jesaline Lisseth Benitez
Dominique S. Bernardino
Lucy Berry
David Biggs
Camille Julia Brayshaw
Holden Charles Conner
Victor Elias Danos Jr.
Matthew J. Dempsey
John Christian Druitt
Debra Ann Full
Stephen Gennaro Gentry
Thomas Glynn
*Alexander M. Hammett
*Kira A. Jackson
Ali Jali
Faith A. McKane
Joshua McLean
John T. Mullen
Ali Orozkai
Brandon S. Payne
Lane Peyton
Chloe T. Pignano
Abigail Smith
Alexis A. Taylor
Bryanna S. Taylor
Braden A. Traw
Sayf Abdalhaamid M Turkomani
David A. Walden
Aaliyah-Janay Chevalia Williams
*Sara C. Wolfe

**Major in Music**

Bachelor of Arts
Kent Baker
Joseph Benitez
Kevin Filetto
Dominic S. Francisco
Candidates for Master’s Degrees

Program in Art Education

Master of Arts in Teaching
Madeline P. Deveney

Program in Arts Management

Master of Arts
Anna Elizabeth Burklin
Emily Catherine Dugal
Joshua J. Ellis
Olivia Marie Ferrer
Hannah Suzanne Gudeman
Mariam Hussein Agha
Sihan Liu
Serena Sela
Yukun Shi
Samantha Lynn Sinagra

Program in Computer Game Design

Master of Arts
*Stephanie Kane

Program in Graphic Design

Master of Arts
Yigan Liu

Program in Music

Master of Music
David Masato Anderson
*Avery Nicole Bouffard
Mark J. Davis
Yumeng Jiang
Kristin McCommons Jones
Dongkeon Kim
Juliana E. Lee
Tzu Yu Lee
Marcia Janelle McCants
Brennan McQuillen
Thomas John Mulherin
Christina Marie Ortiz
Luke Alexander Ratcliffe
Giovanna Sabia
Geoffrey S. Sawyer
Megan Slay
CamRyn Stillman
Yu Xiang

Program in Visual and Performing Arts

Master of Fine Arts
Jorge E. Banales
Andrea Benge
Robert Kleinendorst
Jayne F. Matricardi

Program in Art

Bachelor of Music

Darwing Joel Ajin De La Cruz
Dennis Anderson
Arthur Riley Baisch
Eljhaie E. Brathwaite
*Cristina M. Catterton
Ryan A. Fuhrman
Chiara Elizabeth Head
Jerrin Howard Johnson
Domenic Lewis
Erie Liang
Nicholas Conner McKee
Bridgett Nesfield
Noah R. Nipp
Emma C. Pivetta
Lauren Nicole Reamy
Ryan K. Salak
Jason Louis Seiler
Ryan Joseph S. Urgel
Kanysha Tamar Williams

Bachelor of Fine Arts

Katharine Angela Amato
Jessica L. Barracough
Cristina Josefine Casais

Bachelor of Fine Arts

Erin Marie Cleary
Alkaterina K. Demopoulos
Claire Riley Gardner
Tylor Sheehan Goshorn
Sharon Brianne Hayes
Jacob Zachary Horowitz
Christian A. Jost
Rebecca E. Kinard
Isabella Miranda Lerch
Amelia Angelica Lee
McGinnis
Lenny J. Mendez
Erin M. Pugh
Margaret Alison Riegel
Kayleigh Esther Schall
Jacquelyn N. Smith
Shanell Shane Stukes
Jacob Tyler Thompson

*Cristina M. Catterton

Candidates for Master’s Degrees

Program in Art Education

Master of Arts in Teaching
Madeline P. Deveney

Program in Arts Management

Master of Arts
Anna Elizabeth Burklin
Emily Catherine Dugal
Joshua J. Ellis
Olivia Marie Ferrer
Hannah Suzanne Gudeman
Mariam Hussein Agha
Sihan Liu
Serena Sela
Yukun Shi
Samantha Lynn Sinagra

Program in Computer Game Design

Master of Arts
*Stephanie Kane

Program in Graphic Design

Master of Arts
Yigan Liu

Program in Music

Master of Music
David Masato Anderson
*Avery Nicole Bouffard
Mark J. Davis
Yumeng Jiang
Kristin McCommons Jones
Dongkeon Kim
Juliana E. Lee
Tzu Yu Lee
Marcia Janelle McCants
Brennan McQuillen
Thomas John Mulherin
Christina Marie Ortiz
Luke Alexander Ratcliffe
Giovanna Sabia
Geoffrey S. Sawyer
Megan Slay
CamRyn Stillman
Yu Xiang

Program in Visual and Performing Arts

Master of Fine Arts
Jorge E. Banales
Andrea Benge
Robert Kleinendorst
Jayne F. Matricardi
Candidates for Bachelor’s Degrees

**Major in Conflict Analysis and Resolution**

**Bachelor of Arts**
- Kathryn E. Adams
- John Michael Casey
- Madison E. Collins
- Rebecca Anne Hartgraves
- Faith Margaret Chen Hatter
- Gabriella Iacono Hensinger
- Nicole Xingwei Herman
- Hey Ji
- Amelia Joy Johnston
- *Hyunseon Kim*
- *Jiwoo Kim*
- Claudio Alessandro Manno
- Rebeca Alejandrina Matus
- Arteaga
- Min Jeong Shin
- Ashley Renee Stewart
- Kathryn Grace Strezishar
- **Bachelor of Science**
- Alexandra Boothe
- Alexandra E. Bruce
- James A. Byng
- *Hannah Noelle Clifford*
- Jafar Khan Sr.
- Anika Maan
- Zachary James Mascorro
- Haley D. Nelson
- Kayla N. Popik
- Paul Gregory Shaw
- Ramzi Samir Tabil
- Jena Timberlake
- Mackoy Curtis Turpen
- Gillian van Brenk

Candidates for Master’s Degrees

**Program in Conflict Analysis and Resolution**

**Master of Science**
- Ahmed Abdulla Rubayea
- Abdulla Alaryani
- Sarah Ahmed Atif
- Ana E. Berwa
- Albert Joseph Bodine
- Jessica Elizabeth Chapman
- John A. Chestnut
- Ashlee M. Cox
- *Ashley Christine Crouch*
- Marissa Helena Ehrhardt
- Chinyere Ezioni Erondu
- Jessica Christine Giron
- Kristin Gleichauf
- Denise A. Halls
- Oakley Thomas Hill
- Ann J. Katz
- Jehangir Ali Khan
- Rebekah Hildebrandt Korver
- Linda Jean Kryvoruka
- *Aleksander Kusik*
- Jasmine Nicole Lewis
- Taylor McCreight
- Anjali Mishra
- Pietro D. Moore
- Guillaume Bokanga Mpoko
- Julianne Mueller
- Shai Sebastian Naides
- Michael Lincoln Nathan
- Gerard Marie Pean
- Molly Powrie
- Lauren Elizabeth Riley
- Cameron Grace Ronayne
- Andrew Jan Scheineson
- Christopher Mark Venegas
- *Chad Joseph Walker*
- Courtney Dana White
- *Perry Alan Yarborough*
- Elicia A. Yoffee
- Wazhma Yousafi
Schar School of Policy and Government

Candidates for Bachelor’s Degrees

**Major in Government and International Politics**

**Bachelor of Arts**
*Aamer A. Aamer
Kunwal Abbas
Rawan Abdellatif
Hadiyyah Aida Abdul-Jalaal
Ibrahim Hilmi Aburish
Anna Louise Adams
Maria Ahmed
Itiola E. Akingsbola
Graeme Hargrove
Greenwood Alderman
Khaleifah Ahmed Saeed
Ahmed Alhefeiti Sr.
Domenic A. Allegra
Dema Majed F Alsabaie
*Ons Ameer
Kayla Rae Anderson
Malik S. Anwar
*Irma Arriaga
Mikaela B. Arrington
Iliaay Aydin
Dhuha N. Baig
Sajad Bashar
Sarah Bassil
Christopher V. Bender
Cori N. Blom
*Marc-Antoine Bossman
Narden Botros
Joseph Brewster
Alysha D. Brown
Michael Lee Canavan
Matthew Carlson
Diego Eugene Joseph
Conroy
*Katherine A. Cunningham
Julie Thi Dao
Sophia I. Diana
Zachariah O. Dietz
Nikki Dilmaghani
Katherine Ann Doll
*Connor Matthew Duszynski
Courtney Faunce
Ryan Flake
Bryan Michael Fores
Nathaniel J. Frey
Francisca E. Fuentes-Vasquez
Katrina Gagnon
Saul A. Garcia
Thomas James Gerot
Abdillahi Dahir Geyre
David M. Glass
Raafia Gul Sharif
Ryan Hammad
*Connor S. Hartnett
*James Heffernan
*Samuel A. Heller
Paul Heuer
Leah M. Hoffman
Rina Hollinger
Aisha Ibrahim
Rewan Shirzad Ibrahim
Sehar Jamal
Elizabeth Jenkins
Yasmeen A. Kaddoura
Sean A. Keckley
Haley E. Kennedy
Christopher Aidan
Kernan-Schmidt
Nimra Shahbaz Khan
*Reagan Larimer
Brenda Bejarano Lee
*Emmanuel Lengor
Robert Seth Mahowald
Filipa Alexandra Marques
Vittorio
Karen Janet Marquez
Jose Martinez
Kenya Lashawn Matthews
Alina A. McDuffie
Yamilet Membreno
Nicholas James Migli
Elham Mohammed Mohaba
Samantha A. Moore
Elizabeth Ann Mordica
Thomas James Murabito
Sahar Nadeem
Mackenzie Elizabeth Nelson
Kenny Nguyen
Maryam Nizamani
David O’Connell
*Phillip Orquiz
Jenna Gao Pan
*Edward Orquiz
Jaehyun Park
*Robert R. Parks
Shana N. Pedersen
*Rene Armando
Perdomo-Bernedo
James Mackenzie Peterson
Carter Lewis Plemons
Ileana E. Quintero
Merrill D. Rabinovsky
Connr Jeffrey Reid
Hunter James Reny
Gina Riad
Alyssa M. Roman
Nancy Frida Rosas Uria
Jacob F. Saneda
Jaimie Amalia Scott
Sasha Matilda Silva
*Priya Singh
Shanti Singh
Glennham D. Smith
Shane D. Snow
Ashley Renee Stewart
Matthew Russell Sullivan
Reagan M. Sullivan
Jasper D. Swan
Amana Tashfeen
Anna J. Tello
Kevin D. Tortolini II
*Thuy Jennifer Tran
Katherine E. Truitt
Brendan Scott Versluis
Lucas James Vieweg
Jessica Vilche
Carlos A. Vivaldi-Lanaune
Benjamin Glenn Warsocki
Sarah Paige Wells
Dylan Ashby Wheeler
Cassidy P. Whitehurst
Kiana Woods
Iman Yousefi
Michael J. Zmuda
Christine Zurbach

**Major in Public Administration**

**Bachelor of Science**
Henry Clay
Aidan M. Davis
Kyla Marie Engle
Biruk Esubalew
Arleene Carolina Gudiel
Reneau
*Farhad Hossain
Joanna Karomfili
Nimra Shahbaz Khan
Anika Maan
Maha Maghraoui
Dominique C.
McNairy-Dixon
Caroline M. Morrow
*Syedh Mariam Naveed
Zachary Thomas Petrizzo
Sinjin Shek
*Lesley Nicole Sohan
Nicholas Steinmetz
Jacob Conner Thompson
Jacqueline Vo
Hunter J. Young
Candidates for Master's Degrees

Program in Biodefense

Master of Science
Navin De Silva
Allure Haggerty
Megan Hodges
Thomas Jeffers
Zeqine Korreshi
Minh Chieu Ly
Derek G. Olsen
Linda Janet Rivers
Madeline Cari Jean Roty
Travis C. Swaggard
Marisa Tuszl

Program in International Security

Master of Arts
*Ayah Sarah Abdul-Samad
Carolyn Grace Alfieri
*Kenneth E. Ballerini
Kathleen D. Baran
Clare Eleanor Beahn
Hanz Blitza
Justinian Michael Capone
Rebecca Katharine Cooper
Caleb Christopher Demas
Alexander M. Dubay
Ian M. Duff
David M. Fishman
Ian D. Fitzgerald
*Emily Nicole Galuszka
Taylor Brooke Huson
Samuel Isaacs
Arastoo Jahan Afroz
Eлина Jioevas
*Christopher Brandt Keller
Allen Thomas Larson
Samantha Leung
Richard Lipman
Mirasol G. Maddox
Alan Maubouche
Jennex Maxwell
Malika McNevin
Justin Robert Miller
Clay Moffatt
Emilio Navarrete
Brian E. Notte
Tanguy Ibrahim H Osman
Alexander Pelletier
*Eric Raymond Peterman
Kristin Pollock
Jessica L. Randall
Joseph Alexander Scott IV
Matthew Daniel Slade
Fernando M. Soto
Nathan T. Stevenson
Jeremy Richard Stoy
Taylor Mangold Struzik
Jake Douglas Thomas
*Daniel Antonio Tiznado Jr.
Sebastian Robert Viscuso
*Kelsey Wallace
*Kira Anne Walls
Michael William Behrens
Ware
Andrew Onsi Yassa
Hanjong Yoo
Saffanah Zaini

Program in International Commerce and Policy

Master of Arts
Mohammad S. Alsati
Ryan J. Carpenter
Stephen Helias Casares
Rishan Chaudhry
Joseph Michael DeTellis
*Michele Khadija Diatta
Badamkhand Erdene
Matthew P. Guse
*Deva Helmand
*Geoffrey Charles Johnson
James B. Klein
Robert Thomas Newman
Felipe Orthous
Yi Wen Tseng

Program in Organization Development and Knowledge Management

Master of Science
Sayed Ahmad Abubaker
Mehran Ansari
Daniel R. Barrett
Amber Faith Bergeron
Amber Hannush
Tara Jalali
Madhavi Jodhpurkar
David Kading
Hemam Girma Neway
Sebastian Nuñez Pena
Augustine Baffour
Oteng-Kusi
Eduardo Jesus Ponciano
Richard Joseph Raksnis
Tracie Taylor
John Bradford Uhrue

Program in Political Science

Master of Arts
Mariam Sidra Ansari
Khadijah Tuba Hamid
Morgan Emily Horan
Seth Gordon Read

Program in Public Administration

Master of Public Administration
Jillian Allen
Andrew J. Bredow
*Amanda Marie Burstein
Modesta Chileshe
Russell Clarke
Elizabeth Marie Dos Santos
Jordan Marc Ellison
*Grace Flaspoeher
Laura Rebecca Foronda
Jasmine Celine Gould
Ebony B. Grant
Gevar Vanquez Green Sr.
Jessica Ann Grisler

Program in Public Policy

Master of Public Policy
Asma Aneel
Hanah Yahya N. M. Alsadi
Mary Elizabeth Altizer
*Michael Backhus
Ted Baptiste
Katelynn Joann Batten
Michael A. Bell Jr.
*Tanya Nazimuddin Borachi
Brian Daniel Coleman
Markus Crewe
*Heather Dempsey
Steven Ronald Eimer
*Timothy Evans
Ashley D. Evaro
Gary Shauna Gilbert
*Gabrielle Gonzalez
Charles T. Goodwin
Stephanie D. Greene
Zachary Harris
Adam Doyle Harrison
Lourdes Hilbers
*Juliann Dona Hitt
Lucas R. Huisenga
Wonwoo Jung
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Antonin Scalia Law School

Master of Laws
Cyber, Intelligence, and National Security Law
Andom Gherezghiher
Luiza Parolin

Global Antitrust Law and Economics
Adam Ernette
April Hibbler
Anthony Holm
Richard Licari
Vai dehi Patel
Daniel Rosenblum

Intellectual Property
John Galotto
Yumiko Oda

Law and Economics
Nicholas Provenzo
Haim Yeger

U.S. Law
Bakhtiyar Ali
Shannon Allen
Enrique Ascanio
Lynda Rosaline Grace Bassong
Angel Roman Campos
Sandra Castaneda Pinzon
Cinthya Costakis
Grant Duffy
Wai Kit Fu
Isabelle Guena
Shuzhi Guo
Wei Guo
Laurent Herrera
Yuko Hino
Lucian Hu
Jung Won Im
Babita Iyer
Imran Khan
Lei Lu
Isabela Macaveli
Ana Martin-Childers
Zachia Murray
Ruchi Patel
Olga Prygoda
Adil Sailau
Caroline Smith
Quan Tran
Elsy Umanzor Martinez
Ivy Uwajeh

Juris Master
Ashraf Al Shihabi
Guinevere Bruner
Virginia Burk
Megan Cossack
Tyler Dever
Rosanna Dombrowski
Lauren Goodacre
Ashley Higgins
Darby McQueen
Michael Miller
Christopher Piedmonte
Mary Robertson
Adriane Webb
Tamara Williams

Juris Doctor
Jacob Adams
Linh Adams
Matthew Ainsley
Abigail Allen
Justin Angotti
Harry Arnold
Jonathan Atkinson
Amanda Bannourah
Erica Barker
William Bartle
Michelle Bechtold
Kevin Bell
James Griffin Boyle
Michael Brackman
Joseph Brambil
Rachel Burke
Francis J. Canavan
David Capper
Kevin Case
Sarah Christensen
Coralie Chu
Brady Clapp
Ashley Close
Thomas Coleman-Houff
Stephanie Comstock
Keith Corley
Joshua Cornwell
Anne Cotter

Kelly Cousousis
Cliff Crawford
Gage Dabin
Charles De Azaggra
Alexander Deise
Molly Delaney
Gelane Diamond
Andrew Doersam
Michael Downing
Evan DRAIN
Arianna Drerup
Anna Dunin-Underwood
Allison Edge
Rachel Elliott
Johan Englen
Lily Esfandiar
Lauren Farrar
Dara Finley
Brian Fisher
Aaron Foster
Eric Fowler
Patrick O. Francescon
Christopher Gearhardt
Armon Ghayoumi
Mitch Gibson
Constantinos Giovanni
Kyle Glickson
Cory Gordon
Samantha Greenstein
Joshua Grossman
Laura-Noelle Grumbine
Emily Gunberg
Trenton Halley
Abigail Hall
Jeremy Hall
Gifford Hampshire
Hannah Harper
Liam Harrell
Rebecka Haynes
Allison Hemmer
Elizabeth Hernandez
Haley Heston
Kristopher Hiser
Ethan Hoffman
Mary Horn
Bernard Horowitz
Miranda Isaacs
Shane Ivey
Mollie Jackowski
Benjamin Janacek
Raphael Johnson
Sydney Jolliffe
John Jung
Alanna Kahn
Charles Kalina
Nichole Kedidgton
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Doctoral Programs

Doctor of Musical Arts

**Kanako Chikami**  
Utilizing Japanese Concepts of 間(Ma) in Japanese Percussion Repertoire  
Advisor: Emily Green, PhD, Reva and Sid Dewberry Family School of Music

**Nayoon Choi**  
Integration of Korean Traditional Musical Elements and Daeguem Techniques into Western Flute Composition: Sori, Nong, and UN-VI  
Advisor: Gregory Robinson, PhD, Reva and Sid Dewberry Family School of Music

**Michelle Fegeas**  
Feminism in Songs from “(In) Habitation: Musical Settings of Margaret Atwood Poetry by American Women Composers”  
Advisor: Emily Green, PhD, Reva and Sid Dewberry Family School of Music

**Juan Francisco Megna**  
Selected Atabaques Rum-Drum Solos in Candombé Ketu Music: Adaptations for Jazz Percussion Vocabulary  
Advisor: Darden Purcell, DMA, Reva and Sid Dewberry Family School of Music

**Brendan Michael Schnabel**  
Using Solo Transcription to Develop a Personal Jazz Improvisational Style  
Advisor: Darden Purcell, DMA, Reva and Sid Dewberry Family School of Music

**Christopher Troiano**  
From Antiquity to Academy: A History of Early American Brass Bands and a Way Forward for Their Adaptation within Institutions of Higher Learning  
Advisor: Michael W. Nickens, DMA, Reva and Sid Dewberry Family School of Music

**Minne Zhang**  
An Integration of Chinese Compositional Techniques with Western Musical Elements: A Stylistic Analysis of Huang An-Lun’s Selected Works  
Advisor: Tom C. Owens, PhD, Reva and Sid Dewberry Family School of Music

Doctor of Nursing Practice

**Koosha Adham**  
Reducing Non-Emergent Emergency Room Visits by Using an Evidence-Based Toolkit for Emergency Room Nurses  
Advisor: Angelina R. Harman, DNP, FNP-BC, School of Nursing

**Kristen Ahearn**  
Implementation of a Second-Stage Management Protocol in George Washington University Hospital Labor and Delivery  
Advisor: Cheryl Oetjen, DNP, APRN, FNP-BC, School of Nursing

**Kate Asiedu**  
Mental Health in the African Immigrant Community: Collaborating with Faith Leaders to Reduce Stigma and Improve Access to Mental Health Care  
Advisor: Kossi P. Eklou, DNP, PMHNP-BC, School of Nursing

**Cynthia Awadzi**  
Early Pregnancy Detection in Women of Child-bearing Age with Substance Use Order  
Advisor: Angelina R. Harman, DNP, FNP-BC, School of Nursing

**Sarah Bhatt**  
Decreasing Out-of-Pocket Costs to Encourage Influenza Vaccine Uptake in a Free Clinic  
Advisor: Tanya Haas, DNP, MSN, RN, School of Nursing

**Jennifer Breseman**  
Enhancing Provider Knowledge through the “Perspectives in Transgender Care” Webinar and Provider Toolkit  
Advisor: Cheryl Oetjen, DNP, APRN, FNP-BC, School of Nursing

**Kristin Clemens**  
Behavioral Health Transitional Care: Bridging the Gap between Acute Care to Outpatient Treatment  
Advisor: Tanya Haas, DNP, MSN, RN, School of Nursing
Erica Edge
A Practice Guide: Overcoming a Pitfall of Defeat in Entrepreneurs
Advisor: Ana Stoehr, PhD, RN, School of Nursing

Alexander Elebo
Mental Health in the African Immigrant Community: Collaborating with Faith Leaders to Reduce Stigma and Improve Access to Mental Health Care
Advisor: Kossi P. Eklou, DNP, PMHNP-BC, School of Nursing

Nora Elnahas
Creating a Sustainable System of Support for Families Affected by Opioid Disorder
Advisor: Caroline Sutter, DNP, APRN, FNP-BC, School of Nursing

Soledad Soto Ferrufino
Improving Diabetes Knowledge and Care in the Hispanic Latino Population via a Culturally Tailored Educational Intervention
Advisor: Cheryl Oetjen, DNP, APRN, FNP-BC, School of Nursing

Alexa Gallagher
Utilizing Community Health Worker Learning Modules to Increase Preventive Services during the COVID-19 Pandemic
Advisor: Rebecca Sutter, DNP, APRN, FNP-BC, School of Nursing

Anu George
Anaphylaxis Management: A Targeted Approach to Improve the Epinephrine Autoinjector (EAI) Access and Use among Primary Care Providers
Advisor: Shanti Chang, DNP, FNP-BC, School of Nursing

Kerniba Ghoneim
Improving Postpartum Depression Screening and Treatment Referral by Pediatric Providers
Advisor: Kossi P. Eklou, DNP, PMHNP-BC, School of Nursing

Lorin Hoover
Because of You: Reshaping Providers’ Attitude and Responses to Intimate Partner Violence Survivors
Advisor: Kossi P. Eklou, DNP, PMHNP-BC, School of Nursing

Elizabeth Horst
Navigating the Integration of Office-Based Opioid Treatment into Primary Care
Advisor: Melanie Yousefi, DNP, PMHNP, School of Nursing

Kenya Jenkins
MEWS—Any News? A Program Evaluation to Address the Gap from Knowledge Acquisition to Application in Practice
Advisor: Cheryl Oetjen, DNP, APRN, FNP-BC, School of Nursing

Janice Kim
Improving Awareness of Palliative and Hospice Care among Korean Americans with Dementia
Advisor: Cheryl Oetjen, DNP, APRN, FNP-BC, School of Nursing

Ellen Kodua-Agbo
Bridging the Gap: Effective Counseling of Mental Health Patients to Enable Tobacco Cessation
Advisor: Kossi P. Eklou, DNP, PMHNP-BC, School of Nursing

Catherine Lancaster
Who Provides Support When the Nurses Are on Their Own?: Implementing a Virtual Community of Practice for Virginia School Nurses
Advisor: Caroline Sutter, DNP, APRN, FNP-BC, School of Nursing

Tesfa Mekonnen
Telehealth: A Means to Improve Sexual and Reproductive Health (Title X) Services
Advisor: Cheryl Oetjen, DNP, APRN, FNP-BC, School of Nursing

Lindsay Najjoum
Expanding Provider Knowledge to Prevent Mortality in Patients with Eating Disorders
Advisor: Shanti Chang, DNP, FNP-BC, School of Nursing

Ashley Nguyen
Advisor: Shanti Chang, DNP, FNP-BC, School of Nursing
Josephine Omari-Yeboah
Improving Cultural Competency among Behavioral Health Professionals
Advisor: Melanie Yousefi, DNP, PMHNP, School of Nursing

Lorraine Ondrasik
Evaluation of a Catholic-Based Recovery Program
Advisor: Rebecca Sutter, DNP, APRN, FNP-BC, School of Nursing

Felicia Tanner Pinn
Implementation of Nursing Education Module: Intervention to Decrease Pharmacologic Treatment and Improve Patient Outcomes for Neonatal Abstinence Syndrome Using the Eat, Sleep, and Console Approach
Advisor: Ana Stoehr, PhD, RN, School of Nursing

Kayla Potter
Routine Screening of NICU Parents Using the PSS:NICU
Advisor: Caroline Sutter, DNP, APRN, FNP-BC, School of Nursing

Carla Reynoso
Addressing Cardiac Risk Factors among the Hispanic Community by Promoting Health Literacy
Advisor: Shanti Chang, DNP, FNP-BC, School of Nursing

Sunisha Sood
The Art of Mentorship: Educating Emerging Leaders in Nursing
Advisor: Rebecca Sutter, DNP, APRN, FNP-BC, School of Nursing

Melissa Swensen
Improving Underserved Patients’ Access to Mental Health Care through Academic-Community Partnerships
Advisor: Shanti Chang, DNP, FNP-BC, School of Nursing

Jennie Tran
The Evaluation of Telehealth Shelter-Based Care during COVID-19
Advisor: Rebecca Sutter, DNP, APRN, FNP-BC, School of Nursing

Priscilla Trewartha
Clinical Technician Onboarding at Inova Fair Oaks Hospital
Advisor: Tanya Haas, DNP, MSN, RN, School of Nursing

Karen Webb
Nurse Leaders Perspectives of ED Pediatric Readiness: A Priorities Implementation Roadmap
Advisor: Cheryl Oetjen, DNP, APRN, FNP-BC, School of Nursing

Michelle Whittaker
Prior Authorization in Addiction Medicine
Advisor: Nancy Kelly, DNP, RN, PHCNS-BC, CNE, School of Nursing

Katrina White
Evaluation of Readiness in Primary Care Practice: Fighting the Opioid Epidemic
Advisor: Rebecca Sutter, DNP, APRN, FNP-BC, School of Nursing

Doctor of Philosophy in Biodefense

Yong-Bee Lim
For Liberty and Accessible Science for All: Building a Better Understanding of U.S. Community Laboratories and the Do-It-Yourself Biology Movement
Advisor: Gregory Koblentz, PhD, Schar School of Policy and Government

Doctor of Philosophy in Bioinformatics and Computational Biology

Paul Aiyetan
A Quantitative Systems Biology and Mechanistic Model Approach to Synthetic Lethality—Defining Reaction Regulatory Pathways of Targeted Cellular Death in Cancer Cells
Advisor: Iosif Vaisman, PhD, School of Systems Biology

Bader Alharbi
Computational Analysis of the Phenotypic Significance of Individual DNA Methylation Sites
Advisor: M. Saleet Jafri, PhD, Neuroscience Program and School of Systems Biology
Jasmine Amirzadegan
Gut Microbiome Dynamics of Diet-Induced Liver Disease, A Computational Approach
Advisor: Patrick Gillevet, PhD, Department of Biology

Kalpana Dommaraju
Computational Identification of Viral/Bacterial Epitopes for Type and Strain Characterization, Leading to the Development of Vaccines against Human Adenovirus, HIV, and Staphylococcus aureus
Advisor: Donald Seto, PhD, School of Systems Biology

June Kang
Computational Analysis of the Phylogenomic Relationships of Human and Simian Adenoviruses and the Cross-Species Transmissions
Advisor: Donald Seto, PhD, School of Systems Biology

Kamil Can Kural
Utilizing Machine Learning and Graph Networks to Solve Complex Biological Problems
Advisor: Ancha Baranova, PhD, School of Systems Biology

Thomas C. McCarty
Respiratory Syncytial Virus Vaccine Design Using Structure-Based Machine Learning Models
Advisor: Iosif Vaisman, PhD, School of Systems Biology

Eric Munger
Identification of Clinically Significant Biomarkers for Inflammatory Diseases with Artificial Neural Networks
Advisor: M. Saleet Jafri, PhD, Neuroscience Program and School of Systems Biology

Daniel A. Negron
Molecular Clock Analysis of Human Adenovirus
Advisor: Donald Seto, PhD, School of Systems Biology

Leena Sait
Machine Learning Identification of Biomarkers Related to Autism Spectrum Disorder Using Genomic Information
Advisor: Iosif Vaisman, PhD, School of Systems Biology

Christopher Mark Siwy
Molecular Dynamics Study into the Passive Transport of Amyloid-ß Inhibitors Permeating the Blood-Brain Barrier
Advisor: Dmitri Klimov, PhD, School of Systems Biology

Doctor of Philosophy in Biosciences

Allison Bakovic
NsP3 Phosphorylation as a Mediator of Alphaviral Virulence through Protein:Protein Interactions
Advisor: Aarthi Narayanan, PhD, School of Systems Biology

Brian Hetrick
Development of Virus-Based Therapeutics and Diagnostics
Advisor: Yuntao Wu, PhD, School of Systems Biology

Lillian Parker
Novel Approaches in Conservation and Evolutionary Genomics for Studying Rare and Elusive Mammals across Different Ecological and Geographical Scales
Advisor: Larry Rockwood, PhD, Department of Biology

Doctor of Philosophy in Chemistry and Biochemistry

Greg Petruncio
Advisor: Mikell Paige, PhD, Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry

Doctor of Philosophy in Civil and Infrastructure Engineering

Hossein Fotouhi
Crowdsourcing in Emerging Transportation Services: Models and Algorithms
Advisor: Elise Miller-Hooks, PhD, Sid and Reva Dewberry Department of Civil, Environmental, and Infrastructure Engineering

Sara Mohamadi
Digital Twin Analytics; Life-Cycle Modeling of Structures for Present and Future Condition Assessment
Advisor: David Lattanzi, PhD, Sid and Reva Dewberry Department of Civil, Environmental, and Infrastructure Engineering
**Doctor of Philosophy in Communication**

**Deanne C. Canieso**  
*Exploring Expectancy Violations and Emotions in Computer-Mediated Communication: A Mixed Method, Hybrid Approach to Content Analysis of Online Mental Health Messages*  
Advisor: Kevin B. Wright, PhD, Department of Communication

**Farah Latif**  
Advisor: Gary L. Kreps, PhD, Department of Communication

**Karin Nordin**  
*Growing a Growth Mindset in the Introductory Course: Design, Pilot Testing, and Implementation of a Communication Mindset Intervention*  
Advisor: Melissa A. Broeckelman-Post, PhD, Department of Communication

**Kristin M. F. Timm**  
*Sources and Frames in a Contested Framing Space: An Analysis of the U.S. Media Coverage of the Fourth National Climate Assessment*  
Advisor: Edward Wile Maibach, PhD, Department of Communication

**Doctor of Philosophy in Computational Social Science**

**Farzaneh Davari**  
*Agent-Based Model for Resilience-Building Procedure in a Social-Ecological System*  
Advisor: Robert Axtell, PhD, Department of Computational and Data Sciences

**Clarence W. Dillon**  
*A Multi-level Model of World Order: A Simulation Environment for World Order Processes and the World Order Knowledge Graph*  
Advisor: Anamaria Berea, PhD, Department of Computational and Data Sciences

**Carmen Arleth Iasiello**  
*An Agent-Based Modeling Approach for Human Resource Management*  
Advisor: Andrew Crooks, PhD, Department of Computational and Data Sciences

**Brandon A. Shapiro**  
*Kinetic Action and Radicalization: Theory, Data, and Model*  
Advisor: Andrew Crooks, PhD, Department of Computational and Data Sciences

**Harold John Walbert**  
*Agents, Networks and Empirical Data: A Computational Data Analysis of Inter-country and Intra-country Dynamics*  
Advisor: Robert Axtell, PhD, Department of Computational and Data Sciences

**Yang Zhou**  
*Exploring Human Activities in Large Cities Using Social Media Data*  
Advisor: Andrew Crooks, PhD, Department of Computational and Data Sciences

---

**Doctor of Philosophy in Computational Sciences and Informatics**

**James P. Andrews**  
*Modeling and Simulation of Polymeric Macromolecules*  
Advisor: Estela Blaisten, PhD, Department of Computational and Data Sciences

**Redouane Betrouni**  
*Efficient Data Splitting Methods for Machine Learning Model Fitting*  
Advisor: Edward J. Wegman, PhD, Department of Computational and Data Sciences

**Gideon Gogovi**  
*Polymers and Biomolecules in Solvents: A Molecular Dynamics Study*  
Advisor: Jason Kinser, DSc, Department of Computational and Data Sciences

**William F. Lamberti**  
*Algorithms to Improve Shape Analysis and Classification for Small Data*  
Advisor: Jason Kinser, DSc, Department of Computational and Data Sciences

**John Kalung Leung**  
*Emotion-Aware Recommender Systems*  
Advisor: Igor Griva, PhD, Department of Mathematical Sciences

---
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Doctor of Philosophy in Computer Science

Yifeng Gao
Mining Variable-Length Motifs in Large-Scale Time Series Data
Advisor: Jessica Lin, PhD, Department of Computer Science

Jitin Krishnan
Unsupervised Cross-Domain and Cross-Lingual Methods for Text Classification, Slot-Filling, and Question-Answering
Advisor: Huzefa Rangwala, PhD, Department of Computer Science

Phi Hung Le
Applications of Secure Computation to Set Intersection
Advisor: Dov Gordon, PhD, Department of Computer Science

Wanwan Li
Personalizing VR Training Experiences through Optimization
Advisor: Lap-Fai Yu, PhD, Department of Computer Science

Matthew Bain Revelle
Community Detection and Event Prediction in Social Networks
Advisor: Carlotta Domeniconi, PhD, Department of Computer Science

Abhishek Roy
Improving Energy Efficiency and Quality-of-Control Metrics in Reliable Multiprocessor Real-Time Systems
Advisor: Hakan Aydin, PhD, Department of Computer Science

Doctor of Philosophy in Conflict Analysis and Resolution

Jerome Armstrong
Embodied Peacemaking
Advisor: Marc Gopin, PhD, Jimmy and Rosalynn Carter School for Peace and Conflict Resolution

Edi Jurkovic
Civil-Military Cooperation (CIMIC) in NATO: Together We Are Strong, Divided We Fall
Advisor: Solon Simmons, PhD, Jimmy and Rosalynn Carter School for Peace and Conflict Resolution

Angelica Martinez
Military Veteran Narratives of Service in Complex Conflicts
Advisor: Sara Cobb, PhD, Jimmy and Rosalynn Carter School for Peace and Conflict Resolution

Cynthia Nassif
The Syrian Refugee Crisis from the Perspective of Lebanese Political Groups
Advisor: Daniel Rothbart, PhD, Jimmy and Rosalynn Carter School for Peace and Conflict Resolution

Sandra Kazi Yougusuk Tombe
Transnational Diaspora Networks of Opposition: The Mobilization of Cameroonian, Ambazonian, and South Sudanese by Opposition Groups in Times of Conflict
Advisor: Terrence Lyons, PhD, Jimmy and Rosalynn Carter School for Peace and Conflict Resolution

Doctor of Philosophy in Criminology, Law and Society

Amy Dezember
Examining Alford Pleas and the Presumption of Strong Evidence
Advisor: Allison D. Redlich, PhD, Department of Criminology, Law and Society

Doctor of Philosophy in Cultural Studies

Aimee Anthony
Behind the Scenes: African American Women Filmmakers in Early Cinema, 1890s to 1940s
Advisor: Jessica Scarlata, PhD, Department of English
Doctor of Philosophy in Earth Systems and Geoinformation Sciences

Troy D. Curry
Exploring Forced Migration through Open Source and Social Media Data
Advisor: Arie Croitoru, PhD, Department of Geography and Geoinformation Science

Alisa A. Pettitt
Immersive Deep Maps for Archaeological Sites: Preserving Presence and Place across Time and Space via Virtual Reality
Advisor: Matthew Rice, PhD, Department of Geography and Geoinformation Science

Steven Quan
Improving Optical Bathymetry Estimation with Constrained Geographically Weighted Regression Using Object-Based Image Analysis
Advisor: Paul Houser, PhD, Department of Geography and Geoinformation Science

Doctor of Philosophy in Economics

Kendra Asher
The Esoteric Writing of David Hume
Advisor: Daniel B. Klein, PhD, Department of Economics

David C. Coker
From Economics to Social Philosophy: The Foundations of John Rawls’s Contribution
Advisor: David M. Levy, PhD, Department of Economics

Nathan P. Goodman
Institutional Diversity and the Economics of Security
Advisor: Christopher Coyne, PhD, Department of Economics

Andrew G. Humphries
Three Essays on Developing Moral Judgment in Adam Smith and Alexis de Tocqueville
Advisor: Daniel B. Klein, PhD, Department of Economics

Clara E. Jace
Essays in the Economics of Religion and Family
Advisor: Peter J. Boettke, PhD, Department of Economics

M. Scott King
Political Economy and the Predatory State
Advisor: Peter T. Leeson, PhD, Department of Economics

John Kroencke
Three Essays in the History of Economics
Advisor: Peter J. Boettke, PhD, Department of Economics

Edward Austin Middleton
The Problem of Sympathy-Seeking Projectors: Adam Smith’s Support of Usury Laws as Prudential Credit Rationing
Advisor: David M. Levy, PhD, Department of Economics

Stuart Paul
Consistency and Stability of Composite-Reliant Bank Failure Models Over Time
Advisor: Carlos D. Ramirez, PhD, Department of Economics

Doctor of Philosophy in Education

Jeremy J. Aldrich
Characteristics and Career Decisions of Secondary Dual Language Teachers in the United States
Advisor: Rebecca Fox, PhD, College of Education and Human Development

Ahmed A. Atef
Leading Work-Based Learning Programs: How Administrators and Teachers Support Learning for Exceptional Female Immigrant High School Students—A Case Study
Advisor: Supriya Baily, PhD, College of Education and Human Development

Nathan P. Goodman
"We Must Stop Now": Advocacy Ethnography with Syrian Refugees in Turkish Higher Education
Advisors: Rebecca Fox, PhD, and Meagan Call-Cummings, PhD, College of Education and Human Development

Bryndan Wise Lindsey
Gait Modification to Reduce Peak Knee Abduction Moment
Advisor: Nelson Cortes, PhD, College of Education and Human Development
Kelly G. Liu
Vocabulary Instruction for Middle School Students with Learning Disabilities and English Learners with Learning Disabilities: An Observation Study
Advisor: Sheri Berkeley, PhD, College of Education and Human Development

Megan M. Sims-Fujita
Factors Influencing College Decision-Making among Students with Disabilities: A Mixed-Methods Study
Advisors: Grace Francis, PhD, and Jodi Duke, EdD, College of Education and Human Development

Shea Walters
The Influence of Epistemological Beliefs, Pedagogical Approaches, and Course Delivery Modes on Faculty Use of Learning Management Systems in Higher Education
Advisor: Nada Dabbagh, PhD, College of Education and Human Development

Monique Apollon Williams
Quantifying Relevance: The Development and Validation of a Scale to Measure Secondary Students’ Perceptions of the Relevance of Mathematics Content
Advisor: Toya Frank, PhD, College of Education and Human Development

Deborah Shaffer
Population Genetic Structure of the Red-Spotted Newt (Notophthalmus viridescens) in Virginia
Advisor: Patrick Gillevet, PhD, Department of Biology

Vera Solovyeva
Climate Change in Oymyakon: Perceptions, Responses, and How Local Knowledge May Inform Policy
Advisor: Susan Crate, PhD, Department of Environmental Science and Policy

Doctor of Philosophy in History

Daniel Curry
De-evolution: Individual Property Rights, Communal Property Rights, and Mexican Land Grants in California and New Mexico, 1821–1925
Advisor: C. Joseph Genetin-Pilawa, PhD, Department of History and Art History

John R. Garnett
Advisor: Matthew B. Karush, PhD, Department of History and Art History

Richard Hardesty
Magic in "a Tragic City": The Orioles and the Redevelopment of Baltimore, 1954–1992
Advisor: Zachary Schrag, PhD, Department of History and Art History

Jannelle Legg
"With Eloquent Fingers He Preached" The Protestant Episcopal Mission to the Deaf
Advisor: Lincoln A. Mullen, PhD, Department of History and Art History

Doctor of Philosophy in Information Technology

Xiaojie Guo
Deep Graph Transformation and Interpretation
Advisors: Feitian Zhang, PhD, and Liang Zhao, PhD, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
Hengyi Hu
Ontologies as Prior Knowledge to Improve Learned Causal Networks of Observational Patient Data
Advisor: Larry Kerschberg, PhD, Department of Computer Science

Fatemah Ali Husain
Arabic Offensive Language Detection in Social Media
Advisor: Ozlem Uzuner, PhD, Department of Information Sciences and Technology

Kahyun Lee
Text De-identification of Electronic Health Records Using Neural Networks
Advisor: Ozlem Uzuner, PhD, Department of Information Sciences and Technology

Mohamad Omar Nachawati
Grey-Box Optimization Algorithms for Decision Guidance Analytics Management Systems
Advisor: Alexander Brodsky, PhD, Department of Computer Science

Zahra Rajabi
Machine Learning over User-Generated Content: From Unsupervised User Behavioral Models to Emotion Recognition via Deep Learning
Advisors: Amarda Shehu, PhD, Department of Computer Science, and Ozlem Uzuner, PhD, Department of Information Sciences and Technology

Hui Zheng
Assisting Young Adults with Neurodiversity to Engage in Learning Activities: Smartwatch Applications in Inclusive Education
Advisor: Vivian Motti, PhD, Department of Information Sciences and Technology

Doctor of Philosophy in Linguistics

Chiu-ching Tseng
An Investigation of Voice Onset Time and the Factors That Affect It in L1 and L2 Mandarin
Advisor: stvn h. weinberger

Doctor of Philosophy in Neuroscience

Sarojini Manjusha Attili
Quantification of Neuron Types in the Rodent Hippocampal Formation by Data Mining and Numerical Optimization
Advisor: Giorgio Ascoli, PhD, Department of Bioengineering

Daniel Dorman
Synaptic Integration, Calcium Dynamics, and Plasticity in Striatal Spiny Projection Neurons
Advisor: Kim Avrama Blackwell, PhD, Department of Bioengineering

Keivan Moradi
Data-Driven Modeling of Hippocampal Synaptic Electrophysiology
Advisor: Giorgio Ascoli, PhD, Department of Bioengineering

Doctor of Philosophy in Nursing

Nesibe Sumeyye Kutahyalioglu
Implementation and Practice Barriers of Family-Centered Care Encountered by Neonatal Nurses
Advisor: Katherine Scafide, PhD, RN, School of Nursing

Abdullah Salim Musabah Al Mahrouqi
Patient-Centered Care and Self-Management of Type-2 Diabetes in Oman: A Mixed-Methods Study
Advisor: R. Kevin Mallinson, PhD, RN, FAAN, School of Nursing

Mary Narayan
Culture-Sensitive/Patient-Centered Assessment and Care-Planning in Home Health Nursing
Advisor: R. Kevin Mallinson, PhD, RN, FAAN, School of Nursing

Doctor of Philosophy in Physics

Jenna Cann
Local Relics: The Hunt for Intermediate Mass Black Holes
Advisor: Shobita Satyapal, PhD, Department of Physics and Astronomy
Stefano Dolci  
The Influence of Strain Rate, Temperature Effects, and Instabilities in Failure Modeling for Metal Alloys  
Advisor: Cing-Dao (Steve) Kan, PhD, Department of Physics and Astronomy

Doctor of Philosophy in Political Science

Timothy R. Heath  
Political Requirements for Economic Upgrade in Single-Party Authoritarian Regimes: A Comparative Analysis  
Advisor: Ming Wan, PhD, Schar School of Policy and Government

Doctor of Philosophy in Psychology

Paul J. Beatty  
“Oops, I Did It Again?” Behavioral and Electrophysiological Indices of Error Processing Predict Adaptive Post-Error Compensations  
Advisor: Craig McDonald, PhD, Department of Psychology

Samantha Dubrow  
Leadership Transitions in Teams  
Advisor: Stephen Zaccaro, PhD, Department of Psychology

Jordan E. Greenburg  
Investigating the “Gift of Time”: Predictors and Outcomes Associated with Delayed School Entry and Kindergarten Retention  
Advisor: Adam Winsler, PhD, Department of Psychology

Courtney Ricciardi  
Trajectories of Advanced Math Taking for Low-Income Students of Color in Middle and High School  
Advisor: Adam Winsler, PhD, Department of Psychology

Ze Zhu  
Clarifying the Construct of Supervisor Support for Recovery and Its Impacts on Employee Recovery Experiences  
Advisor: Lauren E. Kuykendall, PhD, Department of Psychology

Doctor of Philosophy in Public Policy

James D. Cahill  
War Plans and Effective Military Organizations  
Advisor: Edward Rhodes, PhD, Schar School of Policy and Government

Gia C. Cromer  
Transitioning Education in Emergencies in Africa  
Advisor: Jack A. Goldstone, PhD, Schar School of Policy and Government

Eugene M. Fishel  
Third-Party Considerations in U.S. Bilateral Relations: Four Case Studies Examining the Presence of the Moscow Factor in U.S. Policy Toward Sovereign Ukraine  
Advisor: Edward Rhodes, PhD, Schar School of Policy and Government

Hyun Ju Kim  
Essays on Household Decision-Making and Mobile Access in Ethiopia  
Advisor: Naoru Koizumi, PhD, Schar School of Policy and Government

Peter K. Patacsil  
The Design and Evolution of the United States Cyber Command  
Advisor: Edward Rhodes, PhD, Schar School of Policy and Government

Doctor of Philosophy in Rehabilitation Science

Andrew Pechstein  
Fatigability and Cardiorespiratory Fitness during Sustained Walking Following Overground Locomotor Training in Individuals with Parkinson’s Disease  
Advisor: Andrew Guccione, PT, PhD, DPT, FAPTA, Department of Rehabilitation Science
Doctor of Philosophy in Sociology

Katie Matthew
Duty and Responsibility: Understanding Work-Family Conflict for Multigenerational Households
Advisor: Shannon N. Davis, PhD, Department of Sociology and Anthropology

Doctor of Philosophy in Systems Engineering and Operations Research

Ira Lee Crofford Jr.
An Approximate Dynamic Programming Approach to Determine the Optimal Draft Strategy for a Single Team During the National Football League Draft
Advisor: Rajesh Ganesan, PhD, Department of Systems Engineering and Operations Research

Doctor of Philosophy in Writing and Rhetoric

Sarah Johnson
Mortuus et Vivus: Uncovering Writing Instructors’ Negotiations of the Standard English Dilemma and Paradox in Their Writing Assessment Practices
Advisor: Michelle LaFrance, PhD, Department of English

Robyn Russo
Toward an Expansive Equity: Reimagining How Writing in Two-Year Colleges Can Facilitate a New Vision of Equity as a Practice
Advisor: Michelle LaFrance, PhD, Department of English
Honorary Degree Recipients

1980s
Dr. James M. Buchanan, Honorary Doctor of Laws, '87
Mr. Clifton R. Wharton Jr., Honorary Doctor of Laws, '88

1990s
The Honorable Charles S. Robb, Honorary Doctor of Laws, '90
The Honorable Vernon E. Jordan Jr., Esquire, Honorary Doctor of Laws, '90
Ms. Judy Woodruff, Honorary Doctor of Humane Letters, '92
The Honorable William H. Rehnquist, Honorary Doctor of Laws, '93
The Honorable Gerald L. Baliles, Honorary Doctor of Laws, '94
Mr. J. Hamilton Lambert, Honorary Doctor of Humane Letters, '97
The Honorable James Gilmore III, Honorary Doctor of Laws, '98
The Honorable Giles Sutherland Rich, Honorary Doctor of Laws, '98
The Honorable William J. Bennett, Honorary Doctor of Humane Letters, '99

2000s
Dr. Vinton G. Cerf, Honorary Doctor of Science, '00
Dr. Robert E. Kahn, Honorary Doctor of Science, '00
Dean Emeritus Henry G. Manne, Honorary Doctor of Laws, '00
The Honorable Sandra Day O'Connor, Honorary Doctor of Laws, '00
Mr. James V. Kimsey, Honorary Doctor of Humane Letters, '01
Mrs. Elizabeth P. Campbell, Honorary Doctor of Humane Letters, '01
Mr. Brian P. Lamb, Honorary Doctor of Humane Letters, '01
The Honorable Kay Coles James, Honorary Doctor of Humane Letters, '02
Mr. Charles G. Koch, Honorary Doctor of Science, '02
Mr. Michael G. Anzilotti*, Honorary Doctor of Humane Letters, '03
The Honorable Mark R. Warner, Honorary Doctor of Humane Letters, '03
Dr. Vernon L. Smith, Honorary Doctor of Science, '04
Mr. Roger W. Wilkins, Honorary Doctor of Humane Letters, '04
Mr. Mark Morris, Honorary Doctor of Humane Letters, '05
The Honorable John W. Warner, Honorary Doctor of Humane Letters, '05
Dr. Scott S. Cowen, Honorary Doctor of Humane Letters, '06
Dr. Enrico Garaci, Honorary Doctor of Science, '06
The Honorable Timothy M. Kaine, Honorary Doctor of Humane Letters, '07
Mr. Norman Augustine, Honorary Doctor of Science, '08
Mr. Steve Case, Honorary Doctor of Humane Letters, '09
Mr. Paul A. Strassmann, Honorary Doctor of Humane Letters, '09

2010s
Mr. Daisaku Ikeda, Honorary Doctor of Humane Letters, '10
The Honorable Jim Webb, Honorary Doctor of Humane Letters, '10
Admiral Thad Allen, U.S. Coast Guard (ret.), Honorary Doctor of Humane Letters, '11
Ms. Anousheh Ansari*, Honorary Doctor of Science, '12
Ms. Shari Arison, Honorary Doctor of Humane Letters, '13
Mr. Ali Vural Ak, Honorary Doctor of Humane Letters, '14
The Honorable Jim Moran, Honorary Doctor of Humane Letters, '14
Mr. David M. Rubenstein, Honorary Doctor of Humane Letters, '14
The Honorable Frank Wolf, Honorary Doctor of Humane Letters, '14
Ms. Jean Case, Honorary Doctor of Humane Letters, '15
Ms. Hala Gorani*, Honorary Doctor of Humane Letters, '15

The Honorable Denise Turner Roth*, Honorary Doctor of Humane Letters, '15

Ms. Sheila C. Johnson, Honorary Doctor of Humane Letters, '16

The Honorable Terence R. McAuliffe, Honorary Doctor of Humane Letters, '16

Mr. O. M. (Tony) Nicely, Honorary Doctor of Humane Letters, '16

Mr. Martin Baron, Honorary Doctor of Humane Letters, '17

The Honorable Bethany Hall-Long*, Honorary Doctor of Humane Letters, '17

The Honorable Petula C. Metzler*, Honorary Doctor of Laws, '17

Mr. Paul Polman, Honorary Doctor of Humane Letters, '18

Dr. M. Brian Blake*, Honorary Doctor of Humane Letters, '18

Ms. Kelly McNamara Corley*, Honorary Doctor of Laws, '18

Ms. Amina J. Mohammed, Honorary Doctor of Humane Letters, '19

Ms. Zainab Salbi*, Honorary Doctor of Humane Letters, '19

*Indicates George Mason University Alumni
The George Mason Medal

The George Mason Medal is designated by the George Mason University Board of Visitors to be the university’s highest honorary award.

This medal is designed to honor George Mason, the man. Those receiving the award should have a record of service to their community, state, or nation consistent with the level and quality of George Mason’s public service in his own time. George Mason, a native of Northern Virginia, was never elected to public office, but he was a public leader in the cause of freedom during the Revolutionary War and the formative years of the United States of America.

The George Mason Medal is awarded from time to time at the university’s annual commencement exercises with a special and distinct place reserved on the program for the presentation of the medal.

Recipients

**1980s**
Mr. John T. Hazel Jr.
The Honorable John C. Wood
The Honorable Omer L. Hirst

**1990s**
The Honorable Dorothy McDiarmid
The Honorable Carrington Williams
Dr. Helen Hill Miller
The Honorable Edwin W. Lynch
The Honorable Edgar A. Prichard
Mrs. Joanne Johnson
Mr. Sidney O. Dewberry
Dr. Richard J. Ernst

**2000s**
Dr. James M. Buchanan
Mr. Dwight C. Schar
Dr. George W. Johnson
The Honorable Edwin Meese III
Mrs. Sally Merten
Mr. Earle C. Williams
Mr. John M. Toups
Ms. Hortensia B. Cadenas*
Mr. William A. Hazel
Mrs. Carolyn Peterson

Mr. Milton Peterson
Mr. Don de Laski
Mrs. Nancy de Laski

**2010s**
The Honorable A. Linwood Holton Jr.
Ms. Lovey L. Hammel*
Dr. Alan G. Merten
Dr. Ernst Volgenau
Mr. C. Daniel Clemente
Mr. Gerald T. Halpin
Dr. Frank A. Pettrone
Dr. Peter N. Stearns
Dr. Robert G. Templin
The Honorable Charles J. Colgan
Mr. Jim Larrañaga
Dr. Long V. Nguyen
Mr. James W. Hazel*
Mr. Joseph A. Heastie*

*Indicates George Mason University Alumni
The Presidential Medals for Faculty Excellence

Sponsored by the Office of the President, the Presidential Medals for Faculty Excellence were created to recognize, promote, and honor outstanding members of our community for excellence in teaching, research and scholarship, social impact, and diversity and inclusion.

Recipients

The John Toups Presidential Medal for Faculty Excellence in Teaching

2017
Jill Karen Nelson

2018
Patricia Miller
Linda Apple Monson

2019
Kathleen E. Wage

2020
Jeff Offutt

The Beck Family Presidential Medal for Faculty Excellence in Research and Scholarship

2017
Lance A. Liotta

2018
Thomas E. Lovejoy

2019
Tyler Cowen

2020
Edward Maibach

The Karen and Hector Alcalde Presidential Medal for Faculty Excellence in Diversity and Inclusion

2017
Kevin A. Clark
Wendi Manuel-Scott

The United Bank Presidential Medal for Faculty Excellence in Diversity and Inclusion

2018
Angela Hattery

2019
Frederic Paul Bemak
Rita Chi-Ying Chung

2020
Cynthia Fuchs

The Earle C. Williams Presidential Medal for Faculty Excellence in Social Impact

2017
Cynthia Lum
Michael W. Nickens

2018
Stephen S. Fuller

2019
Christianne Esposito-Smythers

2020
Jenice View
Academic Procession

Chair of the Faculty Senate
Candidates for Doctoral Degrees
The Teaching Faculty
The Administrative Faculty and Staff
The Emeritus Faculty
George Mason Medal Recipients
The University Marshal

Vice Presidents, Deans, and Directors
President of the Alumni Association
Board of Visitors
Honorary Degree Recipients
The Rector
The President

About the University Mace

George Mason University formal ceremonies begin with the entrance of the university mace, which features Mason’s seal highlighting freedom and learning and is carried in the procession by the lead university marshal. The tradition of the mace derives from medieval times when a bodyguard held a mace during ceremonial functions with the intention of protecting the royal or dignitary. The mace symbolizes the university’s governing authority and is present only when the president and the Board of Visitors are in attendance.
Alma Mater

Patriot Pride
George Mason, George Mason
We honor you today
Our alma mater is the source of Patriot Pride
From far and near 'round the world we come
To learn side by side.

Our namesake, George Mason
Saw truths that few could see
Declaring all of humankind is equally free
His truths live today in the heart and soul of
our university.

We love our George Mason
We’re proud of the green and gold
Those colors stay with us,
Those colors grow with us,
Those colors keep us Patriots
True and bold.
Board of Visitors

Mr. James W. Hazel*, Rector
Mr. Horace L. Blackman*, Vice Rector
Ms. Simmi K. Bhuller*, Secretary
Mr. Anjan Chimaladinne*

The Honorable Tom Davis
Mr. Juan Carlos Iturregui
Mr. Mehmood S. Kazmi
Ms. Wendy Marquez

The Honorable Ignacia S. Moreno
The Honorable Carolyn J. Moss
Mr. Jon M. Peterson
Ms. Nancy Gibson Prowitt

Mr. Paul J. Reagan*
Mr. Edward H. Rice

The Honorable Denise Turner Roth*
Mr. Bob Witeck

Shannon Davis, Faculty Representative
Shelby Adams, Student Representative
Lilianna Deveneau, Student Representative
Lauren Reuscher, Staff Liaison

* Indicates George Mason University Alumni

Officers of George Mason University

Gregory Washington, PhD, President
Paul Allvin, BS, Vice President, Strategic Communications and Marketing
Lester L. Arnold Sr., MBA, Vice President, Human Resources and Payroll
Kevin Borek, MBA, Vice President for Information Technology and Chief Information Officer

Trishana Bowden, BS, Vice President for Advancement and Alumni Relations

David Burge, MS, Vice President for Enrollment Management

Aurali Dade, PhD, Interim Vice President for Research, Innovation, and Economic Impact

Deb Dickinson, MBA, Vice President for Finance
Brad Edwards, MBA, Assistant Vice President and Director of Intercollegiate Athletics

Mark Ginsberg, PhD, Provost and Executive Vice President

Carol Dillon Kissal, MBA, Senior Vice President for Administration and Finance
Paul Liberty, BA, Vice President, Government and Community Relations

Rene Stewart O’Neal, MPP, Associate Vice President for Strategic Planning and Budgeting

Rose Pascarell, MA, Vice President, University Life

Dietra Trent, PhD, Interim Vice President, Compliance, Diversity, and Ethics and Special Advisor to the President

Kenneth D. Walsh, PhD, Vice President, Strategic Initiatives, and Chief of Staff
Academic Deans
Ann Ardis, PhD, Dean, College of Humanities and Social Sciences
Robert E. Baker, EdD, Interim Dean, College of Education and Human Development
Kenneth Ball, PhD, Dean, Volgenau School of Engineering
Zofia Burr, PhD, Dean, Honors College
Richard S. Davis, DFA, Dean, College of Visual and Performing Arts
Germaine M. Buck Louis, PhD, Dean, College of Health and Human Services
Fernando Miralles-Wilhelm, PhD, Dean, College of Science
Alpaslan Özerdem, PhD, Dean, Jimmy and Rosalynn Carter School for Peace and Conflict Resolution
Maury Peiperl, PhD, Dean, School of Business
Kenneth Randall, JD, Dean, Antonin Scalia Law School
Mark Rozell, PhD, Dean, Schar School of Policy and Government

Chair of the Faculty Senate
Shannon Davis, PhD, Professor and Director of Graduate Studies, Sociology, Department of Sociology and Anthropology

University Marshals
Star Muir, Associate Professor of Communication and Lead University Marshal
Alok Berry, Associate Professor, Electrical and Computer Engineering
Sharon Caraballo, Associate Dean, Undergraduate Programs, Volgenau School of Engineering
Peter Farrell, Faculty and Capstone Coordinator, Volgenau School of Engineering
Brian Gillette, Student Academic Affairs Coordinator, College of Health and Human Services
Lisa Kahn, Associate Dean for Academic Affairs, College of Visual and Performing Arts
Andrew Loerch, Associate Professor, Systems Engineering and Operations Research
Ann Ludwick, Assistant Dean, Schar School of Policy and Government
Janette Muir, Associate Provost, Academic Initiatives and Services
James Pfiffner, University Professor, Schar School of Policy and Government
Jennifer Robinson, Associate Vice President for Alumni Relations
Ellen Drogin Rodgers, Associate Dean, College of Education and Human Development
Caitlin Shear, Director, Integrated Enrollment Marketing Communications
Gerald Weatherspoon, Chair, Chemistry and Biochemistry, College of Science
Thomas Wood, Associate Professor, School of Integrative Studies
Welcome to the Alumni Association

Dear Patriots,

Congratulations on becoming a Mason alum! The George Mason University Alumni Association is excited to welcome this new class to our thriving community of more than 200,000 members. Earning your degree is an incredible achievement, and while your time as a student is over, your relationship with Mason is only just beginning.

As an alum, you now have access to so many great benefits, resources, and opportunities for staying engaged with the university. Our website, alumni.gmu.edu, can provide you with more information.

As you embark on your post-grad journey, remember to keep in touch and let us know about the great things that are happening in your life after Mason. The George Mason University Alumni Association is your lifelong connection to the university and we look forward to connecting with you.

Congratulations again for earning your degree, and remember, Once a Patriot, Always a Patriot!

With Patriot Pride,

The George Mason University Alumni Association

STAY CONNECTED ON SOCIAL MEDIA!

alumni.gmu.edu